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Chapter 1
Introduction
In this thesis, we will study several properties of a model of random graphs that
involves points taken randomly in the hyperbolic plane. Random graphs are a
mathematical model for networks, i.e. systems which consist of several entities,
e.g. points, people or web sites, and pairwise relationships between these entities,
e.g. line segments, friendships or hyperlinks. In graph theory, the entities are
called vertices and the relationships between them are called edges. In networks
science, the vertices are also often called nodes and the edges are often called links.
In this introductory chapter, we will firstly give a brief motivation for hyper-
bolic geometry and define the random graph model that we want to study. Then,
in Sections 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5, we will introduce some graph-theoretical concepts and
present the corresponding results that form the novel contributions of this thesis
and that we will prove in the main part. We conclude the introductory chapter
with an overview of related models and tools which constitute crucial proof ideas.
The remaining chapters contain the detailed proofs.
1.1 Hyperbolic geometry
Hyperbolic geometry was developed in the first half of the 19th century in order
to show that Euclid’s fifth axiom was indeed independent of the others, i.e. that
it is possible to have a line l and a point P not on it such that there are infinitely
many lines through P that are parallel to l, while still all other axioms of Euclid
hold (for a modern English translation of Euclid’s Elements, including the Greek
original in a column to the left-hand side, see [16]). The first ground-breaking
publications on hyperbolic geometry were by Lobachevsky in 1829-30 (for the
first English translation in 1891, see [43]) and independently by Bolyai in 1832,
see [14], while Gauss mentioned some results in a letter from 1824, which he did not
publish [15]. Later, hyperbolic geometry has been constructed and studied with
analytic methods. This led to the modern description of the hyperbolic plane H
as a surface with constant negative Gaussian curvature. It has several convenient
1
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representations (i.e. coordinate maps), including the Poincare´ half-plane model,
the Poincare´ disk model and the Klein disk model. A gentle introduction to
hyperbolic geometry and these representations of the hyperbolic plane can for
instance be found in [48]. Throughout this thesis we will be working with a
representation of the hyperbolic plane using hyperbolic polar coordinates. That is,
a point p ∈ H is represented as (r, θ), where r = r(p) is the hyperbolic distance
between p and the origin (by which we mean a distinguished point O) and θ is
the angle between the line segment Op and the positive x-axis. We shall denote
by DR the hyperbolic disk of radius R around the origin O of the hyperbolic
plane H with curvature −1, and by dH(u, v) we denote the hyperbolic distance
between two points u, v ∈ H. In polar coordinates, the hyperbolic distance between
u1 = (r1, θ1) and u2 = (r2, θ2) can be computed explicitly via
dH((r1, θ1), (r2, θ2)) = acosh(cosh r1 cosh r2 − sinh r1 sinh r2 cos(θ2 − θ1)),
where acosh : [1,∞)→ [0,∞) denotes the inverse of the hyperbolic cosine function
cosh : [0,∞)→ [1,∞), cosh(x) = 12 (ex + e−x) and where we recall that sinh(x) =
1
2 (e
x− e−x). Note that the expression for dH is well-defined because the argument
inside acosh is ≥ cosh r1 cosh r2 − sinh r1 sinh r2 = cosh(r1 − r2) ≥ 1.
As we mentioned earlier that the hyperbolic plane is a surface with constant
negative Gaussian curvature, we recall that curvature is a widely applicable con-
cept in geometry. The curvature at a point of a (2-dimensional) surface measures
by how much the surface deviates from a plane (close to that point). Zero cur-
vature indicates that the surface locally looks like the plane. Positive curvature
indicates that it locally looks like a sphere or tennis ball, or in other words, that
the surface lies entirely on one side of the tangent plane. Negative curvature indi-
cates that it locally looks like a hyperboloid or saddle for horseback riding, or in
other words, the surface lies on both sides of the tangent plane. Roughly speaking,
the larger the absolute value of the curvature, the more sharply bent or curly the
surface. As we do not need it for our purposes, we do not develop the full theory
of curvature here, but we refer to standard textbooks on differential geometry, for
instance do Carmo [22].
1.2 The KPKVB model
The model of random graphs that we study in this thesis was introduced by
Krioukov, Papadopoulos, Kitsak, Vahdat and Bogun˜a´ [36] in 2010 - we abbreviate
it as the KPKVB model. We should however note that the model also goes by
several other names in the literature, including hyperbolic random (geometric)
graphs and random hyperbolic graphs. The model was intended to model complex
networks and, in particular, it is motivated by the assumption that the properties
of complex networks are the expression of a hidden geometry which expresses the
hierarchies among classes of nodes of the network. Krioukov et al. postulate that
this hidden geometry is hyperbolic space.
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Figure 1.1: Simulations of the KPKVB model with n = 1000 vertices, α = 0.9
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Figure 1.2: Simulations of the KPKVB model with n = 1000 vertices, ν = 1 and
α = 0.6, 0.9, 1.2 (from left to right).
Given a fixed constant ν ∈ (0,∞) and a natural number n > ν, we let R =
2 log(n/ν), or equivalently n = ν exp(R/2). Also, let α ∈ (0,∞).
The vertex set of the KPKVB random graphG(n;α, ν) consists of n i.i.d. points
in DR with probability density function
g(r, θ) = gα,R(r, θ) =
α sinhαr
2pi(coshαR− 1) , (1.1)
for 0 ≤ r < R and −pi < θ ≤ pi. The edge set is given by





: dH(u, v) ≤ R}






cosh ru cosh rv − sinh ru sinh rv cos |θu − θv|2pi ≤ coshR}





: |θu − θv|2pi ≤ ϑ(ru, rv)},
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where |x|m = min(|x|,m − |x|) for m > 0, x ∈ R,−m ≤ x ≤ m, and where we
used the angle threshold function ϑ = ϑR = ϑn,ν :
ϑ : [0, R]2 → [0, pi]
ϑ(r, s) =
{
arccos( cosh r cosh s−coshRsinh r sinh s ), for r, s ∈ (0, R], r + s ≥ R
pi, for r, s ∈ [0, R], r + s < R
= maximal angle between two adjacent vertices
with radial coordinates r and s.
(Formally, we can also think of the KPKVB model as a probability distribution on
the set of n-vertex graphs (with vertex set [n] = {1, . . . , n}), where we associate
with each vertex an auxiliary random vector (indicating the location of the vertex
in the hyperbolic plane), s.t. the edge set is the ‘deterministic geometric trans-
formation’ of the random vectors; note that two or more vertices can coincide in
location, but this happens with probability zero).
In other words, given the parameters n ∈ N0, 0 < ν < n and α > 0, we
derive the parameter R = 2 log(n/ν) and obtain the KPKVB model by sampling
n points independently and uniformly in a disk with radius R around the origin
of the hyperbolic plane with curvature −α2 and place an edge between a pair of
vertices if their hyperbolic distance measured at a curvature of −1 is at most R
(using the previously obtained polar coordinates of the vertices).
See Figure 1.1 for simulations of the KPKVB model with different values for
ν and Figure 1.2 for simulations with different values for α. See Figure 1.3 for
an illustration of the adjacency rule, resp. the neighbourhood ball of a vertex.
Note that in these and ensuing simulation plots of the model, the distances differ
from our usual (Euclidean) intuition. Roughly speaking, the distances are larger
towards the boundary of the disk and behave a bit like the sum of the radial
coordinates minus a correction term that depends on the angular distance between
the two points [36].
The intuitive interpretation of the parameters is as follows: Clearly, n is the
number of vertices. The parameter α determines how the points are distributed
within the disk.
For α→ 0 (and R fixed), gα,R(r, θ)→ rpiR2 which is the uniform distribution in
the Euclidean disk with radius R (which has curvature zero); note however that in
the KPKVB model, the distances are measured at a curvature of −1 for all α > 0.
For α → ∞ (and R fixed), the distribution given by gα,R tends to the uniform
distribution of the circle (curve) with radius R.
If α = 1, the distribution of (r, θ) given by (1.1) is the uniform distribution
on DR. For general α ∈ (0,∞) Krioukov et al. [36] call the distribution (1.1) the
quasi-uniform distribution on DR.
The parameter ν influences the radius R of the disk (which is also used as the
adjacency threshold) in such a way that for α > 12 , the average degree tends in
probability to a finite positive constant [36].





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1.3: Simulations of the KPKVB model with n = 300, α = 0.6, ν = 1,






4R,R (from left to right).
1.2.1 Previous results
Krioukov et al. [36] observed that the distribution of the degrees in G(n;α, ν)
follows a power-law with exponent 2α + 1, for α ∈ (1/2,∞). For a certain range
of degrees k = kn, this was verified rigorously by Gugelmann et al. in [30]. Note
that for α ∈ (1/2, 1), the exponent of the power-law is between 2 and 3, which is
in line with numerous observations in networks which arise in applications (see for
example [4]). In addition, Krioukov et al. observed, and Gugelmann et al. proved
rigorously, that the (local) clustering coefficient of the graph stays bounded away
from zero a.a.s. (we will give the definition of local clustering in Section 1.5).
Here and in the rest of this thesis we use the following notation: If (En)n∈N is
a sequence of events then we say that En occurs asymptotically almost surely
(a.a.s.), if P(En)→ 1 as n→∞.
Krioukov et al. [36] also observed that the average degree of G(n;α, ν) is de-
termined via the parameter ν for α ∈ (1/2,∞). This was rigorously verified in
Gugelmann et at. [30] too. In particular, Gugelmann et at. [30] proved that the




In Bode, Fountoulakis and Mu¨ller [11], it was established that α = 1 is the
critical point for the emergence of a giant component in G(n;α, ν). In particular,
if α ∈ (0, 1), the fraction of vertices contained in the largest component is bounded
away from 0 a.a.s., whereas if α ∈ (1,∞), the largest component is sublinear in n
a.a.s. For α = 1, the component structure depends on ν. If ν is large enough, then
a giant component exists a.a.s., but if ν is small enough, then a.a.s. all components
are sublinear.
In Fountoulakis and Mu¨ller [25], this picture is sharpened. There, it is shown
that the fraction of vertices belonging to the largest component converges in prob-
ability to a constant which depends on α and ν. For α = 1, the existence of a
critical value ν0 ∈ (0,∞) is established such that when ν crosses ν0 a giant com-
ponent emerges a.a.s. [25]. In [32] and [33], Kiwi and Mitsche considered the size
of the second largest component and showed that if α ∈ ( 12 , 1), a.a.s., the second
largest component has polylogarithmic order with exponent 1
α− 12
.
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Apart from the degree distribution, clustering and component sizes, the graph
distances in this model have also been considered. In [32] and [26], a.a.s. polylog-
arithmic upper and lower bounds on the diameter of the largest component are
shown, and in [42], these were sharpened to show that log n is the correct order
of the diameter. Furthermore, in [2] it is shown that for α ∈ (1/2, 1) the largest
component is what is called an ultra-small world : it exhibits doubly logarithmic
typical distances.
Results on the global clustering coefficient were obtained in [17], and on the
evolution of graphs on more general spaces with negative curvature in [24]. The
spectral gap of the Laplacian of this model was studied in [31].
In [12], Bode, Fountoulakis and Mu¨ller showed that α = 1/2 is the critical
value for connectivity: that is, if α ∈ (0, 1/2), then G(n;α, ν) is a.a.s. connected,
whereas G(n;α, ν) is a.a.s. disconnected if α ∈ (1/2,∞). The second half of this
statement is in fact already immediate from the results of Gugelmann et al. [29]:
there it is shown that for α > 1/2, a.a.s., there are linearly many isolated vertices.
For α = 1/2, the probability of connectivity tends to a limiting value that is a
function of ν which is continuous and non-decreasing and which equals one if and
only if ν ≥ pi.
1.3 Perfect matchings and Hamilton cycles
A Hamilton cycle in a graph is a closed path which contains all vertices of the
graph. A graph is called Hamiltonian if it contains at least one Hamilton cycle.
A matching is a set of edges that do not share endpoints and a perfect matching
is a matching that covers all vertices of the graph.
Hamilton cycles and perfect matchings are classical topics in graph theory.
The origin of the study of Hamilton cycles is usually traced to William Rowan
Hamilton, although the topic had been studied before [10]. Hamilton labeled the
vertices of a dodecahedron with different city names and asked for a round trip
that visits each city exactly once. Finding a Hamilton cycle in a graph or solving
the related traveling salesman problem are computationally hard. Historically the
existence of Hamilton cycles and perfect matchings has been a central theme in the
theory of random graphs as well. For instance, for the Erdo˝s-Re´nyi model (also
called the binomial random graph), the limit probability for having a Hamilton
cycle has been derived [34,35,45]. In the random graph process (where in each step
a new edge is added independently at random), a.a.s. the evolving graph turns
Hamiltonian at the same time as it attains minimum degree at least two [3, 13].
In the context of random geometric graphs in the Euclidean plane, analogous
results have been obtained [8, 21, 41]. The emergence of Hamilton cycles was also
considered in other models, including the preferential attachment model [27] and
the random d-regular graph model [46].
As one of the contributions of this thesis, we explore the existence of Hamilton
cycles and perfect matchings in the KPKVB model G(n;α, ν), the proofs can be
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found in Chapter 2. In light of the result on isolated vertices mentioned above,
the question is non-trivial only for α ≤ 12 (as for α > 12 , the existence of isolated
vertices implies that there is neither a perfect matching nor a Hamilton cycle).
A perfect matching trivially cannot exist if n is odd. For this reason we find it
convenient to switch to considering near perfect matchings from now on. That is,
matchings that cover all but at most one vertex. (So if n is even a near perfect
matching is the same as a perfect matching; and the existence of a Hamilton cycle
implies the existence of a near perfect matching.)
We show that in the regime α < 12 , a.a.s., the existence of a Hamilton cycle as
well as of a (near) perfect matching has a non-trivial phase transition in ν:
Theorem 1.3.1. For all positive real α < 12 , there are constants ν0 = ν0(α)
and ν1 = ν1(α) such that the following hold. For all 0 < ν < ν0, the random
graph G(n;α, ν) a.a.s. does not have a near perfect matching (and consequently
no Hamilton cycle either). For all ν > ν1, G(n;α, ν) a.a.s. has a Hamilton cycle
(and hence also a near perfect matching).
To our knowledge, this is the first time this problem is considered for the
G(n;α, ν) model. Note that in the theorem above, we must have ν0 ≤ ν1. We
conjecture that the dependence on ν is sharp, i.e. ν0 = ν1 =: νc.
Conjecture 1.3.2. For every 0 < α < 12 , there exists a critical νc = νc(α) > 0
such that if ν < νc, a.a.s. G(n;α, ν) has no near perfect matching, whereas if
ν > νc, then a.a.s. G(n;α, ν) has a Hamilton cycle.
A natural question to ask is what happens in the case α = 12 . Does there exist
ν large enough so that the graph a.a.s. becomes Hamiltonian in this case as well?
It would also be interesting to explore the relation of Hamiltonicity with the
property of 2-connectivity. Recall that a graph is 2-connected if it has at least 3
vertices and it remains connected when removing a single vertex. Every Hamilto-
nian graph is 2-connected, but not vice versa in general. If the above conjecture
is true, is there a similar behaviour for the property of 2-connectivity? If yes, are
the corresponding critical constants νc equal?
1.4 Degree distribution
The degree of a vertex denotes the number of neighbours, i.e. the number of
vertices that are adjacent to the given vertex. The degree distribution considers
the relative frequency of a degree k. Previously, Gugelmann et al. [29] showed
that the degree distribution follows a power-law with exponent 2α + 1 for all








As a contribution of this thesis, we extend this result: we show that the power-






, that there are no vertices of degree
exactly kn for larger scaling kn  n 12α+1 a.a.s. and that there is a Poisson limiting















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1.4: As we move a vertex away from the boundary towards the centre (from
right to left), its expected degree increases exponentially, but the probability mass
of having a point at that distance from the boundary also decreases exponentially.
This results in the overall power-law of the degree distribution of the KPKVB
model.
distribution in the boundary case. The proofs can be found in Chapter 3. See
Figure 1.4 for an illustration of our results regarding the degree distribution of the
KPKVB model. Let Po(λ) denote a Poisson random variable with expectation





denote the upper incomplete gamma function.
Theorem 1.4.1. Let α > 12 . Let ξ =
4αν
pi(2α−1) .
Let Nn(k) denote the number of degree k vertices in the KPKVB model G(n;α, ν)
and consider a sequence of integers (kn)n with 0 ≤ kn ≤ n− 1.






as n→∞, then a.a.s.
Nn(kn) = (1 + o(1))npkn ,
where
pkn =
2αξ2αΓ+(kn − 2α, ξ)
kn!
.
2. If kn = (1 + o(1))cn
1





3. If kn  n 12α+1 , then a.a.s. Nn(kn) = 0.
Note that in the theorem above, pkn = (1 + o(1))2αξ
2αk
−(2α+1)
n as kn →∞.
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1.5 Clustering
In the literature there are two conceptually distinct definitions of the clustering
coefficient. One of these, sometimes called the global clustering coefficient, mea-
sures the extent to which the adjacency relation is transitive (i.e. if a is adjacent
to b and b is adjacent to c, what is the probability that a is adjacent to c?). It
is defined as three times the ratio of the number of triangles to the number of
paths of length two in the graph. Results for this version of the clustering coef-
ficient in the KPKVB model were obtained by Candellero and Fountoulakis [17]
and for the evolution of graphs on more general spaces with negative curvature by
Fountoulakis in [24].
We will study the other notion of clustering, the one which is also considered
by Krioukov et al. [36] and Gugelmann et al. [29]. It is sometimes called the local
clustering coefficient, although we should point out that Gugelmann et al. actually
call it the global clustering coefficient in their paper. It is a number between zero
and one measuring the extent to which the neighbourhood of a vertex resembles
a clique. More precisely, for a graph G and a vertex v ∈ V (G) we define the








1{uw∈E(G)}, if deg(v) ≥ 2,
0, otherwise,
where E(G) denotes the edge set of G and deg(v) is the degree of vertex v. That
is, provided v has degree at least two, c(v) equals the number of edges that are
actually present between the neighbours of v divided by the number of edges that
could possibly be present between the neighbours given the degree of v. The







As mentioned above, Gugelmann et al. [29] have established that c(G(n;α, ν))
is non-vanishing a.a.s., but they left open the question of convergence. As a con-
tribution of this thesis, in Theorem 1.5.1 below, we address this question and
establish that the clustering coefficient indeed converges in probability to a con-
stant γ that we give explicitly as a closed-form expression involving α, ν and several
classical special functions.
In addition to the clustering coefficient, we shall also be interested in the
clustering function which assigns to every non-negative integer k the average of
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the local clustering coefficients over all vertices of degree k, i.e.







c(v), if N(k) ≥ 1,
0, otherwise,
(1.2)
where N(k) denotes the number of vertices of degree exactly k in G. We re-
mark that, while it might seem natural to consider c(k) to be “undefined” when
N(k) = 0, we prefer to use the above definition for technical convenience. This way
c(k;G(n;α, ν)) is a standard random variable and we can for instance compute its
moments without any issues.
A general expression of the clustering function for KPKVB random graphs is
given in Krioukov et al. [36, Equation (59)]. The authors state that as k tends
to infinity, the clustering function decays as k−1. They based this claim on ob-
servations (Figure 8 in [36]) in experiments on the infrastructure of the Internet
obtained in [19]. Despite these interesting observations and the attention the KP-
KVB model has generated since then, the behaviour of the clustering function in
KPKVB random graphs had not been completely determined. In particular, it
had not been established whether it converges as n → ∞ to some suitable limit
function, nor how c(k;G(n;α, ν)) scales with k. As a contribution of this thesis,
Theorems 1.5.2, 1.5.3 and Proposition 1.5.4 below settle these questions. Theo-
rem 1.5.2 shows that for each fixed k, the value c(k;G(n;α, ν)) converges in prob-
ability to a constant γ(k) that we again give explicitly as a closed-form expression
involving α, ν and several classical special functions. Theorem 1.5.3 extends this
result to increasing sequences satisfying k  n1/(2α+1). Proposition 1.5.4 clarifies
the asymptotic behavior of the limiting function γ(k), as k → ∞. This depends
on the parameter α, and γ(k) only scales with k−1 if α > 3/4, which corresponds
to the exponent of the degree distribution exceeding 5/2. So in particular, our
findings disprove the abovementioned claim of Krioukov et al. [36]. All the proofs
can be found in Chapter 4.
Notation



















ua−1(1− u)b−1du = Γ(a)Γ(b)
Γ(a+ b)
for the beta function and




for the lower incomplete beta function. We write U(a, b, z) for the hypergeometric
U-function (also called Tricomi’s confluent hypergeometric function), which has
the integral representation











denote Meijer’s G-Function [39],
see Appendix A for more details.
For a sequence (Xn)n of random variables, we write Xn
P−−−−→
n→∞ X to denote
that Xn converges in probability to X, as n→∞.
1.5.1 The clustering coefficient




where γ is defined for α 6= 1 as
γ =
2 + 4α+ 13α2 − 34α3 − 12α4 + 24α5




(α− 1/2)(B(2α, 2α+ 1) +B−(1/2; 1 + 2α,−2 + 2α))
2(α− 1)(3α− 1)
+
ξ2α (Γ+(1− 2α, ξ) + Γ+(−2α, ξ))
4(α− 1)
+
ξ2α+2α(α− 1/2)2 (Γ+(−2α− 1, ξ) + Γ+(−2α− 2, ξ))
2(α− 1)2
− ξ
2α+1α(2α− 1) (Γ+(−2α, ξ) + Γ+(−2α− 1, ξ))
(α− 1)
− ξ
6α−22−4α(3α− 1) (Γ+(−6α+ 3, ξ) + Γ+(−6α+ 2, ξ))
(α− 1)2
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− ξ
6α−2(α− 1/2)B−(1/2; 1 + 2α,−2 + 2α) (Γ+(−6α+ 3, ξ) + Γ+(−6α+ 2, ξ))
(α− 1)
− e













∣∣∣∣ 1, 3− 2α3− 4α,−6α+ 3, 0
))
4(α− 1) ,
and for α = 1 as the α→ 1 limit of the above expression.
A plot of γ can be found in Figure 1.5.
■
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Figure 1.5: Plot of γ for α varying from 0.5 to 5 on the horizontal axis and for
ν = 12 (blue), ν = 1 (purple), ν = 2 (green); simulations (squares in corresponding
colour) with n = 10000 and 100 repetitions.
In the above expression for γ, a factor α− 1 occurs in the denominator of each
term, but we will see that this corresponds to a removable singularity. We have
not been able to find a closed-form expression in terms of known functions in the
case α = 1, but in Section 4.1.2 we do provide an explicit expression involving
integrals.
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1.5.2 The clustering function
Figure 1.6 shows how the clustering changes with the degree and how vertices of
a given degree are concentrated around a particular height. Figure 1.7 illustrates
how the clustering coefficient of a (fixed additional) vertex changes as we alter its
radial coordinate.





where γ(k) is defined for α 6= 1 as
1
8α(α− 1)Γ+(k − 2α, ξ)
(
−Γ+(k − 2α, ξ)− 2α(α− 1/2)
2ξ2Γ+(k − 2α− 2, ξ)
(α− 1)
+8α(α− 1/2)ξΓ+(k − 2α− 1, ξ)
+4ξ4α−2Γ+(k − 6α+ 2, ξ)
(
2−4α(3α− 1)
(α− 1) + (α− 1/2)B
−(1/2; 1 + 2α,−2 + 2α)
)




∣∣∣∣ 1, 3− 2α3− 4α,−6α+ k + 2, 0
))
and for α = 1 as the α→ 1 limit of the above expression.
A plot of γ(k) can be found in Figure 1.8. Again, we remark that the above
expression for γ(k) appears to have a singularity at α = 1, but this will turn out
to be a removable singularity. Again, we have not been able to find a closed-form
expression in terms of known functions in the case when α = 1, but in Section 4.1.2
we do provide an explicit expression involving integrals.
Theorem 1.5.2 in fact generalises to increasing sequences (kn)n≥1.
Theorem 1.5.3. Let α > 12 , ν > 0 be fixed and let (kn)n be a sequence of non-





as n → ∞, where γ(·) is as in Theorem 1.5.2. Note that this might alternatively
be written as c(kn;Gn) = (1 + o(1))γ(kn) a.a.s., using notation that is common in
the random graphs community.
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Figure 1.6: This figure shows simulations of the KPKVB model with n = 800
vertices, α = 0.6 and ν = 1, with all vertices of degree 4 resp. 16 highlighted. It
illustrates that vertices of a given degree concentrate at a particular height (dis-
tance from the boundary of the disk) and that the clustering function is decreasing















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure 1.7: Simulations of the KPKVB model with n = 300 vertices, α = 0.6,
ν = 1, illustrating how the clustering function changes as we move a vertex from
the boundary towards the centre of the disk (from right to left).
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Figure 1.8: Plot γ(k) for k varying from 2 to 25 on the horizontal axis, for α =
0.8 and ν = 12 (blue), ν = 1 (purple), ν = 2 (green); simulations (squares in
corresponding colour) with n = 10000 and 100 repetitions.
Scaling of γ(k)
To clarify the scaling behaviour of γ(k) with k we offer the following result.
Proposition 1.5.4. As k →∞, we have
γ(k) = (1 + o(1)) ·

8αν
pi(4α−3) · k−1, if α > 34 ,
6ν
pi · log(k)k , if α = 34 ,









Note that Theorem 1.5.3 implies that as k grows, the clustering function of
the KPKVB model scales with γ(k), whose scaling is given in the above result. In
particular, this contradicts the scaling claimed in Krioukov et al. [36] for α ≤ 34 ,
and confirms it only for α > 34 .
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We remark that simultaneously and independently Stegehuis, van der Hofstad
and van Leeuwaarden [47] used a completely different technique to obtain a similar
result on the k →∞ scaling of the clustering function in the KPKVB model. Their
statement has a case distinction depending on the exponent of the power-law of
the degree distribution. Proposition 1.5.4 confirms their result and additionally
yields the leading constants of the scaling. While the focus of [47] lies on the
explanation of the big picture and derivations with applicability to many random
graph models, we focus here on the careful treatment of technical details and the
rigor and clarity of the mathematical exposition.
In [47], they introduce a variational principle, i.e. they ask: among all triples
consisting of a vertex with degree k, a vertex with degree d1 and a vertex with
degree d2, what are the values of d1 and d2 that maximize the probability that
the three vertices form a triangle or, in other words, are pairwise adjacent? Our
method, on the other hand, consists of showing convergence to an infinite limit
model, where we compute the clustering coefficient of a typical vertex via some
integral. A crucial tool for deriving the limiting integral is the Campbell-Mecke
formula. We will give a more detailed introduction and explanation of the infinite
limit model, the Campbell-Mecke formula and other useful ideas in Section 1.6.
A very closely related way of proving the convergence of the clustering function
would be via local weak convergence. This concept was introduced by Benjamini
and Schramm [9] and independently by Aldous and Steele [5] to formalize the idea
that in a sequence of graphs Gn, as n → ∞, the local structure around a typical
vertex in Gn becomes more and more similar to the local structure around the
root of a (typically infinite) graph G∞. Our arguments follow these ideas without
mentioning local weak convergence explicitly. For an introduction of local weak
convergence in the context of random graphs, we refer to [50].
1.5.3 Observations
There are a few other observations to be made regarding our results.
Near maximum scaling for kn. Our results for the clustering function in
the KPKVB model are valid for any sequence of non-negative integers kn → ∞
such that kn  n 12α+1 . Although one would like to have results for any sequence
kn ≤ n − 1, it turns out that n 12α+1 is the near maximum scaling for which the
clustering function is non-zero: by Theorem 1.4.1, if kn  n 12α+1 , then a.a.s.,
Nn(kn) = 0 and hence also c(kn;Gn) = 0.
Transition in scaling at α = 3/4. It follows from Proposition 1.5.4 that there
is a transition in the scaling of the local clustering function at α = 3/4. This cor-
responds to an exponent 5/2 for the power-law of the probability mass function
of the degree distribution. Interestingly, a similar transition point has also been
observed during the analysis of a bidirectional shortest path algorithm on the KP-
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KVB model and for both majority vote models [18] and flocking dynamics [40] on
networks with power-law degree distributions. In Stegehuis, van der Hofstad and
van Leeuwaarden [47], it is observed that the main contribution to the clustering
function changes at α = 34 : for α <
3
4 , i.e. for a power-law exponent <
5
2 , the
main contribution to the clustering function stems from neighbours with degree
proportional to k, whereas for α > 34 , i.e. for a power-law exponent >
5
2 , it stems
from neighbours with constant degree. We think that further investigations on the
transition point α = 34 could still be a fertile ground for new interesting insights.
1.6 Related models and tools
There are several ways in which the KPKVB model can be approximated and
which give rise to useful mathematical properties. First of all, instead of using
a fixed number n of vertices, we can draw a Poisson distributed random variable
N and then sample that many vertices for the graph. This has the effect that
the vertex set turns into a Poisson point process, which implies that the number
of vertices in disjoint subsets of the disk will be independent Poisson random
variables. In the context of the Poisson point process, we can use the Campbell-
Mecke formula: if we want to compute the expectation of some quantity when
summed over all vertices of the graph (where this quantity may still depend on
the entire point process resp. graph), we can instead drop an additional vertex
and compute the expectation of the quantity for this additional vertex.
Before we turn to other approximations, we introduce new coordinates, i.e.
instead of polar coordinates u = (r, θ) in the hyperbolic disk D, we use Cartesian
coordinates p = (x, y) in the box R = (−pi2 eR/2, pi2 eR/2] × (0, R] ⊂ R2. In other
words, we apply the coordinate transformation (described below) to the vertices
given in polar coordinates and we compute the adjacency for vertices given in the
Cartesian coordinates by applying the inverse coordinate transformation and then
using the original adjacency rule.
Using the new coordinates, if α > 12 , we will make two further approximations:
firstly to the probability density resp. intensity measure used to sample the vertices
and secondly to the formula for determining the adjacency of two vertices. Finally,
if we let n tend to infinity, these approximations lead to a limit model which is
very convenient for practical computations (roughly speaking, we are replacing
the hyperbolic functions by exponential functions).
After giving more details on the related models (which we will do more conve-
niently in the reverse order of how we just introduced and motivated them), we
will state the versions of the Campbell-Mecke formula and of the Chernoff bound
that we will be using repeatedly throughout the thesis.
1.6.1 The infinite limit model G∞
We start by recalling the definition of the infinite limit model from Fountoulakis
and Mu¨ller [25]. Let P = Pα,ν be a Poisson point process on R2 with intensity
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e−αy · 1{y>0}. (1.3)
The infinite limit model G∞ = G∞(α, ν) has vertex set P and edge set such
that
pp′ ∈ E(G∞) ⇐⇒ |x− x′| ≤ e
y+y′
2 ,
for p = (x, y), p′ = (x′, y′) ∈ P.
For any point p ∈ R× (0,∞), we write B∞ (p) to denote the ball around p, i.e.
B∞ (p) = {p′ ∈ R× (0,∞) : |x− x′| ≤ e
y+y′
2 }. (1.4)
With this notation we then have that B∞ (p)∩P denotes the set of neighbours
of a vertex p ∈ G∞. We will denote the intensity measure of the Poisson process




f(x, y) dx dy.
1.6.2 The finite box model Gbox
For the definition of the finite graph, recall that in the definition of the KPKVB
model we set R = 2 log(n/ν). We consider the boxR = (−pi2 eR/2, pi2 eR/2]×(0, R] in
R2. Then the finite box model Gbox := Gbox(n;α, ν) has vertex set Vbox := P ∩R
and edge set such that
pp′ ∈ E(Gbox(n;α, ν)) ⇐⇒ |x− x′|pieR/2 ≤ e
y+y′
2 ,
where |x|r = min(|x|, r−|x|) for −r ≤ x ≤ r. Using |.|pieR/2 instead of |.| results in
the left and right boundaries of the box R getting identified, which in particular
makes the model invariant under horizontal shifts and reflections in vertical lines.
The graph Gbox can thus be seen as a subgraph of G∞ induced on Vbox, with some
additional edges caused by the identification of the boundaries.
Similar to the infinite graph, for a point p ∈ R we define the ball Bbox (p) as
Bbox (p) =
{





1.6.3 The Poissonized KPKVB model GPo
Imagine that we have an infinite supply of i.i.d. points u1, u2, . . . in the hyperbolic
plane H chosen according to the (α,R)-quasi uniform distribution. In the standard
KPKVB random graph G(n;α, ν) we take u1, . . . , un as our vertex set and add
edges between points at hyperbolic distance at most R = 2 log(n/ν). In the Pois-
sonized KPKVB random graph GPo := GPo(n;α, ν), we instead take N
d
= Po(n),
a Poisson random variable with expectation n, independent of our i.i.d. sequence
of points and let the vertex set be u1, . . . , uN and add edges according to the
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same rule as before. Equivalently, we could say that the vertex set consists of the
points of a Poisson point process with intensity function ng, where g denotes the
probability density of the (α,R)-quasi uniform distribution, i.e.
g(r, θ) =
α sinh(αr)
2pi(cosh(αR)− 1) · 1{0≤r≤R,−pi<θ≤pi}. (1.6)
Working with the Poissonized model has the advantage that when we take two
disjoint regions A,B then the number of points in A and the number of points in
B are independent Poisson-distributed random variables. As we will see, and as
is to be expected, switching to the Poissonized model does not significantly alter
the limiting behaviour of the clustering coefficient and function or of the other
properties we study.
1.6.4 Coupling GPo and Gbox
The following lemmas from Fountoulakis and Mu¨ller [25] establish a useful coupling
between the Poissonized KPKVB random graph and the finite box model and
relate the edge sets of the two graphs.
Lemma 1.6.1 (Fountoulakis-Mu¨ller [25, Lemma 27]). Let VPo denote the vertex
set of GPo(n;α, ν) and Vbox the vertex set of Gbox(n;α, ν). Define the map Ψ :









Then there exists a coupling such that, a.a.s., Vbox = Ψ(VPo).
Roughly speaking, the fact that Vbox = Ψ(VPo) a.a.s. means that, when dealing
with statements in probability, we can assume that GPo and Gbox have the same
vertex sets, or in more detail that the locations of all vertices of GPo and Gbox
fully agree, but are expressed in different coordinates.
In the remainder of this thesis, we will write B (p) to denote the image under
Ψ of the ball of hyperbolic radius R around the point Ψ−1(p) for p ∈ R, i.e.
B (p) := Ψ ({u ∈ DR : dH(Ψ−1(p), u) ≤ R}) ⊂ R.
Under the map Ψ, a point p = (x, y) ∈ R corresponds to u := Ψ−1(p) =
(2e−R/2x,R− y).
By the hyperbolic rule of cosines, for two points p = (x, y) = Ψ((r, θ)), p′ =
(x′, y′) = Ψ((r′, θ′)) ∈ R we have that p′ ∈ B (p) iff. either r+r′ ≤ R or r+r′ > R
and
cosh r cosh r′ − sinh r sinh r′ cos (|θ − θ′|2pi) ≤ cosh(R),
This can be rephrased as p′ ∈ B (p) iff. either y + y′ ≥ R or y + y′ < R and
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cosh(R− y) cosh(R− y′)− coshR




The following lemma provides useful bounds on the function Φ(y, y′). Note
that in [25] the function Φ is written in terms of r := R− y, r′ := R− y′.
Lemma 1.6.2 (Fountoulakis-Mu¨ller [25, Lemma 28]). There exists a constant
K > 0 such that, for every ε > 0 and for R sufficiently large, the following holds.




′) −Ke 32 (y+y′)−R ≤ Φ(y, y′) ≤ e 12 (y+y′) +Ke 32 (y+y′)−R. (1.9)
Moreover:
Φ(y, y′) ≥ e 12 (y+y′) if y, y′ > K. (1.10)
In its original formulation with radial coordinates (which we will also use), the
same lemma reads as follows.
Lemma 1.6.3 (Fountoulakis-Mu¨ller [25], Lemma 28). There exists a constant
K > 0 such that for every  > 0 and R sufficiently large, the following holds: for
every r1, r2 ∈ [R,R] with r1 + r2 > R, we have
2e
1
2 (R−r1−r2) −Ke 32 (R−r1−r2) ≤ ϑ(r1, r2) ≤ 2e 12 (R−r1−r2) +Ke 32 (R−r1−r2).
Moreover, if r1, r2 < R−K, then ϑ(r1, r2) ≥ 2e
R−r1−r2
2 .
A key consequence of Lemma 1.6.2 is that the coupling from Lemma 1.6.1
preserves edges between points whose heights are not too large.
Lemma 1.6.4 (Fountoulakis-Mu¨ller [25, Lemma 30]). On the coupling space of
Lemma 1.6.1 the following holds a.a.s.:
1. for any two points p, p′ ∈ Vbox with y, y′ ≤ R/2,
pp′ ∈ E(Gbox)⇒ Ψ−1(p)Ψ−1(p′) ∈ E(GPo),
2. for any two points p, p′ ∈ Vbox with y, y′ ≤ R/4,
pp′ ∈ E(Gbox) ⇐⇒ Ψ−1(p)Ψ−1(p′) ∈ E(GPo).
Remark 1.6.5 (Notational convention for points). We will often be working with
the finite box graph Gbox or the infinite graph G∞, whose vertices are points in
R×R+. For any point p ∈ R×R+ we will always use p = (x, y). When considering
different points p, p′ ∈ R × R+, we will use primed coordinates to refer to p′, i.e.
p′ = (x′, y′), and similar with subscripts, i.e. pi = (xi, yi).
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1.6.5 The Campbell-Mecke formula
A very useful tool for analysing subgraph counts, and their generalizations, in
the setting of the Poissonized random geometric graphs, and in particular the
Poissonized KPKVB model and the box model is the Campbell-Mecke formula.
We use a specific incarnation, which follows from the Palm theory of Poisson point
processes on metric spaces, see [37]. For this, consider a Poisson point process P
on some metric space S with intensity measure µ and let N denote the set of all
possible point configurations in S, equipped with the σ-algebra of the process P.












E [h(x1, . . . , xk,P ∪ {x1, . . . , xk})] dµ(x1) . . . dµ(xk),
where the sum is over all distinct points p1, . . . , pk ∈ P.
1.6.6 Chernoff bounds
The Chernoff bounds are a collection of inequalities that are very useful and com-
monly studied in probability theory. Here, we will make use of the following
version for Poisson random variables (see [44, Lemma 1.2]):
Lemma 1.6.6. Let Po(µ) denote a Poisson random variable with expectation µ
and let H(x) = x log(x)− x+ 1. Then
P (Po(µ) ≥ k) ≤ e−µH( kµ ) for all k ≥ µ,
P (Po(µ) ≤ k) ≤ e−µH( kµ ) for all k ≤ µ.
Note that in particular if kµ ≤ 12 , then H( kµ ) ≥ 12 (1 − ln 2) > 0 (using that H
is monotone decreasing in (0, 1)). It follows from the above lemma that
P (|Po(µ)− µ| ≥ x) ≤ 2e− x
2
2(µ+x) . (1.12)
In particular, if µn →∞, then, for any C > 0,
P
(


















Perfect matchings and Hamilton
cycles
In this chapter, we will prove Theorem 1.3.1 claiming that in the regime α < 12 ,
a.a.s., the existence of a Hamilton cycle as well as of a (near) perfect matching has
a non-trivial phase transition in ν. In a nutshell, the proof of Theorem 1.3.1 has
two parts: in the first part, for ν small enough, we count two collections of vertices:
firstly the vertices close to the boundary of the disk having no neighbour close to
the boundary of the disk and secondly, the vertices relatively close to the centre of
the disk. Hence, all vertices of the first type have to be matched to vertices of the
second type, but for ν small enough, there are more vertices of the first type than
of the second type. For the second part, for ν large enough, we give an algorithm
that maintains a set of vertex-disjoint cycles and isolated vertices. It iterates over
the tiles of a suitable tessellation of the disk. In each step, it merges previous
cycles or isolated vertices, s.t. upon termination it ends with a (single) Hamilton
cycle. The fact that ν is large enough makes the density of vertices in each cell of
the tessellation high enough so that this procedure terminates successfully.
2.1 Non-existence of perfect matching for sufficiently
small ν
The following theorem yields the first part of Theorem 1.3.1.
Theorem 2.1.1. For all positive real α < 12 , there is a ν0 = ν0(α) > 0 such
that for all 0 < ν < ν0, the random graph G(n;α, ν) does not have a near perfect
matching a.a.s.
Proof. The strategy is as follows. Let s = 1α > 2. Let Ns be the number of vertices
with radial coordinate at least R−s and with no neighbour with radial coordinate
at least R − s. Let Ms be the number of vertices with radial coordinate at most
R− s. Hence, Ms is the number of vertices of G(n;α, ν) inside the disk of radius
23
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R− s and Ns is a subset of the annulus As = DR \ DR−s of width s. If there is a
perfect matching, then Ms ≥ Ns because a vertex with no neighbour with radius
at least R− s must be matched to a vertex with radius less than R− s, so distinct
vertices counted by Ns must be matched to distinct vertices counted by Ms.










= e−αs = e−1.
(Here and elsewhere we write an ∼ bn to denote that an/bn = 1 + o(1).)
Therefore its expectation is EMs ∼ ne−1 and its variance is V ar(Ms) ∼
ne−1(1− e−1). By Chebychev, it follows that for all  > 0,






(or in other words, Ms ∼ EMs a.a.s.)
Our aim now is to give a lower bound on ENs and to show that V ar(Ns) =
o((ENs)2) as n → ∞. For this, we label the vertex set V = {v1, . . . , vn}, where
vi has radial coordinate ri and write D
−
i for the number of neighbours of vi with
radial coordinate ≥ R− s and define the event











We condition on the radius r1 ∈ [R − s,R] which fully determines the geometric
neighbourhood ball: if we know the radius r1 of the vertex, then its number
D−1 of neighbours with radius at least R − s is a binomial random variable with
parameters N − 1 and ‘success probability’ p1(r1) which is given by an integral of
the density function of the (α,R)-hyperbolic uniform distribution over the subset
of the disk
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From Lemma 1.6.3, we infer for R large enough and r, r1 ≥ R− s,




2 (R−r−r1) ≤ 3es−R2 =: cα ν
n
.
This implies that p1(r1) ≤ cα νn .
As D−1 given r1 is binomial, P(D
−
1 = 0|r1) = (1−p1(r1))n−1 ≥ (1− νncα)n−1 =
(1 + o(1))e−νcα .
















= (1 + o(1))ne−αRe−νcα(eαR − eαR−αs)
= (1 + o(1))ne−νcα(1− e−αs) = (1 + o(1))ne−νcα(1− e−1).
To show the concentration of Ns, observe that due to linearity of expectation





















= nP(A1) + n(n− 1)P(A1 ∩A2) = ENs + n(n− 1)P(A1 ∩A2). (2.1)
Consider the event E that the angular distance between v1 and v2 is ≥ 4e 2s−R2 +
2Ke
3
2 (2s−R) with K as from Lemma 1.6.3. If E holds, then there is no vertex v0
with radial coordinate r0 ≥ R− s which is adjacent to both v1 and v2 in the event
A1 ∩ A2 where v1 and v2 have radial coordinate ≥ R − s. If there was, then the
angular distance between v1 and v2 would be upper bounded by the sum of the


































and in particular, P(E) > 0.
We will prove the following auxiliary statement:
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Let B−1 = {p ∈ As : dH(v1, p) < R} (where dH is the hyperbolic distance) and
B−2 = {p ∈ As : dH(v2, p) < R} denote the subset of those points of the disk which
have radial coordinate ≥ R − s and would be adjacent to v1 and v2 respectively.
Write P(vi ∈ B−1 |r1) = p1(r1) and P(vi ∈ B−2 |r2) = p2(r2) (note that this prob-
ability is indeed the same for all i = 3, . . . , n because v3, . . . , vn are i.i.d.). By








(coshαR− 1)2 dr1dr2. (2.4)
If we condition further that the event E holds, then B−1 and B
−
2 are disjoint and
hence for i = 3, . . . , n,
P(vi 6∈ B−1 ∪B−2 |r1, r2, E) = 1− p1(r1)− p2(r2)
≤ 1− p1(r1)− p2(r2) + p1(r1)p2(r2)
= (1− p1(r1))(1− p2(r2)).
If E does not hold, then for i = 3, . . . , n, we have P(vi 6∈ B−1 ∪ B−2 |r1, r2, Ec) ≤
1− p1(r1). We infer that
P(A1 ∩A2|r1, r2)
= P(A1 ∩A2|r1, r2, E)P(E|r1, r2) + P(A1 ∩A2|r1, r2, Ec)P(Ec|r1, r2)




P(vi 6∈ B−1 ∪B−2 |r1, r2, E) +
n∏
i=3
P(vi 6∈ B−1 ∪B−2 |r1, r2, Ec)P(Ec)






With this we conclude from (2.4),






which is the auxiliary claim as P(A1) = P(A2).
Continuing from (2.1) and using the auxiliary claim (2.3),







= ENs + (ENs)2 +O(nP(A1)) = (ENs)2 +O(ENs).
Therefore, the variance
V ar(Ns) = EN2s − (ENs)2 = O(ENs) = o((ENs)2).
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By Chebychev, it follows that for all  > 0,
P(|Ns − ENs| ≥ ENs) ≤ V ar(Ns)
2(ENs)2
= o(1).
(Or in other words, Ns ∼ ENs a.a.s.)
In total, we see that EMs ∼ e−1n and ENs ≥ (1 + o(1))e−νcα(1 − e−1)n are
both linear in n asymptotically. Due to the concentration, we have that
P(Ms ≤ (1 + )e−1n) = 1− o(1),
and
P(Ns ≥ (1− )e−νcα(1− e−1)n) = 1− o(1).
By choosing  and ν small enough, it follows that
P(Ms < Ns) = 1− o(1),
i.e. for ν sufficiently small, there is no near perfect matching a.a.s.
2.2 Existence of Hamilton cycles for sufficiently large ν
The aim of this section is to prove the existence of a Hamilton cycle in G(n;α, ν)
with sufficiently high probability if ν is large enough.
The existence of a Hamilton cycle or the existence of a (near) perfect matching
are examples of graph properties (recall that a graph property is a family of graphs
closed under isomorphism). So, any result on a graph property can be applied to
both the existence of a (near) perfect matching and the existence of a Hamilton
cycle. The following observation is well known. We include its proof here for
completeness.
Lemma 2.2.1. If GPo(n;α, ν) denotes the Poissonized KPKVB model and VPo
its vertex set, then
P(GPo(n;α, ν) ∈ F | |VPo| = n) = 1−o(1), if P(GPo(n;α, ν) ∈ F) = 1−o(n−1/2).
Thus, if P(GPo(n;α, ν) 6∈ F) = o(n−1/2), then P(G(n;α, ν) 6∈ F) = o(1).
Proof. By Stirling’s formula
P(|VPo| = n) = n
n
n!









So as n→∞, writing En := {GPo(n;α, ν) ∈ F},





Therefore, if P(Ecn) = o(n−1/2), we deduce that P(Ecn | |VPo| = n) = o(1).
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We will apply a standard depoissonisation technique: using Lemma 2.2.1, we
will develop our arguments in the poissonisation of the KPKVB model. More
precisely, we will show that GPo(n;α, ν) satisfies certain events with sufficiently
high probability (that is, with probability at least 1 − o(n−1/2)), and we then
use Lemma 2.2.1 to deduce that G(n;α, ν) also satisfies them a.a.s., that is, with
probability 1− o(1).
Theorem 2.2.2. For all positive real α < 12 , there is a ν1 = ν1(α) such that for
all ν > ν1, the random graph GPo(n;α, ν) has a Hamilton cycle and hence also a
near perfect matching with probability 1− o(n−1/2).
2.2.1 A useful tiling
We consider the following tiling:
Ti,j = {(r, θ) ∈ DR : R− (i+ 1)2 ln 2 ≤ r < R− i2 ln 2, j 2pi
ni
< θ ≤ (j + 1)2pi
ni
},
where ni = ni,R = 2
4−i+b R2 ln 2 c ∈ N0 := N ∪ {0}, for i ∈ N0, i ≤ imax = d 0.9R2 ln 2e
and j ∈ N0, j < ni. We call i, j admissible if they satisfy these constraints.
Note that the parameter ni is an integer and, in fact, a power of 2, as the
exponent 4− i+ b R2 ln 2c is a positive integer. Indeed, for i ≤ imax the exponent is
at least 4− 0.9R2 ln 2 + R2 ln 2 − 1 = 3 + 0.1 R2 ln 2 > 0.
We call the collection of tiles with a fixed given i the i-th layer. These are
the tiles in the i-th annulus where we start counting from zero at the boundary
of the disk. Note that there are ni tiles in the i-th layer and the tiling covers the
annulus with exterior radius R and interior radius R− imax2 ln 2 = (1 + o(1))0.1R
(in particular, the most interior layer imax is contained in the smaller disk with
radius R2 around the origin). A schematic picture is shown in Figure 2.1.
We say that a tile Ti′,j′ is below the tile Ti,j , if i
′ ≤ i and the smallest angular
sector containing Ti,j also contains Ti′,j′ .
Lemma 2.2.3 (Adjacency among the tiles). For admissible indices i, j, any point
p ∈ Ti,j is within distance R from any point p′ in any tile below the tile Ti,j.
Proof. Let p = (r, θ) ∈ Ti,j and p′ = (r′, θ′) ∈ Ti′,j′ be a vertex in any tile below
tile Ti,j (in the sense of the statement above). Note that r
′ ≥ r must hold. Then,
the angular distance |θ − θ′|2pi between p and p′ is at most the angular width of





2 ln 2 c ≤ 2i−1e−R2 .
On the other hand, we know that the radial coordinates satisfy r ≤ R− i2 ln 2
and r′ < R. If r+r′ ≤ R, we have adjacency by the triangle inequality. If r+r′ > R
and using that r, r′ ≥ (1+o(1))0.1R (as remarked earlier), we distinguish two cases:
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Ti,j
Figure 2.1: (Partial) tiling in the hyperbolic disk; example of a tile Ti,j (coloured
black) and the tiles which are guaranteed to lie within its neighbourhood ball by
Lemma 2.2.3 (coloured black and grey).
1. If r, r′ < R − K (with K as in Lemma 1.6.3), then by the last part of
Lemma 1.6.3, it holds that
ϑ(r, r′) ≥ 2eR−r−r
′
2 ≥ 2e i2 ln 2−R2 = 2i+1e−R2 .
2. Otherwise we may assume that r′ ≥ R − K holds, while still r, r′ ≥ (1 +
o(1))0.1R. Therefore, R − r − r′ ≤ R − (R −K)− (1 + o(1))0.1R = −(1 +





2 (R−r−r′)) and it follows that
ϑ(r, r′) ≥ 2eR−r−r
′
2 − o(e 12 (R−r−r′)) > eR−r−r
′
2 ≥ e i2 ln 2−R2 = 2ie−R2 .
We conclude that |θ − θ′|2pi ≤ ϑ(r, r′) from which the claim follows.
We will denote the number of points falling into Ti,j by N(Ti,j). Note that for
the Poissonized KPKVB model GPo, the family of random variables N(Ti,j) for
all admissible i, j is independent.
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Lemma 2.2.4 (Expected number of points in a tile). Let α, ν > 0. For admissible
indices i, j, the expected number of points falling into Ti,j satisfies
E[N(Ti,j)] = Θ(ν2i(1−2α)).
Proof. The expected number of points falling into Ti,j is given by
µg(Ti,j) = n ·











= n · cosh(α(R− i2 ln 2))− cosh(α(R− (i+ 1)2 ln 2))
ni(coshαR− 1) .
As i ≤ imax, we have that R− i2 ln 2 ≥ 0.1R→∞, and hence
cosh(α(R− i2 ln 2)) = (1 + o(1))1
2
eα(R−i2 ln 2),








Furthermore, ni = 2
4−i+b R2 ln 2 c = Θ(2−i+
R
2 ln 2 ) = Θ(2−ie
R


















Finally, using that R = 2 ln nν , that is, n = νe
R
2 , yields the claim.
2.2.2 A procedure for finding a Hamilton cycle
In this subsection we describe the strategy of our procedure for finding a Hamilton
cycle in a graph which is embedded in the hyperbolic disk DR and which makes
use of the tiling (Ti,j)i,j∈N0,i≤imax,j<ni defined above. Roughly speaking, the pro-
cedure iterates through the layers of the tiling, working upwards from the 0-th
layer to layer imax, gathering a suitable collection of vertex-disjoint cycles and
isolated vertices. When processing the tile Ti,j , it merges as many vertex-disjoint
cycles and isolated vertices from previous iterations that are below the tile as pos-
sible. Once the procedure has reached the maximum layer which is completely
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contained in the smaller disk with radius R2 , the procedure attempts to merge all
the remaining cycles and vertices.
We now describe the procedure in more detail. For each tile Ti,j we will define
a random variable Di,j called demand, which will be used later in the probabilistic
analysis to show that the procedure terminates successfully. Recall that N(Ti,j)
denotes the number of vertices in tile Ti,j and note that the collection of N(Ti,j)
for admissible i, j are independent Poisson random variables for the poissonised
KPKVB model.
We say that a tile Ti,j can be covered by x vertex-disjoint cycles and isolated
vertices if the set of vertices in tile Ti,j can be partitioned into x sets and each set
that is not a single vertex constitutes a cycle (with at least 3 vertices), where we
ignore additional edges, e.g. such a set in the partition could even be a clique.
Lemma 2.2.5 (Cycle merging, see Figure 2.2). If the vertices strictly below tile
Ti,j can be covered by x vertex-disjoint cycles and isolated vertices and the number
y = N(Ti,j) of vertices in tile Ti,j satisfies y ≥ 3, then the set of all vertices below
Ti,j (including those in Ti,j) can be covered by max{1, x−y+1} cycles and isolated
vertices.
Furthermore, if additionally y > x, then the vertices below Ti,j can be covered
by a single cycle which has y − x edges within Ti,j.
Proof. If y = N(Ti,j) ≥ 3, then the vertices in Ti,j form a cycle by Lemma 2.2.3
(in fact from that lemma we know that they even form a clique). Each of the y
edges of this cycle in Ti,j can be used to merge it with a cycle or vertex strictly
below Ti,j : to merge the cycle in tile Ti,j with a cycle strictly below Ti,j , use an
edge ei = vivi+1 of the cycle v1, . . . , vy in Ti,j and choose any edge e∗ = a∗b∗ from
the cycle below. By Lemma 2.2.3, the four endpoints form a clique and therefore,
we can go along the edges via∗, then the cycle below (without the edge e∗), and
finally along b∗vi+1 to bring us back to the cycle in Ti,j . To merge the cycle in tile
Ti,j with a vertex a∗ below Ti,j , we can just use the edges via∗ and a∗vi+1 instead
of vivi+1.
If y ≤ x, then all edges of the original cycle in Ti,j will be used and we end
up with x− y + 1 ≥ 1 cycles and (isolated) vertices below (and including) Ti,j . If
y > x, then all cycles and (isolated) vertices strictly below Ti,j become part of the
original cycle in Ti,j and y − x > 0 edges of the cycle in Ti,j remain unused and
part of the final cycle.
The demand random variables Di,j for admissible i, j are defined in terms of
the point counts N(Ti,j) as follows. For i = 0 and j = 0, . . . , n0 − 1 we set:
D0,j =
{
N(Ti,j), if N(Ti,j) ∈ {1, 2},
0, otherwise,
and, for 0 < i ≤ imax and j = 0, . . . , ni − 1 we set:
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Figure 2.2: In three steps, three cycles (coloured blue) are merged (resulting in
the green cycle) by replacing an edge of one cycle by a detour around the other
cycle. Note that we zoomed into the part of the disk which matters for the cycle
merging.
Di,j = max{Di−1,2j +Di−1,2j+1 + 3−N(Ti,j), 0}.
In particular Di,j and Di,j′ are independent for j 6= j′, since they depend on
disjoint regions. Also, the D0,j are i.i.d. random variables with values in {0, 1, 2}
satisfying




where we have used the notation µ0 := µg(T0,0)
Lemma 2.2.4
= Θ(ν).
Lemma 2.2.6. For admissible indices i, j, if Di,j = x, then the vertices below
(and in) Ti,j can be covered by at most x + 1 vertex-disjoint cycles and isolated
vertices (in total).
Moreover, if i > 0 and Di,j = 0, then the vertices below (and in) Ti,j can
be covered by exactly one cycle which has at least one edge which is completely
contained in Ti,j.
Proof. The proof is by induction on i. For i = 0, the claim is clear because then
D0,j = 0 implies that there is either one cycle or no vertex in Ti,j .
For i > 0, assuming the claim for i − 1 we show it for i. By the induc-
tion hypothesis, the vertices below Ti−1,2j (Ti−1,2j+1, respectively) can be cov-
ered by Di−1,2j + 1 (Di−1,2j+1 + 1, respectively) many vertex-disjoint cycles
and isolated vertices. Thus, the vertices strictly below Ti,j can be covered by
Di−1,2j +Di−1,2j+1 + 2 many vertex-disjoint cycles and isolated vertices in total.
If N(Ti,j) ≥ 3, then by Lemma 2.2.5, the vertices below Ti,j can be covered by
max{1, Di−1,2j +Di−1,2j+1 + 2−N(Ti,j) + 1}
≤ max{Di−1,2j +Di−1,2j+1 + 3−N(Ti,j), 0}+ 1
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= Di,j + 1.
If N(Ti,j) ≤ 2 < 3, then the vertices in Ti,j just remain as isolated vertices and
the area in and below Ti,j can be covered by at most Di−1,2j + Di−1,2j+1 + 4 ≤
Di,j + 1 vertex-disjoint cycles and isolated vertices.
In particular, if Di,j = 0, the vertices in the area in and below Ti,j can be
covered by one cycle or vertex. If i > 0, then the condition Di,j = 0 and the
definition of Di,j imply that there are at least 3 vertices in Ti,j . Hence, the
vertices in and below Ti,j can be covered by exactly one cycle, which will have
at least one edge with both endpoints inside Ti,j (using that N(Ti,j) > Di−1,2j +
Di−1,2j+1 + 2).
Lemma 2.2.7. If Di,j = 0 for i = imax and for all j = 0, . . . , ni − 1, then there
is a Hamilton cycle.
Proof. Firstly, we observe that for i = imax, if Di,j = 0, then all vertices in and
below Ti,j can be covered by one cycle that contains an edge whose endpoints
are both in Ti,j by Lemma 2.2.6. Taking such an edge for Ti,0 and Ti,1, the four
endpoints form a clique by the triangle inequality because all radial coordinates
are at most R2 and hence the cycle of Ti,1 can be taken as a detour to the cycle
of Ti,0 as in the proof of Lemma 2.2.5. As a result, we have a cycle covering all
vertices below Ti,0 and Ti,1 and with an edge inside the i-th layer. We can repeat
this procedure to merge this resulting cycle also with those in Ti,2, . . . , Ti,ni−1.
We will end up with one cycle covering all vertices below all tiles Ti,0, . . . , Ti,ni−1,
and this cycle contains an edge whose endpoints are both in the inner disk with
radius R2 . The remaining vertices in the inner disk, that are not in any tile, form a
clique and in particular can be covered by a cycle. We can again merge this cycle
with the one we have created earlier via the same trick.
2.2.3 Probabilistic lemmas which ensure the a.a.s. successful
termination of the procedure
In this subsection we show that the algorithm explained previously works suc-
cessfully for the Poissonised KPKVB model GPo(n;α, ν) with N
d
= Po(n) many
vertices (the standard depoissonisation of Lemma 2.2.1 gives then the result in the
standard KPKVB model). Lemma 2.2.9 of this section shows the exponential de-
cay of the demand random variables, which we then use in Lemma 2.2.10 to show
that the demand random variables are simultaneously zero in the maximum layer.
Appealing to Lemma 2.2.7, we can then conclude that this makes the algorithm
work.
Sub-exponential tail decay of demand
We first show the following technical lemma:
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Lemma 2.2.8. For all real  ∈ (0, 1), there exists κ = κ() > 0 such that for all
i ∈ N>0, for all x ≥ κi2 ln(1 + i) we have: (x+ 1)e−
x
i2 ≤ .
Proof. Pick κ > max{ 1ln 2 , 3} such that (κ + 1)23−κ ≤ ; this is possible as
lima→∞(a + 1)23−a = 0. We prove the lemma in the following way: in the first
step we verify that for x = κi2 ln(1 + i) we have (x + 1)e−
x
i2 ≤ , and then we
show that the left-hand side of the inequality is monotone decreasing in x (by
showing that its derivative with respect to x is negative). Since the right-hand
side is independent of x, this clearly implies the lemma.
For the first step, we need to show that (κi2 ln(1 + i) + 1)e−κ ln(1+i) ≤ . Using
that i2 ≤ (1 + i)2, ln(1 + i) ≤ 1 + i and 1 ≤ (1 + i)3, we note that the left-hand
side of the inequality can be bounded from above by
(κi2 ln(1 + i) + 1)e−κ ln(1+i) ≤ (κ+ 1)(1 + i)3(1 + i)−κ = (κ+ 1)(1 + i)3−κ.
Now, if we plug in i = 1, this upper bound is at most  by the choice of κ. The
derivative in i of the latter expression is
(κ+ 1)(3− κ)(1 + i)2−κ,
which is negative for κ > 3 for all i ≥ 1, Therefore, the upper bound is monotone
decreasing in i and hence, for all i ≥ 1 and x = κi2 ln(1+i), we have (x+1)e− xi2 ≤
, concluding the first step.
For the second step, we need to verify that the derivative of (x + 1)e−
x
i2 is











≤ 1− κ ln(1 + i)− 1
i2
≤ 1− κ ln 2 < 0.
The lemma follows.
We are now ready to state and prove the main lemma of this section.
Lemma 2.2.9. There is a constant c > 0 such that for 0 < α < 12 and ν suffi-
ciently large, for all admissible i, j, and all t ≥ 0:
P(Di,j ≥ t) ≤ e−ct.




i2 < ∞ and ci = ci−1 − 1i2 , for i > 0. So, in
particular, we have ∞ > c0 > c1 > · · · > c = 10 > 0.
We prove the lemma by induction on i. For the base case i = 0, the claim is
clear for t > 2 because D0,j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, so P(D0,j ≥ t) = 0 < e−c0t. For t = 1, 2,
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where the equality follows by Lemma 2.2.4. In particular, by choosing ν large
enough, it holds that P(D0,j ≥ t) ≤ e−c0t for t = 1, 2.
For the inductive step, assume the statement is true for i−1 with 1 ≤ i ≤ imax.
Note that as Di−1,2j and Di−1,2j+1 are independent, we can apply the induction
hypothesis to Di−1,2j and Di−1,2j+1 to get
P(Di−1,2j +Di−1,2j+1 ≥ t) ≤
t∑
s=0














let κ = κ() be as in Lemma 2.2.8 and set
ti := κi
2 ln(1 + i) + 3.
We make a case distinction depending on t.
Case 1: t ≥ ti.
Using the definition of Di,j and by (2.5), we have
P(Di,j ≥ t) =
∞∑
s=0





P(N(Ti,j) = s)(t+ s− 3 + 1)e−ci−1(t+s−3).
Now, we can apply Lemma 2.2.8 to x = t+ s− 3 ≥ κi2 ln(1 + i) to deduce that
(x+ 1)e(ci−ci−1)x = (x+ 1)e−
x
i2 ≤ , which implies (x+ 1)e−ci−1x ≤ e−cix.
We infer that











P(N(Ti,j) = s) = e−cit,
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where the third line follows by choice of  and the definition of the sequence
c0, c1, . . . , which implies that ci < c0.
Case 2: t < ti.
Let µi := µn,α,ν(Ti,0). We first observe that for all i ∈ N0:
µi ≥ (citi + ln 2) 2




µi ≥ ti + 3. (2.7)
To see that this holds, note that as µi = Ω(ν2
i(1−2α)) (see Lemma 2.2.4), we
can take any ν∗ > 0 and then pick i0 = i0(ν∗) ∈ N such that for all ν ≥ ν∗
and all i ≥ i0, the claims hold (as the right-hand side is independent of ν and
grows at most polynomially in i whereas µi grows exponentially in i). Then, as
the right-hand sides of (2.6) and (2.7) are independent of ν, we can pick ν∗∗ > ν∗
large enough such that (2.6) and (2.7) also hold for i = 0, . . . , i0(ν∗).






P(Di−1,2j +Di−1,2j+1 = j)×












P(Di−1,2j +Di−1,2j+1 = j)P(N(Ti,j) ≤ j + 3).
We split the sum into two parts: for j + 3 ≤ 12µi, we apply Lemma 1.6.6 with










≥ 12 (1−ln 2) > 0
and we get
P(N(Ti,j) ≤ j + 3) ≤ e−µi 12 (1−ln 2).
By (2.6), it follows that
e−µi
1
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For the second part, we have j+3 > 12µi. By (2.7),
1
2µi ≥ ti+3 > ti. By (2.5)
and Lemma 2.2.8 with x = j ≥ κi2 ln(1 + i) it holds that
P(Di−1,2j +Di−1,2j+1 = j) ≤ P(Di−1,2j +Di−1,2j+1 ≥ j)
≤ (j + 1)e−ci−1j ≤ e−cij .




















where the last inequality follows from the choice of  and the fact that ci > c.
By combining both sums, we conclude that also for t as in Case 2, P(Di,j ≥
t) ≤ 12e−cit + 12e−cit = e−cit, and the lemma follows.
Deriving Theorem 2.2.2
Finally, Theorem 2.2.2 is a result of the following lemma together with Lemma 2.2.7:
Lemma 2.2.10. Let 0 < α < 12 , ν sufficiently large. Then





Proof. First, let us recall that the number of tiles in the ith layer is ni = 2
4−i+b R2 ln 2 c.
For i = imax = d 0.9R2 ln 2e, it follows that ni = Θ(2
0.1R




P(for all j = 0, . . . , ni − 1 : Di,j = 0) = 1− P(Di,j > 0 for some j).
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By the union bound over all tiles in layer i = imax




Now we observe that if Di−1,2j ≤ µi100 and Di−1,2j+1 ≤ µi100 and N(Ti,j) ≥ 3100µi
all hold, then 3 + Di−1,2j + Di−1,2j+1 − N(Ti,j) ≤ 3 + 2100µi − 3100µi ≤ 0 since
µi = Ω(ν2
i(1−2α)). Hence if all three of these conditions hold then Di,j ≤ 0. In
other words, if Di,j > 0 then Di−1,2j > µi100 or Di−1,2j+1 >
µi



































For the first two terms, we use Lemma 2.2.9, taking ν sufficiently large, and
for the third term, we apply Lemma 1.6.6. We get
P(Di,j > 0) ≤ 2e−c
µi
100 + e−Ω(µi) = e−Ω(µi).
Using that µi = Ω(n
0.9(1−2α)), it follows that P(Di,j > 0) = O(e−Ω(n
0.9(1−2α))).
Since nimax = Θ(n
0.1), we obtain
P(Di,j > 0 for some j) ≤
∑
j










and the lemma follows.
Chapter 3
Degree distribution
In this chapter, we will prove Theorem 1.4.1:
Theorem. Let α > 12 . Let ξ =
4αν
pi(2α−1) .
Let Nn(k) denote the number of degree k vertices in the KPKVB model G(n;α, ν)
and consider a sequence of integers (kn)n with 0 ≤ kn ≤ n− 1.






as n→∞, then a.a.s.
Nn(kn) = (1 + o(1))npkn ,
where
pkn =
2αξ2αΓ+(kn − 2α, ξ)
kn!
.
2. If kn = (1 + o(1))cn
1





3. If kn  n 12α+1 , then a.a.s. Nn(kn) = 0.
In the proof of statement (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.4.1, we will eventually work
with the Poissonized KPKVB model in the coordinates of the box model, which
we denote by GPo. By this, we mean that the vertex set is given by a Poisson




e−αy1{−pin2ν <x≤pin2ν ,0<y<2 ln nν }
and the edges are given by the transformed formula based on the hyperbolic law
of cosines, i.e.
(x1, y1) ∼ (x2, y2)⇔ |x1 − x2|pinν ≤ Φ(y1, y2),
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2 = pin2ν , if y1 + y2 > R.
(3.1)
The Poissonization (i.e. the transition from the KPKVB model Gn to the Pois-
sonized KPKVB model GPo) will be justified in Lemma 3.1.10 below and the use
of the intensity function fn (of the box model, i.e. the transition from GPo to
GPo) with the transformed adjacency formula Φ(y1, y2) is justified by the cou-
pling Lemma 1.6.1 and will be done in the proofs of the lemmas whose statements
are in terms of GPo.
Let the measure with density fn be denoted by µn.









Note that we are using the transformed adjacency formula based on the hyperbolic
law of cosines. In other words, µPo,n(y) is the expected degree of a point with
height y in GPo, the Poissonized KPKVB model in the coordinates of the box
model.
Let µ(y) = ξe
y
2 .
First of all, if kn = k ∈ N is constant in statement (i) of Theorem 1.4.1,
statement (i) has already been shown by Gugelmann et al. [29, Theorem 2.2].
Our main motivation is to extend their result to a complete description of the
asymptotic behaviour of Nn(kn), including all sequences kn → ∞. In particular,
we show that the power-law (with exponent 2α + 1) holds up to the maximum






(up to which we can expect vertices of degree exactly
kn) and derive a Poisson limit distribution in the boundary case kn = Θ(n
1
2α+1 ).
To show this extension, we will assume that kn →∞ at several places throughout
the proof(s). Although our methods could be adapted to also treat the constant
k case, our presentation will assume that kn → ∞ for the sake of simplicity and
clarity.
3.1 Statement of lemmas
We begin by giving an overview of the lemmas needed to prove Theorem 1.4.1. We
will group these lemmas thematically such that the last lemma in each subsection
is the one which we will use in the main proof of Theorem 1.4.1. The main







degrees, i.e. kn  n 12α+1 . For small degrees, we start with the first moment (in the
Poissonized KPKVB model), which already yields the limiting expression. Then,
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we continue with the factorial moments (for the convergence in probability only
the second moment is required, but for the Poisson limit law in the boundary case,
we do need all factorial moments). We end the section on small degrees with the
lemma justifying the Poissonization.
3.1.1 First moment for small degrees
Lemma 3.1.1 (Expected degree given height in poissonized KPKVB). Let α > 12 .
Let  > 0 and 0 ≤ y ≤ (1− )R. Then as n→∞, uniformly in y,
µPo,n(y) = (1 + o(1))µ(y),
and for the derivative w.r.t. y,
µ′Po,n(y) = (1 + o(1))
1
2




Lemma 3.1.2. Let 0 < ε < 1. Then for all 0 ≤ kn ≤ n− 1,∫ (1−ε)R
0







2 ) = kn)αe
−αydy.
Lemma 3.1.3 (First moment of number of degree k vertices). Let NPo(k) denote
the number of degree k vertices in the Poissonized KPKVB model GPo and consider







E [NPo(kn)] = (1 + o(1))npkn .
If kn  n 12α+1 , then
E [NPo(kn)] = o (1) .
3.1.2 Factorial moments for small degrees
For k ∈ N, c > 0, define y−k,c = 2 ln k−c
√
k ln k




ξ ≤ 1, we set y−k,c = 0), y+k,c = 2 ln k+c
√
k ln k
ξ (recall that as
we let k → ∞, we can assume that the argument of the logarithm is ≥ 1) and
Sk,c = R∩ (R× [y−k,c, y+k,c]).
For r ∈ N, we write GPo ∪ {v1, . . . , vr} for the Poissonized KPKVB model
obtained by adding v1, . . . , vr to the vertex set of the graph and adding all cor-
responding edges according to the transformed adjacency formula Φ. Recall that
µn denotes the intensity measure of the vertex set of GPo.
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For a positive integer s, v1, . . . , vs ∈ R and V ⊂ {v1, . . . , vs}, define
ϕ(V ; v1, . . . , vs) = P(every v ∈ V has degree kn in GPo ∪ {v1, . . . , vs}).








Lemma 3.1.4 (First moment over strip). There is c > 0 such that∫
Skn,c
ϕ({v1}; v1)µn(dv1) = (1 + o(1))2αξ2αnk−(2α+1)n .
Lemma 3.1.5 (Asymptotic factorization of degree probabilities). Let C > 0,
c > 0. Let r, s be positive integers with r + 1 ≤ s. Fix 0 <  < 1. Then, it
holds uniformly for all (v1, . . . , vs) ∈ (Skn,c)s, satisfying |xvi − xvr+1 | ≥ k1+n for
all 1 ≤ i ≤ r, that
ϕ({v1, . . . , vr+1}; v1, . . . , vs)










i.e. gn(v1, . . . , vs) → 0 as n → ∞ and supn∈N hn(v1, . . . , vs) < ∞, such that the
above claim holds simultaneously for all (v1, . . . , vs) with the assumed properties
as n → ∞, i.e. the speed of the convergence of gn and the upper bound on hn do
not depend on v1, . . . , vs.)





ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vr)µn(dv1) · · ·µn(dvr)











ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vr)µn(dv1) · · ·µn(dvr)






ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vr)µn(dv1) · · ·µn(dvr).





ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vr)µn(dv1) · · ·µn(dvr)
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Lemma 3.1.9 (Factorial moments). Recall that NPo(k) denotes the number of










3.1.3 Poissonization for small degrees








Lemma 3.1.10. As n→∞, it holds that
E [|Nn(kn)−NPo(kn)|] = o (E [NPo(kn)]) .
3.1.4 First moment for large degrees
Let Bin(n, p) denote a random variable with a Binomial distribution with n trials
and success probability p and denote by Po(λ) a random variable with a Poisson
distribution with expectation λ.
Lemma 3.1.11. Let n ≥ 1, 0 < λ < n. Then, for any integer 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1,




n− kP (Po(λ) = k) .
Lemma 3.1.12. Let α > 12 . Let Nn(k) denote the number of degree k vertices
in the KPKVB model G(n;α, ν) and consider a sequence of integers (kn) with
0 ≤ kn ≤ n− 1 and kn  n 12α+1 . Then, E[Nn(kn)] = o(1).
3.2 Main proof
Proof of Proposition 1.4.1:
(i): First of all, by Lemma 3.1.3,
E [NPo(kn)] = (1 + o(1))npkn .




















= (1 + o(1))(E [NPo(kn)])2 + o((E [NPo(kn)])2)
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(because E [NPo(kn)] = (1+o(1))npkn →∞). Hence, by Chebychev for any  > 0,
P(|NPo(kn)− E [NPo(kn)] | ≥ E [NPo(kn)]) ≤ V ar(NPo(kn))
2(E [NPo(kn)])2
= o(1).
As Nn(kn) = NPo(kn)+Nn(kn)−NPo(kn) = NPo(kn)±|Nn(kn)−NPo(kn)| (where
the sign depends on whether Nn(kn) > NPo(kn) or not), due to Lemma 3.1.10,
we have that
E [Nn(kn)] = E [NPo(kn)]± E [|Nn(kn)−NPo(kn)|]
= (1 + o(1))E [NPo(kn)] = (1 + o(1))npkn .
Finally, note that pkn =
2αξ2αΓ+(kn−2α,ξ)
kn!
= (1 + o(1))2αξ2αk
−(2α+1)
n as kn → ∞
as derived in Equations (4.2), (4.3) and (4.4).









for every positive integer r.
If kn = (1 + o(1))cn
1
2α+1 , then by Lemma 3.1.3,
E [NPo(kn)] = (1 + o(1))2αξ2αn(1 + o(1))−(2α+1)c−(2α+1)n−1
= (1 + o(1))2αξ2αc−(2α+1) = (1 + o(1))ζ,
which implies E [NPo(kn)] → ζ (as ζ is a positive constant). From Lemma 3.1.9,









r! . Thus, it follows
from [6, Theorem 8.3.1] thatNPo(kn)







and so by Lemma 3.1.10, E [|Nn(kn)−NPo(kn)|] = o(E [NPo(kn)]) =
o(ζ), it follows that P(|Nn(kn)−NPo(kn)| ≥ 1) ≤ E [|Nn(kn)−NPo(kn)|] = o(ζ).
Hence, it also holds that Nn(kn)
d−→ Po(ζ) in the original KPKVB model.
(iii): In this case we have by Lemma 3.1.12 that E[Nn(kn)] = o(1). Hence by
Markov’s inequality (resp. the first moment method),
P(Nn(kn) > 0) ≤ E[Nn(kn)] = o(1).

3.3 Proofs of the lemmas
3.3.1 Implications of Chernoff bound
We recall the following version of the Chernoff bound (a proof can for instance be
found in [44]):
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Lemma 3.3.1 (Chernoff bound). For a Poisson random variable X with expec-
tation µ, for k ∈ N, if µ > k, then
P(X ≤ k) ≤ e−µH( kµ ) (3.3)
and if µ < k, then
P(X ≥ k) ≤ e−µH( kµ ) (3.4)
where H(x) = x lnx− x+ 1.
Lemma 3.3.2 (Implications of Chernoff bound). Let C > 0. Then, there is c > 0
such that for all y 6∈ [y−k,c, y+k,c] (for the definition of y−k,c and y+k,c see the first
sentence of Subsection 3.1.2), we have that as k →∞,





Proof. If y > y+k,c, then µ(y) > k + c
√
k ln k > k. The event {Po(µ(y)) = k}
implies the event {Po(µ(y)) ≤ k}, so
P(Po(µ(y)) = k) ≤ P(Po(µ(y)) ≤ k).
As µ(y) > k+c
√





< 1. As H(x) = x lnx−x+1












. By the Chernoff
bound, see (3.3) in Lemma 3.3.1,











Now, we use that for x < 1, H(x) ≥ 12 (x− 1)2x, to obtain,













k ln k = e
− c2k2 ln k
2(k+c
√
k ln k)2 .
Next, k + c
√
k ln k ≤ 2k (for k large enough) implies that by picking c = √8C,
P(Po(µ(y)) ≤ k) ≤ e− 12 c
2 ln k
4 = k−C .
If y < y−k,c, then µ(y) < k − c
√
k ln k < k. The event {Po(µ(y)) = k} implies the
event {Po(µ(y)) ≥ k}, so
P(Po(µ(y)) = k) ≤ P(Po(µ(y)) ≥ k).
As µ(y) < k−c√k ln k, it holds that kµ(y) > kk−c√k ln k > 1 (note that k−c
√
k ln k >











. By the Chernoff bound, see (3.4) in Lemma 3.3.1,
P(Po(µ(y)) ≥ k) ≤ e−µ(y)H( kµ(y) ).
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Now, we use that for x > 1, H(x) ≥ 14 (x− 1)2, to obtain,







As µ(y) < k − c√k ln k, it follows that k − µ(y) > c√k ln k > 0 and hence,
(k − µ(y))2 > c2k ln k. Together with kµ(y) > 1, this yields
P(Po(µ(y)) ≥ k) ≤ e− c
2k ln k
4µ(y) ≤ e− c
2
4 ln k ≤ e− c
2
8 ln k.
Finally, we note that this is ≤ k−C by our choice of c = √8C.
3.3.2 Expected degree given height in Poissonized KPKVB
We provide two different proofs for the first part of Lemma 3.1.1.
Proof of Lemma 3.1.1, first part: Recall from Lemma 1.6.2 that there is a
positive constantK such that for any  > 0, for all y1, y2 ∈ [0, (1−)R], y1+y2 < R,
we have (for Φ(y1, y2) from (3.1)) the estimates,
e
1
2 (y1+y2) −Ke 32 (y1+y2)−R ≤ Φ(y1, y2) ≤ e 12 (y1+y2) +Ke 32 (y1+y2)−R.
Recall the definition of µPo,n(y) from (3.2). Due to the case distinction in the






















e−αy1dy1 =: I1 + I2.
Firstly, we will show that the second integral I2 = o(µ(y)) and then we will show
that I1 = (1 + o(1))µ(y) (both with convergence uniform in 0 ≤ y ≤ (1− )R).









= n(e−α(R−y) − e−αR) = ne−αR(eαy − 1) = n1−2αν2α(eαy − 1).




































As y ≤ (1− )R = (1− )2 ln nν and α > 12 , we have
e(α−
1









where the convergence is uniform in y, 0 ≤ y ≤ (1− )R, as the last upper bound
does not depend on y.


















From the error bounds for Φ as given in Lemma 1.6.2, it follows that
I1,main − I1,error ≤ I1 ≤ I1,main + I1,error.
We will firstly show that I1,main = (1+o(1))µ(y) and then that I1,error = o(µ(y)).


























)e y2 (1− e( 12−α)(R−y))
= (1 + o(1))ξe
y
2 = (1 + o(1))µ(y).

























)e 32y−R (e( 32−α)(R−y) − 1)







)e 12y (e( 12−α)(R−y) − e−(R−y)) = o(ξe y2 ) .





























We conclude that I1,error = o(µ(y)) and hence I1,main ± I1,error = (1 + o(1))µ(y),
which finishes the proof. 
In order to prove the second part of Lemma 3.1.1 and for later use, we will
show the following auxiliary lemma:
Lemma 3.3.3. Let Φ(y, y′) be defined as in (1.8) and B∞ (y) the ball around p
in the infinite limit model G∞ as in (1.4). Then, for any 0 ≤ δ < 1,
lim
n→∞ sup0≤y≤(1−ε)R







Proof. Recall that µ (B∞ (0, y)) = ξey/2 where ξ = 4ανpi(2α−1) and, by Lemma 1.6.2,∣∣∣Φ(y, y′)− e y+y′2 ∣∣∣ ≤ Ke 32 (y+y′)−R,
for all y + y′ < R. Also,

























































2−α)y′ dy′ + e−(α−
1
2 )(1−δ)(R−y).
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2 )(1−δ)(R−y) = 0.














if 1/2 < α < 3/2,




1− e−(α− 32 )(1−δ)(R−y)
)


















2 )(R−y)−( 32−α)δ(R−y) − e−(R−y)
)
if 1/2 < α < 3/2,
(2α−1)K




e−(R−y) − e−(α− 12 )(R−y)−(α− 32 )(R−y)
)












2−α)y′ dy′ = 0,
which completes the proof.
The following lemma provides the second proof of the first part of Lemma 3.1.1:
Lemma 3.3.4. For any 0 < ε < 1,
lim
n→∞ sup0≤y≤(1−ε)R
∣∣∣∣ µ (B (y))µ (B∞ (y)) − 1
∣∣∣∣ = 0.
Proof. We perform the computation of µ (B (y)) by splitting the integration with
respect to the height y′ into the cases y′ > R− y and y′ ≤ R− y, i.e.
µ (B (y)) = µ (B (y) ∩R([0, R− y))) + µ (B (y) ∩R([R− y,R])) .
For the first part we have that







Hence, by applying Lemma 3.3.3 with δ = 0, we conclude that
lim
n→∞ sup0≤y≤(1−ε)R
∣∣∣∣µ (B ((y)) ∩R[(0, R− y)])µ (B∞ (y)) − 1
∣∣∣∣ = 0.
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For the second part we observe that B ((y)) ∩ R([R − y,R]) = R([R − y,R]).
Thus, recalling that fα,ν is the intensity function of the infinite limit model as
defined in (1.3),





















2 )(R−y) − e−(α− 12 )R−y/2
)
, (3.5)
from which we conclude that
lim
n→∞ sup0≤y≤(1−ε)R
µ (B ((0, y)) ∩R([R− y,R]))
µ (B∞ (y)) = 0,
which finishes the proof.
The following lemma will provide the proof of the second part of Lemma 3.1.1:
Lemma 3.3.5. For any 0 < ε < 1,
lim
n→∞ sup0≤y≤(1−ε)R
∣∣∣∣µ (B∞ (y))−1 ∂∂yµ (B (y))− 12
∣∣∣∣ = 0.
Proof. We again split µ (B (y)) over the top and bottom part, as
µ (B (y)) = µ (B (y) ∩R([0, R− y))) + µ (B (y) ∩R([R− y,R])) ,
where







with Φ(y, y′) defined as in (1.8) and, see (3.5),





2 )(R−y) − e−(α− 12 )R−y/2
)
.
Taking the derivative of the last expression with respect to y gives
∂
∂y
























µ (B (y) ∩R([R− y,R]))
(
1 +
(2α− 1)e−(α− 12 )(R−y) + e−(α− 12 )R−y/2
e−(α−
1
2 )(R−y) − e−(α− 12 )R−y/2
)
.
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Since, limn→∞ sup0<y≤(1−ε)R µ (B∞ (y))−1 µ (B (y) ∩R([R− y,R])) = 0, we are
left to show that
lim
n→∞ sup0<y≤(1−ε)R







∣∣∣∣∣ = 0. (3.6)
We start with some preliminary computations. For convenience we define
Ξ(y, y′) = 1− cosh(R− y) cosh(R− y
′)− cosh(R)





eR/2 arccos (1− Ξ(y, y′)) .
Next, following the same calculation as in the proof of [25, Lemma 28], we write














h1(y) = 1− ey′−y−R, h2(y) = 1− ey−y′−R and h3(y) = 1− e−2(R−y).
We suppressed the dependence on n and, in some cases, on y′ for notation conve-
nience.
We make two important observations. First, Ξ(y, y′) is an increasing function
in both arguments, for y, y′ < R and y + y′ < R. Second, for all y + y′ < R,
h1(y) ≤ h3(y′) and h2(y) ≤ h3(y), while h3(y), h3(y′) < 1, so that
2e−(R−y−y
′)h1(y)h2(y) ≤ Ξ(y, y′) ≤ 2e−(R−y−y′). (3.7)
In particular, since R − y is an increasing function of n uniformly for 0 < y <
(1− ε)R, there exists a 0 < δ < 1 such that 1/2 ≤ Ξ(y, y′) < 2 for all y + y′ < R
and (1− δ)(R− y) < y′ < R and n large enough.
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1− (1− Ξ(y, y′))2
(1 + ϕn(y, y
′)) . (3.8)


























1− (1− Ξ(y, y′))2














1− (1− Ξ(y, y′))2










1− (1− Ξ(y, y′))2




=: −I1(y) + I2(y) + I3(y),
with 0 ≤ δ < 1 such that 0 < Ξ(y, y′) < 2 for all 0 < y < R and (1− δ)(R− y) <
y′ < R.
We proceed by showing that
lim
n→∞ sup0<y≤(1−ε)R
∣∣∣∣ It(y)µ (B∞ (y))




∣∣∣∣ 2ναpiµ (B∞ (y))I2(y)− 12
∣∣∣∣ = 0. (3.10)
This then implies (3.6) and finishes the proof.
For I1(y) we have
lim
n→∞ sup0<y≤(1−ε)R






2 )(R−y) = 0.
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For I3(y) we first use that y























To bound the integral we recall that 0 < Ξ(y, y′) ≤ 2e−(R−y−y′) < 2 and for all
1/2 ≤ x < 2,
1√
1− (1− x)2 ≤
2√
2− x,
where the right-hand side is a monotone increasing function. Therefore∫ R−y
(1−δ)(R−y)
Ξ(y, y′)√




















Making the change of variables z = e−(R−y−y


































which implies (3.9) for t = 3.
Finally, to show (3.10) we first write∣∣∣∣ 2ανpiµ (B∞ (y))I2(y)− 12
∣∣∣∣ ≤

































and thus it suffices to show that the limn→∞ sup0<y≤(1−ε)R of the second term
goes to zero.



















1− (1− Ξ(y, y′))2
(1 + ϕn(y, y
′)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ e−αy′ dy′. (3.11)
We will proceed to bound the term inside the integral. For this we first note that





and recall that Ξ(y, y′) ≤ 2e−(R−y−y′). Moreover, since x/√1− (1− x)2 =
x/
√









2e−δ(R−y) − e−2δ(R−y) .
Next, recall that Φ(y, y′) = 12e
R/2 arccos(1 − Ξ(y, y′)). Then, since Ξ(y, y′) < 1




1− (1− Ξ(y, y′))2
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 12Φ(y, y′)Ξ(y, y′),





1− (1− Ξ(y, y′))2










1− (1− Ξ(y, y′))2
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To finish the argument we note that R−y > 0 for all 0 < y ≤ (1−ε)R and observe
that 0 < δ < 1 implies that α − 12 − (α − 32 )δ = α − 12 − (α − 12 )δ + δ > 0. Since




















which completes the proof.
Proof of Lemma 3.1.1, second part: This is now only a change of nota-
tion from Lemma 3.3.5: µ(y) = µ (B∞ (y)), µPo,n(y) = µ (B (y)) and µ′Po,n(y) =
∂
∂yµ (B (y)). 
3.3.3 First moment for small degrees
Proof of Lemma 3.1.2: We will show, with some asymptotic estimates and
integration by substitution, that∫ (1−ε)R
0





2 ) = kn)αe
−αz dz.
This implies the result because the last integral equals (1 + o(1))2αξ2αk
−(2α+1)
n =
(1 + o(1))pkn .
Define the function z(y) = 2 ln
µPo,n(y)
ξ (note that z(y) is well-defined as
µPo,n(y) ≥ 0 and that z(y) is bijective because µPo,n(y) is strictly monotone
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From Lemma 3.1.1, it follows that uniformly for all 0 ≤ y ≤ (1 − )R, ξe y2 =
(1 + o(1))µPo,n(y) = (1 + o(1))ξe
z(y)
2 , and hence that
e−αy = (1 + o(1))e−αz(y).









= 1 + o(1).
From these observations, we obtain that∫ (1−)R
0
P(Po(µPo,n(y)) = kn)αe−αydy





2 ) = kn)αe
−αz(y)z′(y)dy.







2 ) = kn)αe
−αzdz.
Now, it remains to show that∫ z((1−)R)
z(0)





We will show that z(0) ≤ y−kn,c and y+kn,c ≤ z((1− )R) (where y−kn,c and y+kn,c
are defined at the beginning of Section 3.1.2) and then apply the Chernoff bound
to show that the difference of the integrals in (3.12) is of smaller order than the
integral on the right-hand side of (3.12).
Let C > 2α + 1. Then, there is a c > 0 such that the claim of Lemma 3.3.2
holds.
Now, observe that by Lemma 3.1.1, µPo,n(0) → ξ and µPo,n((1 − )R) =
(1 + o(1))ξe
(1−)R
2 = Θ(n1−). As kn →∞, this implies that
µPo,n(0) ≤ kn − c
√
kn ln kn














kn ln kn ≤ µPo,n((1− )R)
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for n large enough. As the function y 7→ 2 ln y2 is monotone increasing, it follows





] ⊂ [z(0), z((1− )R)].
From the implications of the Chernoff bound in Lemma 3.3.2, it follows that








αe−αzdz < ∞ is finite for all a ∈ R, it follows that the difference of the
integrals in (3.12) is∫
[z(0),z((1−)R)]∆[0,∞)





On the other hand
∫∞
0






. As C > 2α+1,
this completes the proof. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1.3: Write NPo(kn) =
∑
v∈V (GPo) 1{DGPo (v)=kn}. By the
Campbell-Mecke formula, the expectation of NPo(kn) can be expressed as an in-
tegral over P(DGPo(v) = kn) and due to the coupling Lemma 1.6.1, we can use




P(DGPo(v) = kn)µn(dv). (3.13)































= Θ(e−α(1−)R) = Θ(n−2α(1−)).






. Then, for α > 12 and
 > 0 small enough, we have 2α(1 − ) > 1 and hence, 2α(1−)2α+1 > 12α+1 and so,













. Taking both sides to the −(2α+ 1) implies that
k
−(2α+1)







statement of the lemma now follows by invoking Lemma 3.1.2.








= o (1) .









which is o (1) since by our choice 2α(1 − ) > 1. Thus the second claim of the
lemma follows.

3.3.4 Factorial moments for small degrees
Proof of Lemma 3.1.4: First of all, as y+kn,c ≤ (1− )R, we can apply the same
substitution as in the proof of Lemma 3.1.3,∫
Skn,c









Let C > 2α + 1. By the implications of the Chernoff bound (see Lemma 3.3.2),
there is c > 0 such that for z = z(y) 6∈ [z(y−kn,c), z(y+kn,c)],















Hence, we can continue with our initial equation, and conclude the claim of the
lemma by computing the resulting improper integral involving the probability
mass function of the Poisson distribution∫
Skn,c
P(v1 has degree kn in GPo ∪ {v1})µn(dv1)
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= (1 + o(1))n
∫ ∞
0
P(Po(µ(z)) = kn)αe−αzdz = (1 + o(1))2αξ2αnk−(2α+1)n .

Proof of Lemma 3.1.5:
Let H = GPo ∪ {v1, . . . , vs}.
For 1 ≤ j ≤ r, let Yj be the number of vertices of H that are adjacent to both
vj and vr+1. Let Xj be the number of vertices of H that are adjacent to vj , but
not to vr+1. Then, Xj + Yj = DH(vj) is the degree of vj in H.
Let Xr+1 be the number of vertices of H that are adjacent to vr+1, but to
none of v1, . . . , vr. Let Yr+1 be the number of vertices of H that are adjacent to
vr+1, and at least one of v1, . . . , vr. Then, Xr+1 + Yr+1 = DH(vr+1) is the degree
of vr+1 in H.
By definition, we therefore have
ϕ({v1, . . . , vr+1}; v1, . . . , vs) = P(X1 + Y1 = · · · = Xr+1 + Yr+1 = kn),
ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs) = P(X1 + Y1 = · · · = Xr + Yr = kn),
ϕ({vr+1}; v1, . . . , vs) = P(Xr+1 + Yr+1 = kn),
and the claim is that
P(X1 + Y1 = · · · = Xr+1 + Yr+1 = kn)





Let ′ = min(, (2α−1)) ∈ (0, 1). As for 1 ≤ i ≤ r, it is given that |xvi −xvr+1 | ≥






(we will see this step in more detail



















1−′ , which is well-defined because 1− ′ > 0). Now define












n ] ∩ N0.
By (1.13), we have
P(Yr+1 6∈ An) = P
(























As by definition c1 satisfies
(1−′)c21
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Beginning with the left-hand side of the claim of the lemma, the law of total
probability applied to the events {Yr+1 = yr+1}, for all yr+1 ∈ An, and Scn implies
that




P(X1 + Y1 = · · · = Xr+1 + yr+1 = kn|Yr+1 = yr+1)P(Yr+1 = yr+1)










As Xr+1 is independent of X1, . . . , Xr, Y1, . . . , Yr by the properties of a Poisson
process (as Xr+1 counts the number of points in a set which is disjoint to what




P(X1 + Y1 = · · · = Xr + Yr = kn|Yr+1 = yr+1) (3.15)





We will now show that uniformly for all yr+1, s ∈ An, it holds that,
P(Xr+1 = kn − yr+1) = (1 + o(1))P(Xr+1 = kn − s). (3.16)
To see this, observe that for all yr+1, s ∈ An, we have that







Denote the expectation of Xr+1 by λ, write δn = kn − yr+1 − λ and note that
P(Xr+1 = kn − yr+1)
P(Xr+1 = kn − s) =
P(Xr+1 = kn − yr+1)
P(Xr+1 = kn − yr+1 + (yr+1 − s))
=
(kn − yr+1 + (yr+1 − s))!
(kn − yr+1)! λ
s−yr+1 .
We will now use that (a+b)!a! = (1 + o(1))(a + b)
b for b2 = o(a), applied to a =
kn − yr+1 and b = yr+1 − s. To see this auxiliary fact, note that by Stirling’s
approximation to the factorial, it follows that
(a+ b)!
a!














We have that 1+ ba ≤ e
b
a , which implies (1+ ba )
a ≤ eb. Furthermore, as ln(1+x) ≥
x − x22 , we have that (1 + ba )a = ea ln(1+
b
a ) ≥ ea( ba− b22a ) = eb− b22a = (1 + o(1))eb
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because b2 = o(a). Finally, b2 = o(a) also implies that (1 + ba )
1
2 = 1 + o(1)
(here, b = o(a) would have been sufficient already). This finishes the proof of the
auxiliary fact and we can continue with
P(Xr+1 = kn − yr+1)
P(Xr+1 = kn − s) = (1 + o(1))(kn − yr+1 + (yr+1 − s))
yr+1−sλs−yr+1
= (1 + o(1))(λ+ δn + (yr+1 − s))yr+1−sλs−yr+1
= (1 + o(1))
(
1 +
δn + (yr+1 − s)
λ
)yr+1−s




λ = 1 + o(1),






n and λ = Θ(kn)




























From (3.16), it follows that
P(Xr+1 = kn − yr+1) = P(Xr+1 = kn − yr+1)
∑
s∈An




= (1 + o(1))
∑
s∈An




= (1 + o(1))
∑
s∈An








= (1 + o(1)) (P(Xr+1 + Yr+1 = kn)













error term can be taken
outside of the summation (which is bounded by 1) and that P(Xr+1 +Yr+1 = kn)
does not depend on yr+1, so can be put in front of the summation. Overall, this
yields that∑
yr+1∈An
P(X1 + Y1 = · · · = Xr + Yr = kn|Yr+1 = yr+1)
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Furthermore, we have that∑
yr+1∈An
P(X1 + Y1 = · · · = Xr + Yr = kn|Yr+1 = yr+1)P(Yr+1 = yr+1)
= P(X1 + Y1 = · · · = Xr + Yr = kn, Yr+1 ∈ An)





Plugging this into the previous step finally gives the right-hand side of the claim
to show the lemma,















Proof of Lemma 3.1.6: Let c > 0 be such that the claim of Lemma 3.1.4 holds.
For every fixed positive integer s, we will show by induction on r, 1 ≤ r ≤ s,





ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs)µn(dv1) · · ·µn(dvr)






Note that r = s is the claim of the lemma.
For r = 1, we only need to show that uniformly for v1 ∈ Skn,c,
ϕ({v1}; v1, . . . , vs) = (1 + o(1))ϕ({v1}; v1).
To see this, note that as v1 ∈ Skn,c, the expected degree of v1 in GPo is Θ(kn).
Assume that v1 is adjacent to s
′ < s many vertices among v2, . . . , vs. Then, as s′
is finite and kn →∞, we have that
P(DGPo(v1) = kn − s′) = (1 + o(1))P(DGPo(v1) = kn).
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So, we have the base case of the induction,
ϕ({v1}; v1, . . . , vs) = P(DH(v1) = kn) = P(DGPo(v1) = kn − s′)
= (1 + o(1))P(DGPo(v1) = kn) = (1 + o(1))ϕ({v1}; v1).
Assuming the claim holds for integer r < s, we will show that it holds for r + 1.
Let vr+2, . . . , vs ∈ Skn,c (if r + 2 > s, this definition is void and the corre-
sponding points will never be used in the proof). Fix 0 <  < 1 small enough s.t.
1
2 +  < α. Define the region that the (r + 1)-th vertex vr+1 is far apart from all
other vertices horizontally,
F(kn) = {(v1, . . . , vr+1) ∈ (Skn,c)r+1 : ∀1 ≤ i ≤ r : |xvi − xvr+1 | ≥ k1+n }.
We will split the integration into this region and its complement F(kn)c =
(Skn,c)r+1 \F(kn).
First of all, we derive an upper bound for the complement F(kn)c. Note that
ϕ({v1, . . . , vr+1}; v1, . . . , vs) ≤ ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs)
and so, ∫ ∫
F(kn)c




ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs)µn(dv1) . . . µn(dvr+1).
For (v1, . . . , vr+1) ∈ F(kn)c, we have that (v1, . . . , vr) ∈ (Skn,c)r and vr+1 =
(xr+1, yr+1) satisfies y
−
kn,c
≤ yr+1 ≤ y+kn,c and xr+1 falls into an interval In of
length 2k1+n . As the integrand ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs) is constant in xr+1, we
can upper bound the corresponding integration w.r.t. µn(dvr+1) resp. dyr+1 as
follows, ∫
{(xr+1,yr+1)∈Skn,c:xr+1∈In}






ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs)αν
pi
e−αyr+1dxr+1dyr+1






























We have thus established that∫ ∫
F(kn)c
ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs)µn(dv1) . . . µn(dvr+1)





ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs)µn(dv1) . . . µn(dvr).














. To see this, we will






and then apply Lemma 3.1.4, which
says that ∫
Skn,c





By our choice of , we have that 12 +  < α, which implies that
2+
1+2α < 1, and





















= o (1) .




, we therefore conclude














For the integration over F(kn), recall that by Lemma 3.1.5,
ϕ({v1, . . . , vr+1}; v1, . . . , vs)
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This implies that∫ ∫
F(kn)
ϕ({v1, . . . , vr+1}; v1, . . . , vs)µn(dv1) . . . µn(dvr+1)
= (1 + o(1))
∫ ∫
F(kn)
ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs)






µn(dv1) . . . µn(dvr+1) =: M + E,
where
M = (1 + o(1))
∫ ∫
F(kn)
ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs)






µn(dv1) . . . µn(dvr+1).
We will show that











after which the proof will be finished.
Regarding M , note that we can factorize into an integration over v1, . . . , vr
and one over vr+1.
Furthermore, we note that the condition (v1, . . . , vr+1) ∈ F(kn) implies that
(writing vr+1 = (xr+1, yr+1)) the horizontal coordinate xr+1 falls into an interval
In of length Ln, satisfying
pin
ν










= o(n) for  < 1 and α > 12 , this shows that the length of
the integration range in xr+1 satisfies Ln = (1 + o(1))
pin
ν . Thus, we have that





ϕ({vr+1}; v1, . . . , vs)αν
pi
e−αyr+1dyr+1dxr+1







ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs)µn(dv1) . . . µn(dvr)
= (1 + o(1))n
∫ y+kn,c
y−kn,c







ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs)µn(dv1) . . . µn(dvr)
= (1 + o(1))
∫
Skn,c







ϕ({v1, . . . , vr}; v1, . . . , vs)µn(dv1) . . . µn(dvr).
By applying the base case of the induction to the first factor and the induction
hypothesis to the second one, we have derived that

















Recall that again by Lemma 3.1.4,∫
Skn,c





























Proof of Lemma 3.1.7:
Let C > r(2α + 1) and take c > 0 from Lemma 3.3.2. For (v1, . . . , vr) ∈
(R × · · · × R)\(Skn,c × · · · × Skn,c), there is a j, 1 ≤ j ≤ r, such that yj 6∈




], so the implications of the Chernoff bound (as in Lemma 3.3.2) yield




. As, for 1 ≤ j ≤ r, the event {DGPo(v1) =
· · · = DGPo(vr) = kn} implies the event {DGPo(vj) = kn}, it follows that



















P(v1, . . . , vr have degree kn in GPo ∪ {v1, . . . , vr})µn(dv1) · · ·µn(dvr)
= (1 + o(1))
(∫
Skn,c
P(v1 has degree kn in GPo ∪ {v1})µn(dv1)
)r





Hence, the claim follows as C > r(2α+ 1). 
Proof of Lemma 3.1.8: First apply Lemma 3.1.7 to the left-hand side of the
claim, then apply Lemma 3.1.6 and finally apply Lemma 3.1.7 again, in the reverse
direction for r = 1. 










This can be seen by induction on r. For r = 1, the claim is clear. Assuming it
















1{DGPo (v1)=···=DGPo (vr)=kn}(NPo(kn)− r).
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The first sum leads to the right-hand side of the claim for r+1, whereas the second
sum will cancel with the −r.
Recall that due to Lemma 1.6.1, we can use the intensity measure µn with
intensity function fn = fn(x, y) =
αν
pi e
−αy1{−pin2ν <x≤pin2ν ,0<y<2 ln nν } for the Pois-























P(v1, . . . , vr have degree kn in GPo ∪ {v1, . . . , vr})µn(dv1) · · ·µn(dvr),
where we integrate over r additional points which we can think of as being added
independently and with the same distribution as the vertices of the poissonized
KPKVB model GPo in the upper half-plane coordinates.




P(v1 has degree kn in GPo ∪ {v1})µn(dv1),









P(v1 has degree kn in GPo ∪ {v1})µn(dv1)
)r
.














P(v1, . . . , vr have degree kn in GPo ∪ {v1, . . . , vr})µn(dv1) · · ·µn(dvr)





P(v1 has degree kn in GPo ∪ {v1})µn(dv1)
)r





3.3.5 Poissonization for small degrees
Proof of Lemma 3.1.10: We consider the coupling where we have an infinite
supply of i.i.d. points u1, u2, . . . chosen according to the (α,R)-quasi uniform dis-
tribution, the vertices of G(n;α, ν) are u1, . . . , un and the vertices of GPo(n;α, ν)
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are u1, . . . , uN with N
d
= Po(n) independently of u1, u2, . . . . Thus, under this
coupling, the only difference between Gn = G(n;α, ν) and GPo = GPo(n;α, ν) is
the number of points. Note that since N is Poisson with expectation n, it follows
from the Chernoff bound (see also Equation (1.13)) that we may assume that
n − C√n log n ≤ N ≤ n + C√n log n. To keep notation simple we will suppress
this conditioning in the derivations.
Clearly, if N = n the graphs are the same. So we will consider the two cases
n − C√n log n ≤ N < n and n < N ≤ n + C√n log n. We will prove the latter
case. The other case uses similar arguments and hence we omit the details here.
If n < N ≤ n+ C√n log n, then Gn has less vertices than GPo. Write Vn(kn)
and VPo(kn) to denote the set of nodes that have degree kn in Gn and GPo,












Let DPo denote the degree in the Poissonized KPKVB model of a point u placed
according to the (α,R)-quasi uniform distribution. Then, the expectation of the
second summation equals
(N − n)P (DPo = kn) = (N − n)
∫ R
0
P (Po(µPo,n(y)) = kn)αe−αy dy
≤ (1 + o(1))C
√
n log npkn = o (E [NPo(kn)]) .
Therefore, it remains to consider the first summation.
Let Dn(u) and DPo(u) denote the degree of a point u in Gn and GPo, re-
spectively. Then, there are two scenarios to consider: 1) either Dn(ui) = kn and
DPo(ui) 6= kn or 2) Dn(ui) 6= kn and DPo(ui) = kn. In the first case, since ui is
present in both graphs it follows that DPo(ui) > kn. Similarly, for the second case











Let us first consider the second summation, i.e. the case where the vertex has
degree smaller than kn inGn. Taking the expectation gives nP (Dn < kn, DPo = kn),
where Dn denotes the degree in the KPKVB model of a point u placed accord-
ing to the (α,R)-quasi uniform distribution. We now observe that because the
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points u1, . . . , uN used to couple the graphs are independent, we can view the
graph Gn as being obtained from GPo by removing N − n points, uniformly at
random. Therefore, if a vertex has degree kn in GPo but smaller degree in Gn,
this means that at least one of its neighbours was removed. Denote by Z(n) a
random variable with a Hypergeometric distribution, for taking N −n draws from
a population of size N , where there are kn good objects. That is, Z(n) denotes
the number of removed neighbours of a vertex u with degree kn in GPo. We then
have
P (Dn < kn, DPo = kn) = P (Z(n) > 1)P (DPo = kn)
≤ E [Z(n)]P (DPo = kn) = (N − n)kn
N
P (DPo = kn) .






, it holds that kn = o (
√
n). Since N = Θ (n)








= nP (Dn < kn, DPo = kn)
≤ o (1)nP (DPo = kn) = o (E [NPo(kn)]) .
We now proceed with the other summation, for the case where a vertex has
degree kn in Gn but larger degree in GPo. Since the degree of u in GPo can be at
most N − n larger we have
P (Dn(u) = kn, DPo(u) > kn) =
N−n∑
t=1
P (Dn(u) = kn, DPo(u) = kn + t) .
Using that the graph Gn can be seen as being obtained from GPo by removing
N − n points uniformly at random, a point with degree kn + t in GPo can only
have degree kn in Gn if exactly t of its neighbours were removed. Let us therefore
denote by Z(n, t) a random variable with a Hypergeometric distribution, for taking
N − n draws from a population of size N , where there are kn + t good objects.
Then,
P (Dn(u) = kn, DPo(u) = kn + t) = P (Z(n, t) = t)P (DPo = kn + t) .
Recall that, for any 0 < ε < 1,
P (DPo = kn + t) =
∫ R
0




P (Po(µPo,n(y)) = kn + t)αe−αy dy




P (Po(µPo,n(y)) = kn + t)αe−αy dy
By Lemma 3.1.2 the first part is (1+o(1))pkn+t while the second part isO(n
−2α(1−ε))
and hence,






In addition we have that P (Z(n, t) = t) ≤ O (1) E[Z(n,t)]t . We thus obtain
N−n∑
t=1





































































































pkn = o (pkn) .










= O (knpkn) ,
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= o (pkn) .
It now follows that
nP (Dn(u) = kn, DPo(u) > kn) =
N−n∑
t=1




P (Z(n, t) = t)P (DPo = kn + t)
= n o (P (DPo = kn)) = o (E [NPo(kn)]) ,
which finishes the proof for the case where N > n. 
3.3.6 First moment for large degrees





































































eλ−k ≤ 1 for all 0 < λ < n
and 0 ≤ k ≤ n− 1. 
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Proof of Lemma 3.1.12: First we observe that as the poissonized KPKVB
model GPo has the same intensity measure as the original KPKVB model with a
fixed number n of points, the expected degree of a vertex of the KPKVB model
with radial coordinate r = R− y is given by µPo,n(y) and hence,
E [Nn(kn)] = n
∫ R
0
P (Bin(n− 1, µPo,n(y)/n) = kn) α sinh(α(R− y))
cosh(αR)− 1 dy.
Fix 0 < ε < 4α−14α+2 ∧ 2α−12α . We first show that we only need to consider integration
up to y ≤ (1− ε)R. By our choice of ε, 2α(1− ε) > 1, so that
cosh(αεR)− 1













P (Bin(n− 1, µPo,n(y)/n) = kn) α sinh(α(R− y))
cosh(αR)− 1 dy
≤ n cosh(αR)
cosh(αR)− 1 = o (1) ,




P (Bin(n− 1, µPo,n(y)) = kn) α sinh(α(R− y))
cosh(αR)− 1 dy = o (1) .
Note that for all 0 ≤ y ≤ (1− ε)R we have
α sinh(α(R− y))
cosh(αR)− 1 = (1 + o (1))αe
−αy.




P (Bin(n− 1, µPo,n(y)) = kn) α sinh(α(R− y))
cosh(αR)− 1 dy







P (Po(µPo,n(y)) = kn)αe−αy dy












We shall now consider two cases: n
1
2α+1  kn < n1−ε and n1−ε ≤ kn ≤ n− 1.
If n
1
2α+1  kn < n1−ε then
√
n








= o (1) .
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4.1 Clustering and the degree of the typical point in G∞
As mentioned earlier, we plan to make use of the Campbell-Mecke formula for
comparing the clustering coefficient and function of GPo with certain quantities
associated with G∞. We will be considering the Poisson process P to which we add
one additional point (0, y) on the y-axis. In some computations the height y will
be fixed, but eventually we shall take it exponentially distributed with parameter
α, and independent of P. We refer to (0, y) as “the typical point”.
To provide some intuition for this definition and name, note that we can al-
ternatively view P as follows. We take a constant intensity Poisson process on R
corresponding to the x-coordinates, and to each point we attach a random “mark”,
corresponding to the y-coordinate, where the marks are i.i.d. exponentially dis-
tributed with parameter α.
Since the clustering coefficient c(G) is defined as an average over all vertices
of the graph, it is not immediately obvious how to meaningfully define a corre-
sponding notion for infinite graphs, and similarly for the clustering function. We
can however without any issues speak of the (expected) clustering coefficient of
the typical point, or the expected clustering coefficient given that it has degree k,
or the distribution of the degree of the typical point.
If p = (x, y) ∈ R× [0,∞) is a point, not necessarily part of the Poisson process,
recall that B∞ (p) denotes its neighbourhood ball in the infinite limit model (see
list of notation). For such a point, we will write
µ(y) = µ(p) := µ(B∞ (p)).




































4.1.1 The degree of the typical point
Before considering clustering we briefly investigate the distribution of the degree
of the typical point. For p = (x, y) ∈ R× [0,∞) we define
ρ(p, k) := P (Po(µ (p)) = k) , (4.1)
where Po(λ) denotes a Poisson random variable with expectation λ. We will often
write ρ(y, k) instead of ρ(p, k).
Let the random variable D denote the degree of the typical point. Since the
typical point has a height that is independent of the Poisson process and Exp(α)-
distributed, for k ∈ N0:
pk := P (D = k) =
∫ ∞
0
ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy. (4.2)
Using the transformation of variables z = ξe
y
































2αξ2αΓ+(k − 2α, ξ)
k!
,
where we recall that Γ denotes the gamma function and Γ+ the upper incomplete
gamma function. Note that, unsurprisingly, this is identical to the expression
Gugelmann et al. [29] gave for the limiting degree distribution of G(n;α, ν). Using
Stirling’s approximation to the gamma function, we find that
pk ∼ 2αξ2αk−(2α+1) as k →∞. (4.4)
By a similar computation we have the following result, which will be useful
later on. For any β > 0, as k →∞,∫ ∞
0
e−βyρ(y, k)αe−αy dy ∼ 2αξ2(β+α)k−2(β+α)−1. (4.5)
4.1.2 The expected clustering coefficient and function of the
typical point
Let the random variable C denote the clustering coefficient of the typical point
(0, y), in the graph obtained from G∞ by adding (0, y). We now define
γ := E[C],
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(where we take the expectation over both the Poisson point process P and y d=
Exp(α), independently of the Poisson process P). We shall show shortly that γ
takes on the value stated in Theorem 1.5.1.
For any fixed value y0 > 0, the set of points inside B∞ ((0, y0)) is a Poisson pro-
cess with intensity f · 1B∞((0,y0)). As µ(B∞ ((0, y0))) = µ(y0) = ξey0/2 < ∞, this
can be described alternatively by first picking N
d
= Po(µ(y0)) and then taking N
i.i.d. points in B∞ ((0, y0)) according to the probability density f ·1B∞((0,y0))/µ(y0).
(That is, the intensity function of the Poisson point process, but set to zero out-
side of B∞ ((0, y0)) and re-normalized in such a way that it integrates to one.)
Hence, if we condition on the event that y takes on some fixed value y0 and that
there are exactly k points of P inside B∞ ((0, y0)), then those k points behave
like k i.i.d. points in B∞ ((0, y0)) chosen according to the mentioned re-normalized
probability density function. This shows that, for every k ≥ 2:






 = E [1{u1∈B∞(u2)}] ,
where u1, . . . , uk are i.i.d. points in B∞ ((0, y0)) with the above mentioned density.
Note that this does not depend on the value of k. For notational convenience, we
will write




= E [C|D = k, y = y0] ,
with u1, u2 as above.
We now observe that
γ(k) := E [C|D = k] =
∫ ∞
0

























γ = E [C] =
∑
k≥2













P (y0) (1− ρ(y0, 0)− ρ(y0, 1))αe−αy0 dy0.
(4.7)
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A key step is to derive the following explicit expression for P (y0):
Lemma 4.1.1. If α 6= 1, then




















2y0)4α−2B−(1− e− 12y0 ; 2α, 3− 4α)
4(α− 1) ,
where we recall that B− denotes the lower incomplete beta function.
We will prove this lemma in a sequence of steps.
Recall that P (y0) is the probability that u1 = (x1, y1), u2 = (x2, y2) are neigh-
bours in G∞, where u1, u2 are i.i.d. with probability density f · 1B∞((0,y0))/µ(y0).
In particular,
















· e( 12−α)t = e( 12−α)t,






ey0/2. Thus, y1, y2 are exponentially dis-
tributed with parameter α− 12 > 0. Now note that, for each t > 0, the probability
density f · 1B∞((0,y0))/µ(y0) is constant on [−e(t+y0)/2, e(t+y0)/2]×{t} and it van-
ishes on (−∞,−e(t+y0)/2)× {t} ∪ (e(t+y0)/2,∞)× {t}.
Hence, given the height yi of ui, the x-coordinate of ui is uniformly distributed
in [−e 12 (y+yi), e 12 (y+yi)]. With this in mind we define P (y0, y1, y2) to be the prob-
ability that (0, y0), (x1, y1), (x2, y2) satisfy |x1− x2| ≤ e(y1+y2)/2, where x1 and x2
are independent uniform random variables in the intervals [−e 12 (y0+y1), e 12 (y0+y1)]
and [−e 12 (y0+y2), e 12 (y0+y2)], respectively. Then, we have that





P (y0, y1, y2)e
−(α−1/2)(y1+y2) dy2 dy1. (4.8)
Determining P (y0, y1, y2)
To compute the integral (4.8) it will be convenient to use the change of variable
zi = e
−yi/2, for i = 0, 1, 2. We will write yi(zi) to stress the dependence between
yi and zi. The following result completely characterizes P (y0, y1, y2):
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Lemma 4.1.2.
P (y0(z0), y1(z1), y2(z2))
=

1, if z0 ≥ z1 + z2, z0 > z1 > z2,
1−G(z0, z1, z2), if z0 < z1 + z2, z0 > z1 > z2,
z0
z1
, if z1 ≥ z0 + z2, z1 > max(z0, z2),
z0
z1
(1−G(z1, z0, z2)) , if z1 < z0 + z2, z1 > max(z0, z2),
where




b−1c+ bc−1 + a2b−1c−1 + 2− 2ab−1 − 2ac−1) .
We split the proof of this lemma into a couple of smaller pieces. We begin with
the following lemma.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let zi = e
−yi/2, i = 0, 1, 2. If y0 < y1 < y2 (or equivalently
z0 > z1 > z2), then
P (y0(z0), y1(z1), y2(z2)) =
{
1, if z0 ≥ z1 + z2,
1−G(z0, z1, z2), if z0 < z1 + z2.
Proof. Note that P (y0, y1, y2) is the probability that x2 falls into the interval [x1−
e(y1+y2)/2, x1 + e
(y1+y2)/2], as well as into the interval [−e(y0+y2)/2, e(y0+y2)/2]. By
symmetry considerations, we can take x1 uniformly at random from [0, e
y0/2+y1/2]
as opposed to [−ey0/2+y1/2, ey0/2+y1/2]. Figure 4.1 shows the intersection of the
intervals (red line) for two different cases for x1 ≤ e(y0+y1)/2.
Since y0 < y1 < y2 we have that e
(y1+y2)/2 > e(y0+y2)/2 and so, when x1 ≥ 0,
the “right half” of the interval [−e(y0+y2)/2, e(y0+y2)/2] is always covered by the
interval [x1−e(y1+y2)/2, x1 +e(y1+y2)/2]. If e(y1+y2)/2−e(y0+y1)/2 ≥ e(y0+y2)/2 then
the “left half” is always covered as well. In other words:
e(y1+y2)/2 − e(y0+y1)/2 ≥ e(y0+y2)/2 ⇒ P (y0, y1, y2) = 1.
Now consider the case where e(y1+y2)/2 − e(y0+y1)/2 < e(y0+y2)/2. Then, if
x1 ∈ [0, e(y1+y2)/2 − e(y0+y2)/2] the whole interval [−e(y0+y2)/2, e(y0+y2)/2] is still
covered so that p0, p1 and p2 form a triangle. If, on the other hand e
(y1+y2)/2 −
e(y0+y2)/2 < x1 ≤ e(y0+y1)/2 then the probability that |x2−x1| ≤ e(y1+y2)/2 equals




Hence, if e(y1+y2)/2 − e(y0+y1)/2 < e(y0+y2)/2 we have
P (y0, y1, y2)




−e y0+y22 e y0+y22
x1 − e
y0+y2






−e y0+y22 e y0+y22
x1 − e
y0+y2
2 x1 + e
y0+y2
2
Figure 4.1: Situation for the intersections of the connection intervals considered in
Lemma 4.1.3, with y0 < y1 < y2 fixed and for different cases of 0 ≤ x1 ≤ e(y0+y1)/2.
The top figure shows the case where 0 ≤ x1 ≤ e(y1+y2)/2 − e(y0+y2)/2, while the
bottom one shows the case x1 > e
(y1+y2)/2−e(y0+y2)/2. The solid red line indicates
the range for x2 such that the points p0, p1 and p2 form a triangle. The boundaries






















e(y0+y1)/2 + e(y0+y2)/2 − e(y1+y2)/2)2
4ey0+y1/2+y2/2
.
At this point, it is convenient to rewrite everything in terms of zi := e
−yi/2.
Note that y0 < y1 < y2 if and only if z0 > z1 > z2 while the condition e
(y1+y2)/2−
e(y0+y1)/2 < e(y0+y2)/2 becomes
e(y1+y2)/2− e(y0+y1)/2 < e(y0+y2)/2 ⇔ z−11 z−12 < z−10 z−11 + z−10 z−12 ⇔ z0 < z1 + z2.
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We now conclude that
P (y0(z0), y1(z1), y2(z2)) = 1 if z0 > z1 > z2 and z0 ≥ z1 + z2
while for z0 > z1 > z2 and z0 < z1 + z2

















2 + 2− 2z0z−11 − 2z0z−12
)
,
which finishes the proof.
The previous lemma covers the case when y0 < y1 < y2. We now leverage it
to take care of the other cases as well.
Proof of Lemma 4.1.2. Let yi > 0 and zi = e
−yi/2, i = 0, 1, 2. Lemma 4.1.3 gives
the expression for P (y0(z0), y1(z1), y2(z2)) in the case y0 < y1 < y2, or equivalently
z0 > z1 > z2, i.e. the first two lines in the claim of Lemma 4.1.2. To analyze the
other cases we shall express P (y1, y0, y2) and P (y1, y2, y0) in terms of P (y0, y1, y2)
and zi. For this we note that we can view P (y0, y1, y2) as a 2-fold integral of the
indicator function
h(x0, x1, x2) := 1{|x0−x1|<e(y0+y1)/2,|x0−x2|<e(y0+y2)/2,|x1−x2|<e(y1+y2)/2},
where x0 was set to zero, without loss of generality, and the other two xi are
uniform random variables on [−e(y0+yi)/2, e(y0+yi)/2]. When we consider the prob-
ability P (y1, y0, y2), this is the 2-fold integral of h(x0, 0, x2) so that





















P (y0, y1, y2) =
z1
z0
P (y0, y1, y2).
Finally we note that h(x0, 0, x2) = h(x2, 0, x0) from which we conclude that
P (y0, y1, y2) = (z0/z1)P (y1, y0, y2) = (z0/z1)P (y1, y2, y0). (4.9)
To complete the proof for the other cases we note that since P (y0, y1, y2) is
symmetric in y1 and y2, we can assume, without loss of generality, that y1 <
y2. Then, there are two more orderings of y0, y1, y2, namely y1 < y0 < y2 and
y1 < y2 < y0, which can be summarized as y1 < min(y0, y2), or equivalently
z1 > max(z0, z2). For y1 < y0 < y2 and y1 < y2 < y0 we can apply Lemma 4.1.3
to obtain P (y1, y0, y2) = P (y1, y2, y0) which happens to agree due to the symmetry
in the last two arguments of the expression found in Lemma 4.1.3. The expression
for P (y0, y1, y2) then follows from (4.9).
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Integrating over y1, y2
Now that we have established the expression for P (y0, y1, y2) we can proceed to
compute P (y0) by integrating over y1, y2. We however start with the following
observation.
Lemma 4.1.4. The function α 7→ Pα(y0) is continuous for all α > 12 .
Proof. This follows from the theorem of dominated convergence: Let α > 12 and
(αn)n∈N a sequence of real numbers converging to α, so we can assume |αn−α| <
 := α−1/22 . This means that − < αn − α < , i.e. α−1/22 < αn − 1/2 < 3α−3/22 .
Define
fn(y1, y2) = P (y0, y1, y2)(αn − 1/2)2e−(αn−1/2)(y1+y2).
As the function x 7→ x2 is increasing in x for x > 0 and the function x 7→









which is integrable over R≥0 ×R≥0 (with integral equalling (6α− 3)2/(2α− 1)2).
Application of the theorem of dominated convergence yields that Pαn(y0) →
Pα(y0) which gives the claim as the sequence (αn)n was arbitrary.
Due to this lemma we can first assume α /∈ { 34 , 1}, compute P (y0) and then
obtain the values of P (y0) at the remaining two points by taking the corresponding
limit in α. This strategy is executed below. It involves the computation of several
integrals which are involved and will take up a few pages. The proof is structured
using headers, to aid the reader.
Note that when writing P (y0) as an integral, see equation (4.8), by symmetry
in the integration variables y1 and y2, we can assume that y1 < y2 in which case
either y0 or y1 is the smallest height. This gives half the value of P (y0) and hence
P (y0) = 2(I1(y0) + I2(y0)),








P (y0, y1, y2) · (α− 1/2)2e−(α−1/2)(y1+y2) dy2 dy1.
We proceed with computing these two integrals, each of which is split into two
parts. The final expressions of those four integrals can be found in (4.10), (4.15),
(4.16) and (4.18).
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Computing I1(y0). Applying the change of variables zi := e
−yi/2, i = 1, 2, and
Lemma 4.1.2 gives
I1(y0) = 4(α− 1/2)2 ·
∫
z0>z1>z2>0





= 4(α− 1/2)2 ·
(∫
z0>z1>z2>0





G(z0, z1, z2) · z2α−21 z2α−22 dz2 dz1
)
=: 4(α− 1/2)2(I1,1(y0)− I1,2(y0)).

























2(2α− 1)2 · z
4α−2
0 . (4.10)
To deal with I1,2 we note that G(z0, z1, z2) is a linear combination of monomials




2 with a, b, c ∈ {−1, 0, 1, 2} and a + b + c = 0. Let us consider














(J0,−1,1(z0) + J0,1,−1(z0) + J2,−1,−1(z0) (4.12)
+ 2J0,0,0(z0)− 2J1,−1,0(z0)− 2J1,0,−1(z0)).
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=
z4α−20 (1− (1/2)b+c+4α−2)








(c+ 2α− 1)(b+ c+ 4α− 2) −
z4α−20
c+ 2α− 1B
−(1/2; c+ 2α, b+ 2α− 1),
where we have used the substitution u := z1/z0 giving z0 du = dz1 in the penulti-
mate line and B− denotes the (lower) incomplete beta function. Note that since
c ≥ −1, −a ∈ {0,−1,−2} and by our assumption α 6∈ { 34 , 1}, the denominators
that occur during the integration are all non-zero.







B−(1/2; 1 + 2α, 2α− 2)
+
z4α−20 (1− (1/2)4α−2)
32(α− 1)(α− 1/2) −
z4α−20
4(2α− 2)B
















16(α− 1/2)(α− 3/4) +
z4α−20
2(2α− 1)B




16(α− 1)(α− 3/4) +
z4α−20
2(2α− 2)B




64 − 3162−4α + α(− 41128 + 13162−4α) + α2( 58 − 342−4α)− 1532α3 + 18α4
)
z4α−20
4(α− 1/2)2(α− 1)2(α− 3/4)α
+
z4α−20
8(α− 1)α(2α− 1)(4(α− 1)α(B
−(1/2; 2α, 2α− 2)−B−(1/2; 2α, 2α− 1))
− (2α− 1)α(B−(1/2; 2α− 1, 2α− 2) +B−(1/2; 2α− 1, 2α)
− 2B−(1/2; 2α− 1, 2α− 1))




64 − 3162−4α + α(− 41128 + 13162−4α) + α2( 58 − 342−4α)− 1532α3 + 18α4
)
z4α−20
4(α− 1/2)2(α− 1)2(α− 3/4)α
+
z4α−20
8(α− 1)α(2α− 1)(4(α− 1)αB
−(1/2; 2α+ 1, 2α− 2)
− (2α− 1)αB−(1/2; 2α+ 1, 2α− 2)
− (2α− 1)(α− 1)B−(1/2; 2α+ 1, 2α− 2)).
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For the last step we use the identities
B−(z; a, b)−B−(z; a, b+ 1) = B−(z; a+ 1, b), (4.13)






64 − 3162−4α + α(− 41128 + 13162−4α) + α2( 58 − 342−4α)− 1532α3 + 18α4
)
z4α−20




−(1/2; 2α+ 1, 2α− 2)
8(α− 1)α(2α− 1) . (4.15)
Computing I2(y0). We will follow a similar strategy as for I1(y0). First, using
the change of variables zi := e
−yi/2, i = 1, 2, we get
I2(y0) = 4(α− 1/2)2 ·
∫
1>z1>z2,z0>0























=: 4(α− 1/2)2(I21(y0)− I22(y0)).































(4α− 3)(2α− 1) .
We note that the denominators above are non-zero as α > 12 and α 6= 34 .
To deal with I22(y0) we consider the function





























We now compute J ′a,b,c(z0) as
































1 (z1 − z0)c+2α−1 dz1
= za0
1









−(1− z0; c+ 2α,−b− c− 4α+ 2)
=
za0 − z4α−20
(c+ 2α− 1)(b+ c+ 4α− 2) −
z4α−20 B
−(1− z0; c+ 2α,−b− c− 4α+ 2)
c+ 2α− 1 .
Here we have used that for x ∈ R, y > −1 (note that c+2α−1 > −1 as c ≥ −1; at
the fourth equality sign we use the substitution t = u1−u with dt = (1− u)−2du):∫ 1
z0





















−(1− z0; y + 1,−x− y − 1).
As c ≥ −1 and −a ∈ {0,−1,−2} and by our assumption α 6∈ { 34}, the denomina-
tors that occur during the above computations are non-zero.





−(1− z0; 1 + 2α,−4α+ 2)
8α









32(α− 1)(α− 1/2) −
z4α−20 B




16(α− 1/2)(α− 3/4) −
z4α−20 B







−(1− z0; 2α,−4α+ 2)
4(α− 1/2)
− z0 − z
4α−2
0
16(α− 1)(α− 3/4) +
z4α−20 B
−(1− z0;−1 + 2α,−4α+ 3)
4(α− 1) .




64α(α− 1/2)2(α− 1) −
(1− z0)2α
64α(α− 1/2)2(α− 1) −
z0




(−6 + 25α− 48α2 + 44α3 − 16α4)z4α−20
512α(α− 1/2)2(α− 1)2(α− 3/4) (4.18)
+
z4α−20 B
−(1− z0; 2α, 3− 4α)
32(α− 1)(α− 1/2)2 .
Combining the results for I1(y0) and I2(y0) Combining the results for
I11(y0), I12(y0), I21(y0) and I22(y0) we get, after some algebra, an explicit expres-
sion for P (y0) as a linear combination of terms of the form z
u
0 , (1 − z0)u and
zu0B
−(1− z0; a, b) with u ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4α− 2, 2α}:










64 − 3162−4α + α(− 41128 + 13162−4α) + α2( 58 − 342−4α)− 1532α3 + 18a4
)
z4α−20
4(α− 1/2)2(α− 1)2(α− 3/4)α
+
z4α−20 B
−(1/2; 2α+ 1, 2α− 2)




64α(α− 1/2)2(α− 1) +
(1− z0)2α
64α(α− 1/2)2(α− 1) +
z0





(−6 + 25α− 48α2 + 44α3 − 16α4)z4α−20




−(1− z0; 2α, 3− 4α)
32(α− 1)(α− 1/2)2
)


















−(1− z0; 2α, 3− 4α)
4(α− 1) .
Observe that the above expression only contains terms of the form α−1 in the
denominator. The only expression of the form α− 3/4 is in the lower incomplete
beta-function B−(1 − z0; 2α, 3 − 4α) which appears twice in the expression for
P (y0).
The case of α = 3/4
Note that the factor α− 34 does not occur in any denominator of the previously
obtained expression. For the lower incomplete beta function, the last argument
3 − 4α is zero for α = 34 , however as z0 < 1 the integration domain of the lower
incomplete beta function does not touch the singularity at t = 1 (note B−(1 −
z0; 2α, 3 − 4α) =
∫ 1−z0
0
t2α−1(1 − t)2−4αdt). Therefore, the previous expression
holds for this case as well.
Computing γ and γ(k)
Now that we have an expression for P (y0) we can compute γ, γ(k) by integrating
over y0 and prove that they equal the expressions given in, respectively, Theo-





















Then, recalling (4.7) and (4.6), we have




We will thus compute J and I(k). It will be helpful to change coordinates to













P (y(z)) · z2α−(k+1)e−ξz−1 dz.
We shall be assuming that α 6= 1. We observe from Lemma 4.1.1 that for
α 6= 1, P (y(z)) is in fact a linear combination of terms of the form zu, (1 − z)u
and zuB−(1− z; v, w) with u ∈ {0, 1, 2, 4α− 2, 2α}.
To compute J we observe that, by integration by parts,∫ 1
0

















B(u+ w + 2α, v),
where we have used that ∂∂zB
−(1 − z; v, w) = −zw−1(1 − z)v−1. This takes care
of the two integrands involving the beta function in P (y). The other integrals
are easily computed and yield the following expression for J (note that it only
depends on α but not on ν)
J =
2 + 4α+ 13α2 − 34α3 − 12α4 + 24α5




(α− 1/2)(B(2α, 2α+ 1) +B−(1/2; 1 + 2α,−2 + 2α))
2(α− 1)(3α− 1) .
We proceed to work out I(k). For this we will compute the integrals involving
terms in P (y(z)) of the form zu, (1 − z)u and B(1 − z, v, w) separately. We first










Γ+(k − 2α− u, ξ/b)− Γ+(k − 2α− u, ξ/a)) .




dz = ξu+2α−kΓ+(k − 2α− u, ξ), (4.19)
where Γ+ denotes the (upper) incomplete gamma function, and we have used the
substitution t = ξ/z which gives dz = −ξt−2 dt. (And of course it is understood
that ξ/0 =∞). This takes care of the integrals of all terms in P (y(z)) of the form
zu.
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Next we will consider the integrals over the terms in P (y(z)) of the form
(1 − z)u. For this we need the hypergeometric U-function (also called Tricomi’s
confluent hypergeometric function), which has the integral representation





e−ztta−1(1 + t)b−a−1 dt.
which holds for a, b, z ∈ C, b 6∈ Z≤0, Re(a), Re(z) > 0, see [23, p.255]. Applying
the change of variables t = 1−ss (i.e. dt = −s−2 ds and s = 1t+1 ) yields






Setting a = 2α+ 1 > 0, b = −2α+ k + 1, z = ξ > 0, then gives∫ 1
0
z2α−k−10 e
−ξ/z0(1− z0)2αdz0 = Γ(2α+ 1)e−ξU(2α+ 1, 1 + k − 2α, ξ). (4.20)
Finally we need to deal with the terms in P (y(z)) that involve the incomplete
beta function. Let a, c ∈ R, ξ, b > 0 positive real numbers. Using the integral
definition of the incomplete beta function, the change of variables s = 1− t gives:∫ 1
0














Then changing the order of integration and using the substitution u = ξ/z and





















Γ+(−a− 1, ξ/s)sc−1(1− s)b−1 ds. (4.21)
To compute this last integral we make use of the fact that the incomplete Γ-
function has a representation in terms of Meijer’s G-function (see Lemma A.1 in
Appendix A)




∣∣∣∣ 1−a− 1, 0
)
,
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which holds for any a ∈ R and s > 0 (that for a fixed second argument, the
upper incomplete gamma function is entire in the first argument, see [28, pp. 899,
1032ff.]). We can now evaluate the integral in (4.21) using several identities for
Meijer’s G-function. First, inserting the expression for the incomplete Gamma-








∣∣∣∣ 1−a− 1, 0
)
ds.









∣∣∣∣2 + a, 10
)
ds.
This expression is actually the Euler transform of Meijer’s G-function (see [23, p.
214, 5.5.2.(5)]) and (as the conditions 2 + 1 < 2(0 + 2) and | arg(ξ−1)| < pi2 (as




∣∣∣∣1− c, 2 + a, 10, 1− c− b
)
.





∣∣∣∣ 1, b+ cc,−1− a, 0
)
.
Finally, plugging in a = 6α− k − 3, b = 2α, c = 3− 4α we obtain∫ 1
0
zae−ξ/zB−(1− z; b, c) dz = ξ6a−k−2Γ(2α)G3,02,3
(
ξ









−Γ+(k − 2α, ξ)− 2α(α− 1/2)
2ξ2Γ+(k − 2α− 2, ξ)
(α− 1)
+8α(α− 1/2)ξΓ+(k − 2α− 1, ξ)
+4ξ4α−2Γ+(k − 6α+ 2, ξ)
(
2−4α(3α− 1)
(α− 1) + (α− 1/2)B
−(1/2; 1 + 2α,−2 + 2α)
)




∣∣∣∣ 1, 3− 2α3− 4α,−6α+ k + 2, 0
))
.
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With the expressions for J and I(k) and using Γ∗(q, z) = Γ+(q+1, z)+Γ+(q, z)
we now obtain, after some algebra,
γ = J − I(0) − I(1)
=
2 + 4α+ 13α2 − 34α3 − 12α4 + 24α5










−Γ+(−2α, ξ)− 2α(α− 1/2)
2ξ2Γ+(−2α− 2, ξ)
(α− 1)




(α− 1) + (α− 1/2)B
−(1/2; 1 + 2α,−2 + 2α)
)










−Γ+(1− 2α, ξ)− 2α(α− 1/2)
2ξ2Γ+(−2α− 1, ξ)
(α− 1)
+8α(α− 1/2)ξΓ+(1− 2α− 1, ξ)
+4ξ4α−2Γ+(1− 6α+ 2, ξ)
(
2−4α(3α− 1)
(α− 1) + (α− 1/2)B
−(1/2; 1 + 2α,−2 + 2α)
)




∣∣∣∣ 1, 3− 2α3− 4α,−6α+ 3, 0
))
=
2 + 4α+ 13α2 − 34α3 − 12α4 + 24α5









ξ2α+2α(α− 1/2)2Γ∗(−2α− 2, ξ)
2(α− 1)2
− ξ
2α+1α(2α− 1)Γ∗(−2α− 1, ξ)
(α− 1) −
ξ6α−22−4α(3α− 1)Γ∗(−6α+ 2, ξ)
(α− 1)2
− ξ
6α−2(α− 1/2)B−(1/2; 1 + 2α,−2 + 2α)Γ∗(−6α+ 2, ξ)
(α− 1)
− e
−ξΓ(2α+ 1) (U(2α+ 1, 1− 2α, ξ) + U(2α+ 1, 2− 2α, ξ))
4(α− 1)












∣∣∣∣ 1, 3− 2α3− 4α,−6α+ 3, 0
))
4(α− 1) ,







8α(α− 1)Γ+(k − 2α, ξ)
(
−Γ+(k − 2α, ξ)− 2α(α− 1/2)
2ξ2Γ+(k − 2α− 2, ξ)
(α− 1)
+8α(α− 1/2)ξΓ+(k − 2α− 1, ξ)
+4ξ4α−2Γ+(k − 6α+ 2, ξ)
(
2−4α(3α− 1)
(α− 1) + (α− 1/2)B
−(1/2; 1 + 2α,−2 + 2α)
)




∣∣∣∣ 1, 3− 2α3− 4α,−6α+ k + 2, 0
))
,
which equals the expression in Theorem 1.5.2.
Explicit expressions for γ, γ(k) when α = 1.
Although we have already established that γ, γ(k) can be obtained at α = 1 by
taking the α → 1 limit of the expression obtained for α = 1, it is still helpful
to derive an alternative, more explicit expression. This is what we will do in the
current section. We will prove
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t dt, the dilogarithm function (which
is a special case of the polylogarithm).1
Naturally, the proof proceeds by proving the analogue of Lemma 4.1.1:







1− 4e− 12y0 + 3e−y0
4
ln(1− e− 12y0)







where Li2(z) is the dilogarithm function.






s1(α, z0) + s2(α, z0)
+
1




s1(α, z0) = − 1
8α
,
s2(α, z0) = (α− 1/2)z0,










s5(α, z0) = z
−2+4α
0







s7(α, z0) = −z
4α−2
0 B
−(1− z0; 2α, 3− 4α)
4
.
Now, we consider the functions si(α) = si(α, z0) as functions of α only and com-
pute their Taylor expansion at α = 1, for i ∈ {1, 2, 5, 6, 7} up to linear order and for
1Note that the integrals in the expression for γ for α = 1 exist: for the first one note that
1−4z+3z2 = (1−z)(1−3z), so the integrand can be bounded by C(1−z) log(1−z) on [0, 1) for
some constant C, which can be continued continuously to the compact interval [0, 1] by noting
that the limit for z → 1 is zero, so the integrand is bounded on a bounded domain and hence,
this integral is finite; for the second integral note that Li2(z) is bounded by Li2(1) on [0, 1],
which is a series with well-known finite limit, so again the integrand is bounded on a bounded
domain and hence the second integral is also finite.
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i ∈ {3, 4} up to quadratic order, i.e. we write si(α) = si(1)+s′i(1)(α−1)+o(α−1)
for i ∈ {1, 2, 5, 6, 7} and si(α) = si(1) + s′i(1)(α− 1) + s
′′
i (1)
2 (α− 1)2 + o((α− 1)2)









s′i(1)(α− 1) + o(α− 1)
+
s3(1) + s4(1)









4(1))(α− 1) + o((α− 1))
)
.










z0 + z0(α− 1) + o(α− 1),



















































































Based on this, we see that





































































































































s−2 − s−1ds = −1 + z−10 + ln z0.




























































































z20 ln(z0) + z
2

























































z20 ln(z0) + z
2







ln(t(1− t)) t2(1− t)−1 dt

































z20 ln(z0) + z
2


























































z20 ln(z0) + z
2
0 ln(z0) ln 2 +
z20 ln 2
4
+ z20/2(11/8− 1/4 ln 2− 3/2 ln(2)2





z0(1− z0) ln(1− z0),





ln(t)t2(1− t)−1 + ln(1− t)t2(1− t)−1 dt
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1− 4z0 + 3z20
4







which finishes the computation.
Proof of Proposition 4.1.5: It suffices to find the value of J and I(k) at α = 1.
We can do this by computing the integrals with the expression for P (y) that we








1− 4z + 3z2
4























1− 4z + 3z2
4


















1− 4z + 3z2
4

















































where η = 4νpi and and Li2(z) =
∑∞
t=1 z
t/t2, the dilogarithm function. Plugging
this into (4.7) and (4.6) yields the expressions in the statement of the proposition.

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4.1.3 The proof of Proposition 1.5.4
Instead of extracting the scaling of γ(k) from its explicit expression, it turns out








The asymptotic behaviour of the denominator follows from (4.4). Hence, the main
term to consider is the numerator∫ ∞
0
P (y) ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy,
and in particular the function P (y). We therefore start with establishing the






∼ ξ2βk−2β . (4.23)
Proposition 4.1.7 (Asymptotic behavior of P (y)). Let α > 12 , ν > 0 and cα,ν
as defined in Proposition 1.5.4. Then, as y →∞,
1. for 12 < α <
3
4 ,
P (y) ∼ e− y2 (4α−2)cα,νξ4α−2,
2. for α = 34 ,





3. and for α > 34 ,





Proof. We shall deal with each of the three cases for α separately.






(α− 12 )B−( 12 ; 1 + 2α,−2 + 2α)
2(α− 1)α
− B








(1− e− y2 )2α − 1
)










Because for any b < 1, B−(1− z; a, b) converges to B(a, b) <∞ as z → 0, we get
that as y →∞, the first three terms are asymptotically equivalent to
3α− 1
24α+1α(α− 1)2 +

















The proof now follows since for 1/2 < α < 3/4, the remaining three terms go to
zero as y →∞.
Proof for α = 3/4 Similarly to the previous case, we use Lemma 4.1.1 to





















































(1− e− y2 )3/2 − 1)
3
= 0.
We can now conclude that all terms in 2y e
y
2P (y) except the first one are o (1) as
y →∞. By writing z = e− y2 we can rewrite the first term as
2
y
B−(1− e− y2 ; 3/2, 0) = −B
−(1− z; 3/2, 0)
log(z)
.
Since B−(1 − z; 3/2, 0) ∼ − log(z) as z → 0, see Lemma B.1, it now follows that









B−(1− z; 3/2, 0) = 1.
We therefore conclude that
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The last two terms are o (1) as y →∞, while 2 = (α− 1/2)/(α− 3/4) for α = 1.




(α− 1/2)B−(1/2; 1 + 2α,−2 + 2α)
2(α− 1)α .













− e−(4α−3) y2 B








The first term is constant while the last two terms vanish as y → ∞. We will











8(α− 1)α = −
1
4(α− 1) ,
as y →∞. Finally, writing z = e− y2 we get that
e−(4α−3)
y
2B−(1− e− 12y; 2α, 3− 4α) = z4α−3B−(1− z; 2α, 3− 4α).




−(1− e− 12y; 2α, 3− 4α)
4(α− 1) = limz→0 z
4α−3B




4(α− 1)(4α− 3) .
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We conclude that as y →∞







4(α− 1)(4α− 3) =
1− 3α+ 2α2





which finishes the proof.
With the asymptotic behavior of P (y) we are almost ready to prove Proposi-
tion 1.5.4. First, we will prove a result that will allow us to limit the values of y,
when performing the integration. For this, fix some C > 0 and define
a±(k) = 2 log
(





We will show that, as k →∞,∫ ∞
0
P (y)ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy = (1 + o (1))
∫ a+(k)
a−(k)
P (y)ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy. (4.25)
To establish (4.25), recall that µ(y) = ξe
y
2 and consider ρ(y, k) = P (Po(µ(y)) = k)






(k − µ(y)) ρ(y, k),
which implies that ρ(y, k) attains its maximum at µ(y) = k. Moreover we see
that the derivative is strictly positive when µ(y) < k and strictly negative when
µ(y) > k. Since µ(a−(k)) < k and µ(a+(k)) > k, we conclude that ρ(y, k),
as a function of y, is strictly increasing on [0, a−(k)] and strictly decreasing on
[a+(k),∞). Hence, using that P (y) ≤ 1 and e−αa+(k) = O (1),∫
R+\[a−(k),a+(k)]

















ρ(a−(k), k) + ρ(a+(k), k)
)
,
as k →∞. Next we show that






Since the arguments are almost completely identical, we give the prove for a+(k).
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Since, for sufficiently large k,
µ(a+(k))
k




































These considerations imply that as k →∞,∫ ∞
0
P (y)ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy =
∫ a+(k)
a−(k)







Since C > 0 can be chosen arbitrarily large we conclude that∫ ∞
0
P (y)ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy = (1 + o (1))
∫ a+(k)
a−(k)
P (y)ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy,
as k → ∞. Note that this implies that if P (y) = h(y)(1 + o (1)), uniformly in y,
as y →∞, then∫ ∞
0
P (y)ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy ∼
∫ ∞
0
h(y)ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy, (4.26)
as y →∞.
We now proceed with the proof of Proposition 1.5.4, which is split over the
different cases for α.
Proof when 1/2 < α < 3/4 By Proposition 4.1.7 and Equation (4.26), it








where the last line is due to (4.23) with β = 2α− 1.
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Proof when α = 3/4 Similar to the previous case Proposition 4.1.7 and (4.26)
















However, the final step does not follow immediately from (4.23) because of the
additional logarithmic term. To prove the result we first show that∫ a+(k)
a−(k)





e−y/2ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy. (4.27)






























































Therefore, since by (4.25),∫ ∞
0
P (y)ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy ∼
∫ a+(k)
a−(k)
P (y)ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy
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∼ ξ log(k)k−1 = 6ν
pi
log(k)k−1,
when α = 3/4.
Proof when α > 3/4 Again, by Proposition 4.1.7, equation (4.26) and (4.23)


















4.2 Convergence of clustering coefficient and function for
fixed k
We will first derive Theorem 1.5.2. It will turn out that Theorem 1.5.1 has a quick
derivation assuming Theorem 1.5.2.
4.2.1 Clustering function for fixed k, proving Theorem 1.5.2
We will now show that the clustering function of the KPKVB model c(k;Gn)
P−→
γ(k) for a fixed k. The key ideas are: First of all, the coupling of the Poissonized
KPKVB model with the box model is guaranteed to be exact (in the sense that it
also preserves edges) for all vertices up to height R/4. Secondly, when computing
the expected value of the clustering function c(k;G) in the subgraph of the box
model induced by all vertices up to height R/4 using the Campbell-Mecke formula
we obtain integrals that are very similar to the expressions we found earlier for
γ(k).
We will repeatedly rely on the following observation.
Lemma 4.2.1. Let k ≥ 2 and let G,H be graphs such that G is an induced
subgraph of H, or vice versa. Then
|c(k;G)− c(k;H)| ≤ 6|E(G)∆E(H)|
NG(k)− 2|E(G)∆E(H)| ,
provided that NG(k) > 2|E(G)∆E(H)|, where NG(k) is the number of vertices
with degree k in G.
Proof. We observe that





















































































(In the second line we use that degG(v) = degH(v) in fact implies that cG(v) =
cH(v) since one of G,H is an induced subgraph of the other. In the third line we
use that the clustering coefficients cG(v), cH(v) take values in [0, 1], and if either
degG(v) 6= degH(v) or v ∈ V (G)∆V (H) and v has degree K in whichever of G,H
it belongs to then at least one edge of E(G)∆E(H) is incident with v, and that
every edge in E(G)∆E(H) only affects the status of its two incident vertices. For
the fifth line we used that |NG(k) − NH(k)| ≤ |{v ∈ V (G) : degG(v) = k}∆{v ∈
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V (H) : degH(v) = k}| ≤ 2|E(G)∆E(H)| for similar reasons. In the last line we
used that NH(k) ≥ NG(k)− |NG(k)−NH(k)| ≥ NG(k)− 2|E(G)∆E(H)|.)
Lemma 4.2.2. |E(Gn)∆E(GPo)| = o(n) a.a.s.
Proof. Let us fix some ε > 0 and write
G− := G((1− ε)n, α, (1− ε)ν), G+ := G((1 + ε)n, α, (1 + ε)ν).
(We ignore rounding issues, i.e. the issue that (1−ε)n, (1+ε)n may not be integers,
to avoid notational burden. We leave the straightforward details of adapting our
arguments below to deal with it to the reader.)
Observe that the vertices of G−, G+, Gn, GPo all live on the same hyperbolic
disk, of radius R = 2 ln(n/ν). We consider the standard coupling where we have
an infinite supply of i.i.d. points u1, u2, . . . chosen according to the (α,R)-quasi
uniform distribution, the vertices of Gn = G(n;α, ν) are u1, . . . , un, the vertices
of G− are u1, . . . , u(1−ε)n, the vertices of G+ are u1, . . . , u(1+ε)n and the vertices
of GPo are u1, . . . , uN with N
d
= Po(n) independently of u1, u2, . . . .
As N
d
= Po(n), by Chebychev’s inequality, we have that |N − n| < εn a.a.s.
So in particular, under our coupling we have G− ⊆ Gn, GPo ⊆ G+ a.a.s. We now
point out that, by the results of Gugelmann et al. on the average degree ( [30],
Theorem 2.3), we have that a.a.s.
|E(G−)| = (1−ε)2· 4να
2





|E(Gn)∆E(GPo)| ≤ |E(G+) \ E(G−)| = ε · 16να
2
pi(2α− 1)2 · n+ o(n) a.a.s.
This holds for every fixed ε > 0. Sending ε ↘ 0, concludes the proof of the
lemma.
Next, let us recall that by the results of Gugelmann et al. on the degree dis-





for every fixed k. In particular NGn(k) = Ω(n) a.a.s. Combining this with lem-
mas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 we obtain:
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(For the second statement we use that NGn(k)− 2|E(Gn)∆E(GPo)| ≤ NGPo(k) ≤
NGn(k) + 2|E(Gn)∆E(GPo)|.)
In the remainder of this section, we will denote by Gbox,H the subgraph of Gbox
induced by all vertices (x, y) ∈ Vbox = P ∩R of height at most R/4.
Lemma 4.2.4. Under the coupling provided by Lemma 1.6.1, a.a.s., Gbox,H is an
induced subgraph of GPo and |E(GPo) \ E(Gbox,H)| = o(n).
Proof. Recall that under the coupling of Lemma 1.6.1, we can view Gbox and GPo
as having the same vertex set Vbox = P ∩ R; and two points p = (x, y), p′ =
(x′, y′) ∈ Vbox are joined by an edge in Gbox if |x−x′|pieR/2 ≤ e(y+y
′)/2, while p, p′
are joined by an edge in GPo if either y+ y
′ ≥ R or y+ y′ < R and |x−x′|pieR/2 ≤
Φ(y, y′) with Φ as provided by (1.8). It follows immediately from Lemma 1.6.4
that Gbox,H is an induced subgraph of GPo, a.a.s., as claimed.
Fix ε > 0, and let X denote the number points of Vbox with y-coordinate






















= O(eR/2−(1−ε)αR) = o(1),
the last equality holding provided ε was chosen sufficiently small (using that α >
1/2). We conclude that, a.a.s., there are no vertices of height ≥ (1− ε)R.
Let Y denote the number of pairs of vertices p = (x, y), p′ = (x′, y′) ∈ Vbox

























= O(Re(1−α)R) = o(n),
the last equality holding because α > 1/2 and n = νeR/2. In particular, by
Markov’s inequality, Y = o(n) a.a.s.
Now let Z denote the number of pairs of vertices p = (x, y), p′ = (x′, y′) for
which y+y′ < R, y < (1−ε)R,R/4 ≤ y′ < (1−ε)R and |x−x′|pieR/2 < Φ(y, y′). By
Lemma 1.6.2 we have that Φ(y, y′) = O(e(y+y
′)/2) for all such y, y′. By Campbell-
Mecke we can write
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Hence also Z = o(n) a.a.s. by Markov’s inequality.
This concludes the proof as we have now shown that under the stated coupling,
a.a.s., Gbox,H and GPo differ by only o(n) edges.
Analogously to Corollary 4.2.3 we obtain:


















cGbox,H (v) · 1{degGbox,H (v)=k}.






cGzbox,H (z) · 1{degGzbox,H (z)=k}
]
µ(dz),
where Gzbox,H denotes the graph we get by adding z as an additional vertex to
Gbox,H , and adding edges between z and the other vertices as per the connection
rule (for Gbox). Spelling out the intensity measure µ, plus symmetry considera-































































((0, y0)) = k
]
αe−αy0 dy0.
























= ξey0/2 · (1− e(1/2−α)R/4).











y0/2) = k) = ρ(y0, k).
Next we remark that, analogously to the argument given in the beginning of












((0, y0)) = k
]
= P(w1 ∈ B∞ (w2)) =: Pn(y0),
with w1 = (x1, y1), w2 = (x2, y2) chosen independently from B∞ ((0, y0)) ∩ R−
according to the probability measure we get by renormalizing µ, i.e. with pdf
fµ ·1B∞((0,y0))∩R−/µ(B∞ ((0, y0))∩R−). By considerations completely analogous
to those following Lemma 4.1.1, the random variables y1, y2 both follow a truncated
exponential distribution with parameter α−1/2 truncated at height R/4 (i.e. with
density 1{yi≤R/4} · (α− 1/2)e(1/2−α)yi/(1− e(1/2−α)R/4)) and, given the values of
y0, y1, y2, each xi is chosen uniformly on the interval [−e(y0+yi)/2, e(y0+yi)/2]. In
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P (y0, y1, y2)e
(1/2−α)(y1+y2) dy1 dy2,
with P (y0, y1, y2) as defined in the paragraph following Lemma 4.1.1. (That is,
P (y0, y1, y2) is the probability that |x1 − x2| < e(y1+y2)/2, where x1, x2 are inde-
pendent with xi uniform on the interval [−e(y0+yi)/2, e(y0+yi)/2]). It follows that,








P (y0, y1, y2)e
(1/2−α)(y1+y2) dy1 dy2 = P (y0).
(Applying monotone convergence to justify the convergence of the integral as n→
∞.)
Since (expected) clustering coefficients and probabilities are between zero and









−αy0 dy0 = p(k) · γ(k). (4.29)
(Applying (4.6) for the last equality.)
Next, we turn attention to X(X − 1) = ∑u 6=v∈NGbox,H (k) c(v)c(u). Another






























box,H denoting the graph we get by adding z, z
′ as additional vertices to
Gbox,H . Now note that if z = (x, y) and z
′ = (x′, y′) satisfy |x− x′|pieR/2 > 2eR/4
then the neighbourhoods of z, z′ are determined by the points of the Poisson






































On the other hand, the LHS of (4.30) is always between zero and one, also if
|x− x′|pieR/2 ≤ 2eR/4. We conclude that







cGzbox,H (z) · 1{degGzbox,H (z)=k}
]


































. By Chebychev’s inequality, we therefore have
X = n · γ(k) · p(k) + o(n) a.a.s.







Proof of Theorem 1.5.2: For completeness, we point out that Theorem 1.5.2
follows immediately from Corollaries 4.2.3, 4.2.5 and Lemma 4.2.6. 
4.2.2 Overall clustering coefficient, proving Theorem 1.5.1
Proof of Theorem 1.5.1: Recall in Section 4.1, we defined p(k) := P(D =
k), γ := EC, γ(k) := E(C|D = k) withD the degree and C the clustering coefficient
of the “typical point” in the infinite limit model G∞. We can write
γ = EC =
∑
k≥2


















γ(k) · p(k), (4.31)
where Slutsky’s theorem justifies the convergence in probability. On the other
hand we have

















where the convergence in probability can be justified using Slutsky’s theorem
together with the fact that
∑∞
k=0 p(k) = 1 (one convenient way to convince oneself
















The result follows from (4.32) and (4.31), by sending K →∞. 
4.3 Overview of the proof strategy for k →∞
The proof of Theorem 1.5.3 follows the same strategy as outlined in Figure 4.2.
The fact that k = kn →∞ as n→∞, introduces significant technical challenges,
especially for kn close to the maximum scaling of n
1
2α+1 . For example, the coupling
between GPo and Gbox we use becomes less exact so that we can no longer use
Lemma 1.6.4 to conclude that triangle counts in GPo and Gbox are asymptotically
equivalent. Furthermore, it will require a great deal of care to bound all error
terms we encounter.
In this section we explain the challenges associated with each step and give a
detailed overview of the structure for the proof of Theorem 1.5.3 using intermediate
results for each of the steps. To this end we define the scaling function
s(k) =

k−(4α−2), if 12 < α <
3
4 ,
log(k)k−1, if α = 34 ,
k−1, if α > 34 ,
(4.33)
so that γ(k) = Θ (s(k)) as k → ∞. We will end this section with the proof of
Theorem 1.5.3, based on the intermediate results.
Remark 4.3.1 (Diverging kn). Throughout the remainder of this chapter, unless
stated otherwise, (kn)n≥1 will always denote a sequence of non-negative integers







We start with introducing a slightly adjusted version of the local clustering
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KPKVB graph




































Gbox = Gbox(n;α, ν)
Figure 4.2: Overview of the proof strategy for Theorem 1.5.2. The left column
denote the models in which the true hyperbolic balls are used while the right
column contains the models that use an approximation of these. The most impor-
tant part is the transition between these two settings which is accomplished by
Proposition 4.3.4.
Notice that the only difference between c(k;G) and c∗(k;G) is that we replaceN(k)
by its expectation E [N(k)]. The advantage is that now, the only randomness is
in the formation of triangles. In addition, note that since E [N(k)] > 0 a case
distinction for N(k) is no longer needed for c∗(k;G). It is however still relevant
since we are eventually interested in c(k;G). Following the notational convention,
throughout the remainder of this chapter, we write c∗(k;GPo) and c∗(k;Gbox) to
denote the adjusted local clustering function in GPo and Gbox, respectively.
Figure 4.2 shows a schematic overview of the proof of Theorem 1.5.3 based
on the different propositions described below, plus the sections in which these
propositions are proved. Observe that the order in which the intermediate results
are proved is reversed with respect to the natural order of reasoning. This does
not create any circular logic, since each intermediate result is independent of all
others. We choose this order because results proved in the later stages are helpful
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to deal with error terms coming up in proofs at earlier stages and hence help
streamline those proofs. Below, we briefly describe each of the intermediate steps
leading up to the proof of Theorem 1.5.3. We start with an observation on the
dependence between the degree of a point p = (x, y) and its height y.
4.3.1 Restricting the height for vertices with degree kn
In the proof of Proposition 1.5.4 we have used a result that allowed us to restrict
integration over y to the interval [a−(k), a+(k)], with
a±(k) = 2 log
(





The reason for this was that the integrand included the function
ρ(y, k) = P (Po(µ(y)) = k) ,
where Po(λ) denotes a Poisson random variable with expectation λ and Pois-
son random variables are well concentrated around their expectation, i.e. their
probability is largest around heights y and degrees k for which µ(y) ≈ k. Since
µ(y) = µ(B∞ (y)) = ξey/2, this implies that integration with respect to ρ(y, k) is
concentrated around y ≈ 2 log(k/ξ). In the remainder of this chapter, we will of-
ten encounter integrands involving the function P (Po(µn(y)) = kn) =: ρˆn(y, kn),
for some µn(y) which is asymptotically equivalent to µ(y). In these cases we
also want to be able to restrict our integration around those heights y for which
y ≈ 2 log(kn/ξ). Such results are established in Section 4.4. Moreover, we prove
that if µn corresponds to either the intensity measure µ (B (y)) in the Poissonized
KPKVB model GPo or the intensity measure µ (Bbox (y)) in the box model Gbox,
then for a certain class of functions h,∫ ∞
0
h(y)ρˆn(y, kn)αe





i.e. we may replace ρˆn(y, kn) in the integrand by ρ(y, kn).
4.3.2 Adjusted clustering and the Poissonized KPKVB model
Recall that the first step for the fixed k case was to show that the transition from
the KPKVB graph Gn = G(n;α, ν) to the Poissonized version GPo did not influ-
ence clustering. Here we first make a transition from the local clustering function
c(kn;Gn) to the adjusted version c
∗(kn;Gn), for the proof see Section 4.7.3.
Lemma 4.3.2. As n→∞,
|c(kn;Gn)− c∗(kn;Gn)| = oP (s(kn)) .
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We then establish that the adjusted local clustering function for KPKVB
graphs Gn behaves similarly to that in GPo. The proof, found in Section 4.7.3,
is based on a standard coupling between a Binomial Point Process and Poisson
Point Process.
Proposition 4.3.3. As n→∞,
E [|c∗(kn;Gn)− c∗(kn;GPo)|] = o (s(kn)) .
4.3.3 Coupling of local clustering between GPo and Gbox
The next step is to show that the adjusted clustering is preserved under the cou-
pling described in Section 1.6.4. The proof can be found in Section 4.7.2. This
step is one of the key technical challenges we face in proving Theorem 1.5.3.
To understand why, recall that the degree k of a vertex is related to its height
y, roughly speaking, by k ≈ ξey/2. Therefore, when k is fixed we have that
the heights of vertices with that degree are also fixed, in particular y < R/4
for large enough n. In addition, the main contribution of triangles would also
come from vertices with heights y′ < R/4. This allowed us to use Lemma 1.6.4
and to conclude that the triangles present in the graph GPo were exactly those
present in Gbox and therefore the local clustering function was the same in both
models. When kn → ∞ this is no longer true in general. For instance, suppose
that kn = n
1−ε
2α+1 , for some small 0 < ε < 1. Then the relation kn ≈ ξeyn/2
implies that yn ≈ 2(1−ε)2α+1 log(n)− 2 log(ξ). Since R/4 = 12 log(n)− 12 log(ν) we get
that R/4 = o (yn) for all α > (3 − 4ε)/2 and hence yn > R/4 for large enough
n, violating the conditions of Lemma 1.6.4. However, by carefully analyzing the
difference between the adjusted local clustering function in both models we can
still make the same conclusion. This is summarized in the following proposition
whose proof is in Section 4.7.2:
Proposition 4.3.4 (Coupling result for adjusted clustering function). As n→∞,
E [|c∗(kn;GPo)− c∗(kn;Gbox)|] = o (s(kn)) .
Together, the three results described so far imply that the difference between
the clustering function for a KPKVB graph and the adjusted clustering function
for the finite box graph Gbox converges to zero faster than the proposed scaling
γ(kn) in Theorem 1.5.3. Hence, to prove this theorem it is enough to prove it for
c∗(kn;Gbox).
4.3.4 From the finite box to the infinite model
To compute the limit of the adjusted clustering function c∗(kn;Gbox) we first prove
in Section 4.6 that it is concentrated around its expectation E [c∗(kn;Gbox)].
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Proposition 4.3.5 (Concentration for adjusted clustering function in Gbox). As
n→∞,
E [|c∗(kn;Gbox)− E [c∗(kn;Gbox)]|] = o (s(kn)) .
This result represents another technical challenge we face when considering
kn → ∞. For the proof, we first identify the specific range of heights that give
the main contribution to the triangle count, showing that the triangles coming
from vertices with heights outside this range is of smaller order. Then we prove a
concentration result for the main term, by carefully analyzing the joint neighbour-
hoods of two vertices whose heights fall into the identified range. The full details
are in Section 4.6.
Assuming this concentration result, we are left to compute the expectation
E [c∗(kn;Gbox)] and show that it is asymptotically equivalent to γ(kn) as n→∞.
To accomplish this, we move to the infinite limit model G∞ and show that the
difference between the expected value of c∗(k;Gbox) and γ(kn) goes to zero faster
than the proposed scaling in Theorem 1.5.2.
Proposition 4.3.6 (Transition to the infinite limit model). As n→∞,
|E [c∗(kn;Gbox)]− γ(kn)| = o (s(kn)) .
Recall that for the finite box model the left and right boundaries of Rn were
identified, so that the graph Gbox contains some additional edges with respect
to the induced subgraph of G∞ on Rn. The proof of Proposition 4.3.6 therefore
relies on analyzing the number of triangles coming from these additional edges and
showing that their contribution to the clustering function are of negligible order,
see Section 4.5.
Remark 4.3.7 (Notations for different graphs). We will use the subscripts n,
Po, box and ∞ to identify properties of, respectively, the KPKVB model Gn,
the Poisson version GPo, the finite box model Gbox and the infinite model G∞.
For example NPo(k) denotes the number of vertices with degree k in GPo and
ρbox(y, k) = P (Po(µ(Bbox (y))) = k), i.e. the degree distribution in Gbox for a
point p = (x, y).
4.3.5 Proof of the main results
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.5.3, using the results stated in the previous
sections.
Proof of Theorem 1.5.3. Note that the second statement of the theorem (‘In par-
ticular, ...’) follows immediately from the first one.
To prove the first statement, we rewrite c(kn;Gn)− γ(kn) as
c(kn;Gn)− γ(kn) = (c(kn;Gn)− c∗(kn;Gn)) + (c∗(kn;Gn)− c∗(kn;GPo))
+ (c∗(kn;GPo)− c∗(kn;Gbox))
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+ (c∗(kn;Gbox)− E[c∗(kn;Gbox)])
+ E[c∗(kn;Gbox)]− γ(kn).
Then, we take absolute values and apply the triangle inequality. By monotonicity
of expectation, we can apply it to both sides and obtain
E [|c(kn;Gn)− γ(kn)|] ≤ E [|c(kn;Gn)− c∗(kn;Gn)|] + E [|c∗(kn;Gn)− c∗(kn;GPo)|]
+ E [|c∗(kn;GPo)− c∗(kn;Gbox)|]
+ E [|c∗(kn;Gbox)− Ec∗(kn;Gbox)|]
+ |E [c∗(kn;Gbox)]− γ(kn)| .
At this point, the lemmas and propositions presented above in this section can be
applied in order to show that all summands are o (γ(kn)): Lemma 4.3.2 for the
transition to the modified clustering function in the first term, Proposition 4.3.3 for
the Poissonization in the second term, Proposition 4.3.4 for the coupling between
the Poissonized KPKVB and the finite box model in the third term, Proposi-
tion 4.3.5 for the concentration in the fourth term and finally Proposition 4.3.6
for the transition to the infinite limit model.
All of this together yields that
E [|c(kn;Gn)− γ(kn)|] = o (s(kn)) = o (γ(kn)) ,
which establishes the first statement of the theorem and finishes the proof.
4.4 Concentration of heights for vertices with degree k
Here we show that if we integrate with respect to the function
ρˆn(y, kn) = P (Po(µn(y)) = kn) ,
then we may restrict integration with respect to the height y to an interval on which
µn(y) = Θ (kn). We will refer to such a result as a concentration of heights result.
In addition, if µn(y) is equivalent to µ(y) on this interval, then we may replace
ρˆn(y, kn) in the integral by ρ(y, kn) = P (Po(µ(y)) = kn) (the degree distribution
of the typical point in G∞).
We start with a concentration of heights result for the infinite model G∞
(Lemma 4.4.1) and explain in Remark 4.4.5 how such a result will be used through-
out the chapter. We then present a generalization of this result (Lemma 4.4.7) and
use this to establish concentration of heights results for the Poissonized KPKVB
GPo and finite box model Gbox.
Finally we provide a general result that allows to substitute ρˆn(y, kn) in the in-
tegrand with ρ(y, kn) and show that this holds in particular for the degree distribu-
tions in GPo and Gbox, given by, respectively ρPo(y, kn) := P (Po(µ (B (y))) = kn)
and ρbox(y, kn) := P (Po(µ (Bbox (y))) = kn).
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4.4.1 Concentration of heights argument for the infinite model
The next lemma states that for a large class of functions h(y) and kn → ∞, to




it is enough to consider integration over a small interval on which ey/2 ≈ kn,
instead of R+.
Lemma 4.4.1. Let α > 12 , ν > 0, (kn)n≥1 be any positive sequence such that
kn →∞ and kn = o (n) and let `n = kn(1 + n), with n → 0. In addition, define
for any constant C > 0,
λ±n = (`n ± C
√






Then the following holds:





y →∞ for some β < α,∫
R+\(a−n ,a+n )
ρ(y, kn)h(y)αe








2. If in addition C >
√




−αy dy ∼ 2αξ2αh(2 log(kn/ξ))k−(2α+1)n , (4.36)
as n→∞.
Proof.
Proof of the first statement. Recall (see proof of Proposition 1.5.4) that
ρ(y, kn), as a function of y, is strictly increasing on [0, a
−
n ] and strictly decreasing
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≤ O (1) ρ(a−n , kn)
∫ a−n
0




Since α− β > 0, we conclude that∫
R+\(a−n ,a+n )
h(y)ρ(y, kn)αe
−αy dy = O (1)
(





We shall now bound the terms ρ(a±n , kn). We explicitly show the bound for
ρ(a+n , kn), the computation for ρ(a
−
n , kn) is similar. Using Stirling’s approximation
k! ∼ √2pikk+1/2e−k as k →∞ we write


























Since for κn =
√






= 1 + n + C
κn
kn
= 1 + n + C
√
(1 + n) log((1 + n)kn)
kn
,
and as x− log(1 + x) ∼ x2/2 as x→ 0, we get


















where for the last line we used that






log(kn) + Θ (1) .
A similar analysis as above yields









Plugging (4.39) and (4.38) into (4.37) yields the result.
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Proof of the second statement. By the mean value theorem for definite in-
tegrals, there exists a cn ∈ (a−n , a+n ) such that∫ a+n
a−n
h(y)ρ(y, kn)αe















, taking any C >
√
4α+ 1, (4.35) im-
plies that ∫ a+n
a−n
ρ(y, kn)αe





from which we conclude that (see (4.4)),∫ a+n
a−n
ρ(y, kn)αe
−αy dy = (1 + o (1))2αξ2αk−(2α+1)n ,






so that cn ∼ 2 log(kn/ξ). Therefore, by assumption on h,∫ a+n
a−n
h(y)ρ(y, kn)αe
−αy dy ∼ h(cn)2αξ2αk−(2α+1)n ∼ 2αξ2αh(2 log(kn/ξ))k−(2α+1)n ,
as n→∞.
Note that we can tune the error in (4.35) by selecting an appropriately large
C > 0, i.e. by restricting the function h(y) inside the integral to an appropriate
interval around 2 log(kn/ξ). This makes Lemma 4.4.1 very powerful. Below we
list several important corollaries.
Corollary 4.4.2. Let h : R+ → R be any continuous function such that for some




as y →∞ and h(an) ∼ h(bn) whenever an ∼ bn. Then for
any other continuous function g : R+ → R, such that g(y) ∼ h(y) as y →∞∫ ∞
0
g(y)ρ(y, kn)αe
−αy dy ∼ 2αξ2αh(2 log(kn/ξ))k−(2α+1)n , (4.40)
as n→∞.
Proof. By assumption, the function g satisfies the conditions of the second state-
ment of Lemma 4.4.1. Since in addition g(2 log(kn/ξ)) ∼ h(2 log(kn/ξ)), the result
follows.
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For any C > 0 we define
KC(kn) =
{











The following corollary allows us to bound integrals of functions hn(y) by consid-
ering their maximum of KC(kn).
Corollary 4.4.3. Let hn : R+ → R+ be a sequence of continuous functions such





and hn(y) = Ω(1),
uniformly on 0 ≤ y ≤ R. Recall that f(x, y) = ανpi e−αy denotes the intensity
function of the infinite limit model, as defined in (1.3). Then, as n→∞,∫
R













Proof. The second result follows immediately from the first. For the first result
we note that, by the first statement of Lemma 4.4.1,∫
[0,R]\(a−n ,a+n )
hn(y)ρ(y, kn)αe












By assumption on hn(y),∫
KC(kn)
hn(y)ρ(y, kn)αe



















−αy dy = Ω(k−(2α+1)n ).
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The result then follows since∫
R





For functions hn(y) = k
s
nh(y) we obtain an asymptotically equivalent expres-
sion for the associated integral:
Corollary 4.4.4. Let h : R+ → R be a continuous function which satisfies the
conditions of Lemma 4.4.1 and let hn be a sequence of functions such that, for
some s ∈ R, as n→∞, hn(y) = Ω(1) and hn(y) = O (ksn)h(y)ρ(y, kn), uniformly
on 0 ≤ y ≤ R. Then,∫
R
hn(y)ρ(y, kn)f(x, y) dx dy ∼ 2αξ2α nhn(2 log(kn/ξ))k−(2α+1)n , (4.42)
as n→∞.
Proof. The result immediately follows by first applying Corollary 4.4.3 and then
using the second statement from Lemma 4.4.1.
Remark 4.4.5 (Concentration of heights argument). All the above corollaries
use the same reasoning, namely that when the integrand contains hn(y)ρ(y, kn),
for some ”nice” functions hn(y), then the main contribution is determined by the
integration over KC(kn). This implies, for instance, that we only need to carefully
analyze the functions hn(y) on KC(kn), while for a certain class of functions we
can even simply replace it with hn(2 log(kn/ξ)). We will refer collectively to any
of these arguments as a concentration of heights argument.
Remark 4.4.6 (Proof of Proposition 1.5.4 revisited). Note that due to Proposi-
tion 4.1.7, the function P (y) from Section 4.1 satisfies all the necessary conditions
















if α > 34 .
Hence, Proposition 1.5.4 directly follows from Proposition 4.1.7 and a concentra-
tion of heights argument (as in Corollary 4.4.2).
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4.4.2 A more general concentration of heights argument
Although powerful, the current versions of the concentration of heights arguments
are only valid for the function ρ(y, kn) := P (Po (µ (B∞ (y))) = kn), which uses
the neighbourhoods in the infinite model G∞. Since we will also be working in
the Poissonized KPKVB model GPo and the finite box model Gbox, we would like
to use concentration of heights arguments for the degree distribution function in
these models. To be more precise, let us define
ρPo(y, k) = P (Po(µ(B (y))) = k)
and
ρbox(y, k) = P (Po(µ(Bbox (y))) = k)
Then we want Lemma 4.4.1 to remain true if we replace ρ(y, kn) with either the
function ρPo(y, kn) or ρbox(y, kn). To establish this result we first prove a more
general version of Lemma 4.4.1:
Lemma 4.4.7. Let α > 12 , ν > 0 and 0 < ε < 1. Furthermore, let kn → ∞ such




, `n = (1 + n)kn, with n → 0 and define
λ±n = (`n ± C
√






for some C > 0. Finally, let ρˆn(y, k) = P (Po(µˆn(y)) = k), where µˆn(y) is a
differentiable function that satisfies, for some 0 < ε′ < 1,
i) lim
n→∞ sup0≤y≤(1−ε′)R
∣∣∣∣ µˆn(y)µ(B∞ (y)) − 1
∣∣∣∣ = 0 and
ii) lim
n→∞ sup0≤y≤(1−ε′)R
∣∣∣∣ µˆ′n(y)µ(B∞ (y)) − 12
∣∣∣∣ = 0.
Then the following holds for C > 0 large enough:





y →∞ for some β < α,∫
R+\(a−n ,a+n )
h(y)ρˆn(y, kn)αe

















Proof. For simplicity we write µ(y) := µ (B∞ (y)) = ξey/2 throughout the proof.
Observe that µ′(y) = µ(y)/2 and for the inverse function, µ−1(yz) = µ−1(y) +
µ−1(z).
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Proof of statement 1. Let 0 < ε < 1 and let µˆn(y) be such that conditions i)
and ii) hold. Take any 0 < δ < min{ε, ε′/3, 1/3} < 1/2 and let Q > 0 be such that
µˆn(Q) ≥ ξ. We first show that we can restrict to integration over (Q, (1 − δ)R),
starting with showing that the integration over (1− δ)R ≤ y ≤ R is negligible.
By construction δ < ε′, and hence by condition i) we have that µˆn((1− δ)R) =
Θ (µ((1− δ)R) = Θ (n(1−δ)). Therefore, since δ < ε and kn = O (n1−ε), it follows




as n → ∞. In particular, µˆ((1 − δ)R) = ω(kn)
and hence ρˆn(y, kn) ≤ ρˆ((1− δ)R, kn) for all y ≥ (1− δ)R. It now follows that∫ R
(1−δ)R
h(y)ρˆn(y, kn)e










. Using Stirling’s approximation to bound
ρˆn((1− δ)R, kn) we get
















≤ O (1) k−1/2n e−µˆn((1−δ)R)/2,
where the last line follows since 1 − x + log(x) ≤ −x/2 for large enough x and
µˆn((1− δ)R)/kn →∞. We thus conclude that, for any C > 0,∫ R
(1−δ)R
h(y)ρˆn(y, kn)e












For the range (0, Q) we have, for any C > 0,∫ Q
0
h(y)ρˆn(y, kn)e
−αy dy = O (1) ρˆn(Q, kn)








We are thus left to show that for sufficiently large C > 0,∫ a−n
δ
ρˆn(y, kn)e
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To prove this we first establish a result that will also help with proving statement
2.
Let (a, b) ⊆ (Q, (1− δ)R) and consider the change of variable z = µ−1(µˆn(y)).
















where the fraction in the last line follows from the chain rule and the fact that
(µ−1)′(t) = (µ′(µ−1(t)))−1.
Now recall that µˆn(y) satisfies conditions i) and ii). Since µ
′(y) = µ(y)/2 it







(1 + o (1))2µˆ′n(y)
(1 + o (1))µ(y)
= (1 + o (1)).
Moreover, using µ−1(yz) = µ−1(y) + µ−1(z) and µ−1(1) = 0, we have
e−αµ
−1(µˆn(y)) = e−α(y+µ
−1(1+o(1))) = (1 + o (1))e−αy,
uniformly on (a, b). These results then imply∫ b
a
ρ(z, kn)e





Now, using (4.47) with a = µ−1(µˆn(Q)) and b = µ−1(µˆn(a−n ) we get∫ b
a
ρ(y, kn)e





Since µ−1(µˆn(a−n )) = (1 + o (1))a
−
n and µ






and hence (4.45) follows from Lemma 4.4.1. The proof of (4.46) follows in a similar
way.
Proof of statement 2. The proof of the second statement follows the same
line of reasoning as above, using (4.47). First, the mean value theorem for definite
integrals implies that∫ a+n
a−n
ρˆn(y, kn)h(y)e
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for some cn ∈ (a−n , a+n ). Since cn ∼ 2 log(kn/ξ), h(cn) ∼ h(2 log(kn/ξ)) by as-
sumption on h. Therefore it is enough to show that∫ a+n
a−n
ρˆn(y, kn)e





This however follows immediately from (4.47) by picking a = µ−1(µˆn(a−n )) and
b = µ−1(µˆn(a+n )).
To apply Lemma 4.4.7 to ρPo(y, kn) or ρbox(y, kn) we need to show that both
these functions satisfy the conditions i) and ii) in Lemma 4.4.7. We will do this
in the next two sections and establish that the results from Corollaries 4.4.2, 4.4.3
and 4.4.4 hold when we replace ρ(y, kn) by either ρbox(y, kn) or ρPo(y, kn).
4.4.3 Concentration of heights for the finite box model
The following lemma immediately implies that µ (Bbox (y)) satisfies the conditions
of Lemma 4.4.7:
Lemma 4.4.8. For all y > 2 log(pi/2),
µ (Bbox (p)) = µ (B∞ (p)) (1− φn(y)) ,















2 )(R−y) − e−(α− 12 )R− y2
)
.
On the other hand, if y ≤ 2 log(pi/2) then
µ(Bbox (p)) = µ(B∞ (p))
(
1− e−(α− 12 )R
)
.
Proof. First note that since we have identified the boundaries of [−pi2 e
R
2 , pi2 e
R
2 ],
we can assume, without loss of generality, that p = (0, y). We then have that the
boundaries of Bbox (p) are given by the equations x′ = ±e y+y
′
2 , which intersect the
left and right boundaries of [−pi2 e
R
2 , pi2 e
R
2 ] at height





Therefore, if y ≤ 2 log(pi/2) this intersection occurs above the height R of the box
R while in the other case the full region of the box above h(y) is connected to p.
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We will first consider the case where y > 2 log(pi/2). Recall that µ(B∞ (p)) =
ξe
y
2 where ξ = 4αν(2α−1)pi . Also recall that fα,ν denotes the intensity function of the




































































= µ(B∞ (p)) (1− φn(y)) .
Since, for all α > 12 , we have
2α−1














it follows that φn(y) ≥ 0.































1− e−(α− 12 )R
)
.
From the definition of φn(y) in Lemma 4.4.8 it is immediate that ρbox(y, k)
satisfies the conditions for ρˆn(y, k) in Lemma 4.4.7. We thus have the following
corollary:
Corollary 4.4.9. The statements in Corollaries 4.4.2, 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 hold when
we replace ρ(y, kn) with ρbox(y, kn).
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4.4.4 Concentration of heights for the KPKVB model
We will now show that a concentration of heights argument also applies to the
KPKVB model. Due to the hyperbolic distance formula, the computations are
however more involved than for the finite box model. Recall that under the cou-
pling between the hyperbolic random graph and the finite box model, for two
points p, p′ with y+ y′ < R, p′ ∈ B (p) exactly when |x−x′|pieR/2 ≤ Φ(y, y′) where
|x|m = min(|x|,m − |x|) is the modular absolute value and Φ(y, y′) is as defined




′) −Ke 32 (y+y′)−R ≤ Φ(y, y′) ≤ e 12 (y+y′) +Ke 32 (y+y′)−R,
for some constant K. This result enables us to determine the measure of a ball
around a given point p = (0, y). Recall that the hyperbolic ball B (p) is a subset
of R and not of the hyperbolic disk DR, i.e. the balls B (p) “live” in the finite box
and not on the hyperbolic disk.
A direct consequence of Lemma 3.3.4 is that µ (B (y)) = µ (B∞ (y)) (1+φn(y)),
where φn(y) := µ (B (y)) /µ (B∞ (y))− 1 satisfies condition i) in Lemma 4.4.7. To
show that condition ii) is also satisfied we need to analyze
φ′n(y) = µ (B∞ (y))−1
∂
∂y
µ (B (y))− 1
2
µ (B (y))
µ (B∞ (y)) , (4.48)




∣∣∣∣12 µ (B (y))µ (B∞ (y)) − 12
∣∣∣∣ = 0.
Then, Lemma 3.3.5 shows that the same holds for the first term in (4.48), from
which we conclude that φn(y) satisfies condition ii) in Lemma 4.4.7.
We now conclude that similarly to Corollary 4.4.9, the concentration of heights
results also hold for ρPo(y, kn):
Corollary 4.4.10. The statements in Corollaries 4.4.2, 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 hold when
we replace ρ(y, kn) by ρPo(y, kn).
Remark 4.4.11 (Generalized concentration of heights arguments). Since the re-
sults from Corollaries 4.4.2, 4.4.3 and 4.4.4 hold for any of the three functions
ρ(y, kn), ρbox(y, kn) and ρPo(y, kn), we will refer only to one of these three when
using a concentration of heights argument for any of the three models G∞, Gbox
and GPo.
4.5 From Gbox to G∞ (Proving Proposition 4.3.6)
In this section we shall relate the clustering in the finite box model Gbox to that of
the infinite model. The main goal is to prove Proposition 4.3.6 which states that
|E [c∗(kn;Gbox)]− γ(kn)| = o (s(kn)) .
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Recall that Gbox is obtained by restricting the Poisson point process Pα,ν to
the box R = (−In, In] × (0, R], with In = pi2 eR/2 and connecting two points
p1, p2 ∈ R if and only if |x1 − x2|pieR/2 ≤ e(y1+y2)/2. We also recall that by
definition of the norm |.|pieR/2 the left and right boundaries of R are identified.
See Section 1.6.2 for more details. Due to this identification of the boundaries
some triples of vertices that form a triangle in the finite box model do not form a
triangle in the infinite model. Therefore, to establish the required result we need
to compute the asymptotic difference between triangle counts in both models. To
keep notation concise we write | · |n for the norm | · |pieR/2 .





where the sum is over all distinct pairs in P \ p and
Tbox(p, p1, p2) = 1{p1∈Bbox(p)}1{p2∈Bbox(p)}1{p2∈Bbox(p1)}.






T∞(y, p1, p2) = 1{p1∈B∞(y)}1{p2∈B∞(y)}1{p2∈B∞(p1)}.
Here we slightly abuse notation and write B∞ (y) for B∞ ((0, y)). We will adopt
this notational convention throughout the remainder of this section, to keep no-
tation concise. We further write Nbox(k) to denote the number of vertices with
degree k in Gbox.
We will first relate γ(kn) and E [c∗(kn;Gbox)] using T∞(y) and Tbox(y). Recall
the definition of KC(kn) as
KC(kn) =
{










Lemma 4.5.1. Let γ(kn) be defined as in (4.6). Then as n→∞,





E [T∞(y)] ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy. (4.49)
Moreover,





E [Tbox(y)] ρ(y, kn)αe−αy dy (4.50)
as n→∞.
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Proof. Recall that





where u1 and u2 are independent and distributed according to the probability den-




1{p1∈B∞(y)}1{p2∈B∞(y)}1{p2∈B∞(p1)}f(x1, y1)f(x2, y2) dx1 dx2 dy1 dy2
= µ (B∞ (y))2 P (y).













E [T∞(y)]µ (B∞ (y))−2 ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy





E [T∞(y)] ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy,
where the last line is due to a concentration of heights argument, which yields
that µ (B∞ (y)) = (1 + o(1))kn.




































E [cbox(p)|degbox(p) = kn] ρbox(p, kn)f(x, y) dxdy






E [cbox(y)|degbox(y) = kn] ρ(y, kn)αe−αy dy,
where the last line follows from a concentration of heights argument, for which
we have used that E [cbox(y)|degbox(y) = kn] ≤ 1. To analyze the conditional
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expectation we observe that, similarly to the analysis of γ(kn), conditioned on
there being kn points in Bbox (y), each point ui = (xi, yi) is independently dis-
tributed according to the probability density µ (Bbox (y))−1 1{ui∈Bbox(y)}f(xi, yi).
Therefore,











= P (u1 ∈ Bbox (u2))
= µ (Bbox (y))−2
∫∫
Tbox(y, p1, p2)f(x1, y1)f(x2, y2) dx1 dy1 dx2 dy2
= µ (Bbox (y))−2 E [Tbox(y)] .
and thus, by applying a concentration of heights argument on µ (Bbox (y))−2,
E [c∗(kn;Gbox)] = (1 + o (1))





E [Tbox(y)] ρ(y, kn)αe−αy dy.





ρbox(y, kn)f(x, y) dx dy,
so that by a concentration of heights argument,




−αy dy = (1 + o (1))npkn .
We therefore conclude that





E [Tbox(y)] ρ(y, kn)αe−αy dy.
Comparing (4.49) and (4.50), we conclude that to prove Proposition 4.3.6 it is
enough to show that∣∣∣∣∣
∫
KC(kn)
E [Tbox(y)− T∞(y)] ρ(y, k)αe−αy dy
∣∣∣∣∣ = o (s(kn)pknk2n) , (4.51)
which means we have to compute the expected difference in triangles between both
models.
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4.5.1 Comparing triangles between G∞ and Gbox
To analyze Tbox(y0) − T∞(y0) we first reiterate that the difference between the
indicator 1{p1∈Bbox(p)} in the finite box model and 1{p1∈B∞(p)} is that in Gbox
we have identified the boundaries of the interval [−pi2 eR/2, pi2 eR/2] and we stop at
height y = R. This induces a difference in triangle counts between both models.
To see this, note that for any p = (x, y) with 0 ≤ y ≤ R we have that Bbox (p) =
B∞ (p) ∩ R. This means that if p′, p2 ∈ Bbox (p) and p2 ∈ B∞ (p′) ∩ R then
p2 ∈ Bbox (p) ∩ Bbox (p′) and hence (p, p′, p2) form a triangle both in Gbox and
G∞. However, it could happen that there are points in the intersection Bbox (p)∩
Bbox (p′) that are not in B∞ (p) ∩ B∞ (p′). Let us denote this region by T (p, p′),
see Figure 4.3 for an example of this region. Then, any p2 ∈ T (p, p′) creates
a triangle with p and p′ in Gbox that is not present in G∞. Finally, any point
p2 ∈ B∞ (p) ∩ B∞ (p′) with height y2 > R creates a triangle with p, p′ in G∞ but
not in Gbox.






T˜box(p0, p1, p2) = 1{p1∈Bbox(p)}1{p2∈Bbox(p)}1{p2∈B∞(p1)∩R}.
Then T˜box(p0) only counts those triangles attached to p0 that exist in both Gbox





The next result, which is crucial for the proof of Proposition 4.3.6, computes
the expected measure of T (p, p′) with respect to p′:
Lemma 4.5.2. Let p0 = (0, y) with y ∈ KC(kn). Then as n→∞,
E
[∣∣∣Tbox(p0)− T˜box(p0)∣∣∣] = y O (n−(2α−1))+ ey O (n−(4α−2)) .
The proof of the lemma is not difficult but cumbersome, since it involves com-
puting many different integrals. We postpone this proof till the end of this section
and proceed with the main goal, proving Proposition 4.3.6.
First we state a small lemma about the scaling of s(kn) that will be very useful:








n−(2α−1) = o (s(kn)) .
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Proof. First let 12 < α <
3
4 . Then












= o (1) ,












= o (1) .
We now proceed with the proof of the main result of this section:
Proof of Proposition 4.3.6. Let us write R′ := (R × R+) \ R and let p0 = (0, y)
denote the typical point. Next we recall that it is enough to show (4.51), so that






so that by the Campbell-Mecke formula







T∞(p0, p1, p2)f(x1, y1)f(x2, y2) dx2 dy2 dx1 dy1.
The first part is taken care of by Lemma 4.5.2. For the other integral we have∫∫
R′
























Thus we conclude, using Lemma 4.5.2, that







ρ(y0, kn) |E [Tbox(p0)− T∞(p0)]| e−αy0 dy0























where the last part follows from Lemma 4.5.3 and the fact that s(kn)
2 = o (s(kn)).
This establishes (4.51) and hence finishes the proof.
From the proof of Proposition 4.3.6 we obtain the following useful corollary,
which will be used in Section 4.6. Recall that
ρbox(y, kn) = P (Po(µ(Bbox (y))) = kn)
denotes the degree distribution of a point p0 = (0, y) in Gbox.

























Proof. We first write
E
[∣∣∣T˜box(y)− T∞(y)∣∣∣] ≤ E [∣∣∣Tbox(y)− T˜box(y)∣∣∣]+ E [|Tbox(y)− T∞(y)|] .
Therefore, Lemma 4.5.2 and (4.52) imply that, uniformly for y ∈ KC(kn),
E
[∣∣∣T˜box(y)− T∞(y)∣∣∣] = O (log(kn)n−(2α−1) + k2nn−(4α−2)) = o (s(kn)k2n) ,

















uniformly onKC(kn). Therefore, we can apply a concentration of heights argument


















Figure 4.3: Example configuration of two points p and p′ for which Bbox (p) ∩
Bbox (p′) is not a subset of B∞ (p) ∩ B∞ (p′). The red region indicates the area




ρ(y, kn) (P (y) + o (s(kn)))αe
−αy dy










where we have used that P (y) = Θ (s(kn)) on KC(kn). This proves the first
statement. The second statement follows by observing that∫ ∞
0
P (y)ρ(y, kn)αe





4.5.2 Counting missing triangles
We now come back to computing the expected number of triangles attached to a
vertex at height y in Gbox, which are not present in G∞.
Recall that T (p, p′) denotes the region of points which form triangles with p
and p′ in Gbox but not in G∞. Figure 4.3 shows an example of a configuration
where T (p, p′) 6= ∅. We observe that T (p, p′) 6= ∅ because the right boundary
of the ball Bbox (p′) exits the right boundary of the box R and then, since we
identified the boundaries, continues from the left so that Bbox (p′) covers part of
the ball Bbox (p) which would not be covered in the infinite limit model.
To further analyze this, let us introduce some notation. For any p = (x, y) ∈ R
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we will define the left and right boundary functions as, respectively,
b−p (z) =

2 log (x− z)− y, if − pi2 eR/2 ≤ z ≤ x− ey/2,
2 log
(





2 log (z − x)− y, if x+ ey/2 ≤ z ≤ pi2 eR/2,
2 log
(
pieR/2 + z − x)− y, if − pi2 eR/2 ≤ z ≤ x+ e(y+R)/2 − pieR/2,
0, otherwise.
(4.54)
Note that these functions describe the boundaries of the ball Bbox (p). In partic-







Since we have identified the left and right boundary of R we can assume,
without loss of generality, that x = 0. Due to symmetry it is then enough to
restrict the analysis to the case where x′ > 0. For this case there are two important
points in the box R. These are the intersection between the left boundary of p′
and the right boundary of p′, as it continues from the left side of the box, and the
left boundary of p. We denote by (x∗(p′), y∗(p′)) the intersection between the left
and right boundary of p′ and by (xˆ(p, p′), yˆ(p, p′)) the intersection between the left
boundary of p and the right boundary of p′, see Figure 4.3.
Let us derive the expressions for the coordinates of these two points, start-
ing with (x∗(p′), y∗(p′)). The x-coordinate x∗(p′) is the solution to the equation
b+p′(z) = b
−
p′(z) for −pi2 eR/2 ≤ z ≤ x+ e(y+R)/2 − pieR/2. This equation becomes
2 log
(
pieR/2 + z − x′
)
− y′ = 2 log (x′ − z)− y′,
whose solution is x∗(p′) := x′ − pi2 eR/2. Plugging this into either the left or right






In a similar way, the x-coordinate xˆ(p, p′) is the solution to the equation b+p′(z) =
b−p (z) for −pi2 eR/2 ≤ z ≤ x+ e(y+R)/2 − pieR/2, i.e.
2 log
(
pieR/2 + z − x′
)
− y′ = 2 log (x− z)− y.
This solution is x
′−pieR/2
1+e(y′−y)/2
and again yˆ(p, p′) is obtained by plugging the solu-







To summarize we have:
x∗(p′) = x′ − pi
2
eR/2,













Figure 4.4: Example for a given p of the boundary function x′ 7→ b∗p(x′), given by
the red curve, which determines whether T (p, p′) = ∅ or not. We see that when
y′ = b∗p(x











The crucial observation is that T (p, p′) = ∅ as long as the point (x∗(p′), y∗(p′))
is above the left boundary of p. This happens exactly when y∗(p′) > b−p (x
∗(p′)).














Solving this equation gives the function







which is displayed by the red curve in Figure 4.4. It holds that y∗(p′) > b−p (x
∗(p′))
if and only if y′ < b∗p(x
′) and hence we have that T (p, p′) = ∅ for all p′ ∈ R
for which y′ ≥ b∗p(x′). We also note that when y′ = b∗p(x′) the two points
(x∗(p′), y∗(p′)) and (xˆ(p, p′), yˆ(p, p′)) coincide.
This analysis allows us to compute the expected difference in the number of
triangles for the finite box model and the infinite model, for a typical vertex with
height y, i.e. prove Lemma 4.5.2.
Proof of Lemma 4.5.2. Let In =
pi
2 e























Figure 4.5: Three different areas B
(i)
n used in the proof of Lemma 4.5.2.
The proof goes in two stages. First we compute µ (T (p, p1)) by splitting it over
three disjoint regimes with respect to p1, with x1 ≥ 0. Then we do the integration
with respect to p1.
Computing µ (T (p, p1))
Recall that In =
pi
2 e
R/2 and define the sets
A(1)n = {p1 = (x1, y1) ∈ R : 0 ≤ y1 ≤ y − 2 log(In/(In − x1))} ,
A(2)n =
{























n = Bbox (p) ∩ A(i)n , for i = 1, 2, 3, see Figure 4.5. Here the heights of
the two intersections are given by
















n denotes the area
under the red curve in Figure 4.4 and hence, for all p1 ∈ R \ Bn with x1 ≥ 0 we
have that T (p, p1) = ∅. So we only need to consider p1 ∈ Bn. We shall establish
the following result:













if p1 ∈ B(2)n ∪B(3)n .
(4.59)
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Depending on which set p1 belongs to, the set T (p, p1) has a different shape.
We displayed these shapes in Figure 4.6 as a visual aid to follow the computations
below.
Case p1 ∈ B(1)n : 0 ≤ y1 ≤ y− 2 log(In/(In − x1)) In this case the integral over




















































































































(x˜(p, p1), y˜(p, p1))








Figure 4.6: The different shapes of T (p, p1) depending on the regime to which p1
belongs. The top figure is for p1 ∈ B(1)n , the middle for p1 ∈ B(2)n and the bottom
one for p1 ∈ B(3)n .
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We conclude that for p1 ∈ B(1)n :






which establishes the first part of (4.59).
Case p1 ∈ B(2)n : y − 2 log(In/(In − x1)) < y1 ≤ y + 2 log(1 + x1In ) Here we split
the integration into two parts (see Figure 4.6). Recall that x∗(p, p1) = x1 − In.
Then, for the first part we have

































































= O (1) ,
for the last line.
For the second part we first use the upper bound on y1 to compute that
x1 + e
















since |x1| ≤ In. Then we have





















2 )yˆ(p,p1) − e−(α− 12 )h(y)
))


















where for the last line we first used that (2In − x1)−(2α−1) ≤ I−(2α−1)n and then((
ey/2 + ey1/2
)2α−1
− e(α− 12 )y
)

















It then follows that for p1 ∈ B(2)n





































































































































where we have used the upper bound on y1 and the fact that 2In − x1 = Θ (In)






and hence for p1 ∈ B(3)n











Integration µ(T (p, p1)) with respect to p1
We now proceed with the second part of the computation leading to (4.56). Here
we will integrate µ(T (p, p′))(p, p1) over the region Bn := B(1)n ∪ B(2)n ∪ B(3)n , see
Figure 4.5. Let us first identify the boundaries of these areas.
The area B
(1)
n is bounded from above by the line given by the equation






Solving this for x1 yields x1 = In
(











In a similar way we have that B
(2)
n is bounded from above by the line






which yields x1 = In
(
e(y1−y)/2 − 1). The lower red boundary is the upper bound-
ary of B
(2)
n and hence we have
B(2)n = {(x1, y1) : h∗(y) ≤ y1 ≤ h∗(y),









≤ x1 ≤ e(y+y1)/2
}
.
We continue in the same way for B
(3)
n









∧ e(y+y1)/2 ∧ In
}
.
With these characterizations of the areas we now integrate µ(T (p, p1)) over
Bn, splitting the computations over the three different areas.
Integration over B
(1)



















































n : We will show that


































f(x1, y1) dx1 dy1






f(x1, y1) dx1 dy1.



































































so that (4.60) follows.
Integration over B
(3)
n : For this case we show that




























f(x1, y1) dx1 dy1












f(x1, y1) dx1 dy1.
Let us first focus on the first integral. Since In(e
(y1−y)/2−1)−In(1−e(y−y1)/2) ≤
Ine




















































4.6 Concentration for c(kn;Gbox) (Proving Proposition
4.3.5)
In this section we establish a concentration result for the local clustering function
c∗(k;Gbox) in the finite box model Gbox. Similar to the previous section we will
focus on typical points p = (0, y) with y ∈ KC(kn).
4.6.1 The main contribution of triangles
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In particular, the variance of c∗(kn;Gbox) is determined by the variance of Tbox(kn).






T˜box(p0, p1, p2) = 1{p1∈Bbox(p0)}1{p2∈Bbox(p0)}1{p2∈B∞(p1)∩R},
as well as the definition of KC(kn)
KC(kn) =
{










and write R(kn, C) = [−In, In] × KC(kn) for the part of the box R with heights














The idea is that the main contribution of triangles of degree kn to the triangle
count Tbox(kn) is given by T˜box(kn, C). Therefore, in order to prove Proposition
4.3.5 it suffices to show that T˜box(kn, C) is sufficiently concentrated around its
mean. This last part is done in the following proposition:
Proposition 4.6.1 (Concentration T˜box(kn, C)). Let α >
1
2 , ν > 0 and let


















We first use this result to prove Proposition 4.3.5. The remainder of this
section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 4.6.1. The final proof can be found
in Section 4.6.3.
Proof of Proposition 4.3.5. We bound the expectation as
E [|c∗(kn;Gbox)− E [c∗(kn;Gbox)]|] ≤
E
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+ 2E [|c∗(kn;Gbox)− c˜box(kn)|] .
We will show that both terms are o (s(kn)).
First we note that 1{p2∈B∞(p1)∩R} ≤ 1{p2∈Bbox(p1)} and hence T˜box(p) ≤









E [|c∗(kn;Gbox)− c˜box(kn)|] = E [c∗(kn;Gbox)]− E [c˜box(kn)] .




∣∣∣degbox(p) = kn] = (kn2
)
















∣∣∣ degbox(p) = kn] ρbox(y, kn)f(x, y) dxdy
































































= (1 + o (1))γ(kn).
On the other hand, Proposition 4.3.6 implies that E [c∗(kn;Gbox)] = (1+o (1))γ(kn)
and thus we conclude that
2E [|c∗(kn;Gbox)− c˜box(kn)|] = o (γ(kn)) = o (s(kn)) .
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For the remaining term we use Ho¨lder’s inequality and Proposition 4.6.1 to
obtain that
E

























 = o (s(kn)) ,
which finishes the proof.
We note that the above proof establishes the following important result:
Corollary 4.6.2. Let kn →∞. Then, as n→∞,
E [|c∗(kn;Gbox)− c˜box(kn)|] = o (s(kn)) .
4.6.2 Joint neighbourhoods and degrees in Gbox
To prove Proposition 4.6.1 we need to understand the joint degree distribution
in Gbox. This subsequently requires us to analyse the joint neighbourhoods in
Gbox of two points p, p
′ ∈ R. We start with a general result for near-independent
Poisson random variables.
Lemma 4.6.3. Let kn → ∞ and X1 = Po(λ1(n)), X2 = Po(λ2(n)) and Y =





0 < ε < 1 and for some C > 0,
kn − C
√
kn log(kn) ≤ λi(n) + λ3(n) ≤ kn + C
√
kn log(kn),
for i = 1, 2. Then, as n→∞
P (X1 + Y = kn, X2 + Y = kn) = (1 + o (1))P (X1 + Y = kn)P (X2 + Y = kn) .
Proof. First we write
P (X1 + Y = kn, X2 + Y = kn) =
∞∑
t=0
P (X1 = kn − t)P (X2 = kn − t)P (Y = t) .
Now fix a C1 > 0 and define the set
An :=
{
t ∈ R+ : λ3(n)− C1
√
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Then by a Chernoff bound (c.f. (1.12))∑
t∈R+\An
P (X1 = kn − t)P (X2 = kn − t)P (Y = t)
≤ P
(
































Next, for i = 1, 2 we have by assumption on λi(n) + λ3(n) that









































−kn . Hence, by taking C1 > 4(1 + C2) we get that
k
−C14
n = o (P (X1 + Y = kn)P (X2 + Y = kn)) .
It remains to show that∑
t∈An
P (X1 = kn − t)P (X2 = kn − t)P (Y = t)
= (1 + o (1))P (X1 + Y = kn)P (X2 + Y = kn) .
For this take any s ∈ An so that |t − s| ≤ 2C1
√
k1−εn log(kn) and note that
there exists a δn satisfying |δn| ≤ 2C
√
kn log(kn), for n large enough, such that
kn − t = λ1(n) + δn. It then follows that, uniformly in t, s and δn, as n→∞,
P (X2 = kn − t)
P (X2 = kn − s) =
P (X2 = kn − t)
P (X2 = kn − t− (s− t))
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=
(kn − t− (s− t))!
(kn − t)! λ1(n)
s−t
∼ (kn − t− (s− t))−(s−t)λ1(n)s−t




δn − (s− t)
λ1(n)
)s−t
∼ e (s−t)δnλ1(n) e− (s−t)
2
λ1(n) ∼ 1,
where the last line follows since both (s−t)δnλ1(n) → 0 and
(s−t)2
λ1(n)
→ 0 as n → ∞. In
particular,
P (X2 = kn − t) = (1 + o (1))P (X2 = kn − s) ,




P (Y = s) = (1 + o (1))
∑
s∈An
P (Y = s) ,
we conclude that∑
t∈An
P (X1 = kn − t)P (X2 = kn − t)P (Y = t)
= (1 + o (1))
∑
t∈An
P (X1 = kn − t)P (X2 = kn − t)P (Y = t)
∑
s∈An
P (Y = s)
= (1 + o (1))
∑
t∈An
P (X1 = kn − t)P (Y = t)
∑
s∈An
P (X2 = kn − s)P (Y = s)
= (1 + o (1))P (X1 + Y = kn)P (X2 + Y = kn) ,
from which the result follows.
To see how this lemma can be applied to analyze the joint degree distribution
in Gbox, fix two points p, p
′ ∈ R and denote by
ρbox(p, p
′, k, k′) := P (Po (µ (Bbox (p))) = k,Po (µ (Bbox (p′))) = k′) (4.65)
the joint degree distribution. Then if we define,
X1(p, p
′) := Po (µ (Bbox (p) \ Bbox (p′))) ,
X2(p, p
′) := Po (µ (Bbox (p′) \ Bbox (p))) ,
Y (p, p′) := Po (µ (Bbox (p) ∩ Bbox (p′))) ,
it follows that
ρbox(p, p
′, kn, kn) = P (X1(p, p′) + Y (p, p′) = kn, X2(p, p′) + Y (p, p′) = kn) .
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Now, if y, y′ ∈ KC(kn) the three Poisson random variables defined above satisfy
the condition of Lemma 4.6.3 regarding the sum λi(n) + λ3(n). Therefore, if in




, for some 0 < ε < 1, we have that
ρbox(p, p
′, kn, kn) = (1 + o (1))ρbox(p, kn)ρbox(p′, kn).
To make this more precise, we define, for any 0 < ε < 1, the set
Eε(kn) =
{
(p, p′) ∈ R×R : y, y′ ∈ KC(kn) and |x− x′|n > k1+εn
}
, (4.66)
where |x|n = min{|x|, pieR/2−|x|} denotes the norm on the finite box R where the
left and right boundaries are identified. We will show (see Corollary 4.6.6) that





the joint degree distribution factorizes on this set. We will use this set later in
Section 4.6.3 to prove Proposition 4.6.1. The main idea behind the above result
is that if p and p′ are sufficiently separated in the x-direction, then the overlap
of their neighbourhoods Bbox (p)∩Bbox (p′) is of smaller order than µ (Bbox (p)) +
µ (Bbox (p′)). We shall therefore proceed with analyzing the joint neighbourhoods
in Gbox.
Common neighbourhoods
Let p, p′ ∈ R and denote by Nbox(p, p′) the number of common neighbours of
p and p′. We shall establish an upper bound on the expected number of joint
neighbours when p and p′ are sufficiently separated. Observe that E [Nbox(p, p′)] =










′ − e y
′+y1
2
x1 = x− e
y+y1











Figure 4.7: Schematic representation of the neighbourhoods of p and p′ in Gbox
when |x− x′| > e y2 + e y
′
2 used for the proof of Lemma 4.6.4. Note that although
here p′ /∈ Bbox (p), this is not true in general. This situation was merely chosen to
improve readability of the figure.
We start by analyzing the shape of the joint neighbourhood. Due to symmetry
and the fact that we have identified the left and right boundaries of the box R, we
can, without loss of generality, assume that p = (0, y) and p′ = (x′, y′) with x′ > 0.
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To understand the computation it is helpful to have a picture. Figure 4.7 shows
such an example. There are several different quantities that are important. The
first ones are the heights where the left and right boundaries of the ball Bbox (p) hit
the boundaries of the boxR. Since x = 0 these heights are the same and we denote
their common value by h(y). We also need to know the coordinates yˆright(p, p
′)
and xˆright(p, p
′) of the intersection of the right boundary of the neighbourhood of
p with the left boundary of the neighbourhood of p′ and those for the intersection
of the left boundary of the neighbourhood of p with the right boundary of the
neighbourhood of p′, which we denote by yˆleft(p, p′) and xˆleft(p, p′). Finally we
will denote by d(p, p′) the distance between the lower right boundary of Bbox (p)
and the lower left of Bbox (p′), which is positive only when the bottom parts of
both neighbourhoods do not intersect, as is the case in Figure 4.7. The condition
d(p, p′) > 0 is exactly the right notion for p and p′ being sufficiently separated.
Note that yˆleft(p, p
′) and xˆleft(p, p′) correspond to, respectively, yˆ(p, p′) and
xˆ(p, p′) considered in Section 4.5.2. The derivation of yˆright(p, p′) and xˆright(p, p′)
is done in a similar manner and we omit the details here. The full expressions of
all these functions are given below for further reference:






































































The following result shows that if d(p, p′) > 0, then the expected number of
common neighbours is o (µ (Bbox (p)) + µ (Bbox (p′))):
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Proof. Again, without loss of generality, we assume that p = p0 = (0, y) and
p′ = (x′, y′) with 0 ≤ x′ ≤ pi2 eR/2. Note that since 0 < x′ ≤ pi2 eR/2, it holds that
yˆright(p, p
′) ≤ yˆleft(p, p′). We write yˆ for yˆright(p, p′) and observe that below yˆ the
balls Bbox (p) and Bbox (p′) are disjoint. Therefore, if we define
A := {p1 = (x1, y1) ∈ R ∩ Bbox (p) : y1 ≥ yˆ} ,
then
E [Nbox(p, p′)] ≤ µ (A) .









































2 )yˆ + νeR/2e−αh(y)












The result follows by plugging in
yˆ := yˆright(p, p










and noting that x′ is the same as |x− x′|, by our generalization step.
We also prove a similar result for the Poissonized KPKVB model GPo:
Lemma 4.6.5. Let 0 < ε < 1, p, p′ ∈ R with y, y′ ≤ (1 − ε)R and denote








































with K the constant from Lemma 1.6.2.
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Proof. We will proceed in a similar fashion as for Lemma 4.6.4. That is, we will
bound the expected number of common neighbours by the number of neighbors
of p whose y-coordinate is above the intersection of the right boundary of B (p)
and the left boundary of B (p′). Denote by yˆ the height of this intersection point.
Then









The second integral is bounded by νξµ (Bbox (y)) e−(α−
1
2 )(R−y). We bound the first




























≤ (1 +K)µ (Bbox (p)) e−(α− 12 )yˆ,
where we have used that 3y12 ≤ R− y + y12 for all y1 ≤ R− y for the second line.
It remains to compute yˆ, for which we will establish the bound










To show (4.75) we note that for any point y1 ≥ yˆ, the corresponding x-
coordinate of the left boundary of B (p′) must be to the left of that of the ball
B (p), i.e. x′ − Φ(y′, y1) ≤ Φ(y, y1). Therefore it is enough to show that for all










it holds that Φ(y, y1) ≤ x′ − Φ(y′, y1), with λ as defined in the statement of the
lemma. Note that by assumption on |x−x′| the above upper bound is non-negative.





2 (y+y1)−R ≤ x′ − e y
′+y1
2 −Ke 32 (y′+y1)−R,




















Plugging the upper bound for y1 into the left-hand side and using that (e
y/2 +
ey



















2 ≤ x′e−λ +Ke−R(x′)3e−3λ















where we have also used that x′ ≤ pi2 e−R/2.
Degrees
We now return to the joint degree distribution of vertices in Gbox. Recall the
definition of Eε(kn) as
Eε(kn) =
{
(p, p′) ∈ R×R : y, y′ ∈ KC(kn) and |x− x′|n > k1+εn
}
.
The following result, which follows from Lemma 4.6.4, shows that on this set, the
expected number of common neighbours is o (kn).
Lemma 4.6.6. Fix 0 < ε < 1 and let ε′ = min{ε(2α − 1), ε}. Then for all
(p, p′) ∈ Eε(kn), as n→∞,







Proof. Since µ (Bbox (p)) , µ (Bbox (p′)) = Θ (kn) for all (p, p′) ∈ Eε(kn), Lemma 4.6.4
implies that





























We thus need to show that φn(p, p
′) = O (k−εn ). For (p, p
′) ∈ Eε(kn), it holds that
ey/2, ey














For the second term in φn(p, p




















) = O (1)n−(2α−1)k2α−1n = O (n−(α− 12 )) .


















where we have used that ε′ = min{ε(2α− 1), ε}.
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It is clear that using Lemma 4.6.5 instead of Lemma 4.6.4, the above proof
applies to the Poissonized KPKVB model, yielding the following result:
Lemma 4.6.7. Fix 0 < ε < 1 and let ε′ = min{ε(2α − 1), ε}. Then for all
(p, p′) ∈ Eε(kn), as n→∞,







As a corollary we get that on the set Eε(kn) the joint degree distribution in
Gbox is asymptotically equivalent to the product of the degree distributions. We
shall however prove a slightly stronger result (Lemma 4.6.9) which also takes care
of bounded shifts in the joint degree distribution ρbox(p, p
′, kn−t, kn−t′), for some
uniformly bounded t, t′ ∈ Z. For this we first need the following simple result for
Poisson distributions:
Lemma 4.6.8. Let kn → ∞ be a sequence of non-negative integers and X =
Po(λn) be a Poisson random variable with mean λn satisfying
kn − C
√
kn log(kn) ≤ λn ≤ kn + C
√
kn log(kn)
for some C > 0. Then, for any tn, sn = O(1), as n→∞,
P (X = kn − tn) ∼ P (X = kn − sn) .
Proof. Note that kn > tn, sn for large enough n. Hence, using Stirling’s formula,
as n→∞,
P (X = kn − tn)
P (X = kn − sn) =
(kn − tn − (sn − tn))!























where we wrote `n = (kn − sn)/(kn − tn). Note that `n → 1 and hence
√
`n →
1. Moreover, since (kn − sn)/λn → 1 and |sn − tn| = O (1), we have that(
kn−sn
λn
)tn−sn ∼ 1. Therefore it remains to show that
lim
n→∞ e
(kn−tn) log(`n)+tn−sn = 1.
For this we note that for any x, such that |x| ≤ 1/2, we have
x− x2 ≤ log(1 + x) ≤ x.
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Write xn = `n − 1 = tn−snkn−tn . Then by the assumptions of the lemma, xn → 0, and
thus, for n large enough,
tn − sn − (tn − sn)
2




kn−tn ≤ e(kn−tn) log(`n)+tn−sn ≤ 1,
and the result follows since (tn−sn)
2
kn−tn → 0.
We can now prove the main result of this section:
Lemma 4.6.9. Let 0 < ε < 1, kn → ∞ and let tn, t′n, sn, s′n ∈ Z be uniformly
bounded. Then for any (p, p′) ∈ Eε(kn), as n→∞,
ρbox(p, p
′, kn − tn, kn − t′n) = (1 + o (1))ρbox(p, kn − sn)ρbox(p′, kn − s′n).
Proof. Define the random variables
X1(p, p
′) := Po (µ (Bbox (p) \ Bbox (p′))) ,
X2(p, p
′) := Po (µ (Bbox (p′) \ Bbox (p))) ,
Y (p, p′) := Po (µ (Bbox (p) ∪ Bbox (p′))) ,
so that
ρbox(p, p
′, kn − tn, kn − t′n)
= P (X1(p, p′) + Y (p, p′) = kn − tn, X2(p, p′) + Y (p, p′) = kn − t′n) .







from Lemma 4.6.3 that
ρbox(p, p
′, kn − tn, kn − t′n) = (1 + o (1))ρbox(p, kn − tn)ρbox(p′, kn − t′n).
The result then follows by applying Lemma 4.6.8 twice.
4.6.3 Concentration result for main triangle contribution
We now turn to Proposition 4.6.1. Before we dive into the proof let us first give a
high level overview of the strategy and the flow of the arguments.

















T˜P(p, p1, p2)T˜P(p′, p′1, p
′
2).
This expression can be written as the sum of several terms, depending on how
{p, p1, p2} and {p′, p′1, p′2} intersect. To this end we define, for a ∈ {0, 1} and

















TP,n(p, p1, p2)TP,n(p′, p′1, p
′
2),












To prove Proposition 4.6.1 we will deal with each of the Ia,b separately, showing
that





and for all other combinations












it follows that (4.78) holds for I1,2.
Recall that R(kn, C) = [−In, In]×KC(kn) and (4.66)
Eε(kn) =
{
(p, p′) ∈ R×R : y, y′ ∈ KC(kn) and |x− x′|n > k1+εn
}
.
Let Eε(kn)c be the same set but with |x−x′|n ≤ k1+εn and denote by I∗a,b the part of
Ia,b where (p, p
′) ∈ Eε(kn). We split the analysis between I∗a,b and Ia,b− I∗a,b. The
idea for these two cases is that by Lemma 4.6.9 it follows that on the set Eε(kn)
and for any uniformly bounded t, t′ ∈ Z, the joint degree distribution factorizes,
i.e.
ρbox(p, p
′, kn + t, kn + t′) = (1 + o (1))ρbox(p, kn)ρbox(p, kn).
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, where the latter is the expected
number of points in R(kn, C) × R(kn, C). Hence we expect the contributions
coming from Eε(kn)c to be negligible.
Proof of Proposition 4.6.1. Throughout this proof we set i = |{p′, p1, p2, p′1, p′2} ∩
Bbox (p) |, j = |{p′} ∩ Bbox (p) | and define i′, j′ in a similar way by interchanging
the primed and non-primed variables. In addition, we write D˜box(p, p
′, k, `) to
denote the indicator that |Bbox (p)∩ (P \{p, p′, p1, p2, p′1, p′2})| = k and |Bbox (p′)∩
(P \ {p, p′, p1, p2, p′1, p′2})| = `. Note that this also depends on {p1, p2, p′1, p′2} but
we suppressed this to keep notation concise. Similarly we write Dbox(p, p
′, k, `) to
denote the indicator that |Bbox (p)∩(P\{p, p′})| = k and |Bbox (p′)∩(P\{p, p′})| =















′, kn − i, kn − i′) T˜box(p, p1, p2)T˜box(p′, p′1, p′2)
 ,














We will now proceed to establish (4.77) and (4.78).










so that for the remainder of the proof we only need to consider p, p′ ∈ Eε(kn) and
hence, we can apply Lemma 4.6.9.















′, kn − i, kn − i′) T˜box(p, p1, p2)T˜box(p′, p′1, p′2)

= E
Dbox(p, p′, kn − j − 2, kn − j′ − 2) 6=∑
p1,p2∈P\p
T˜box(p, p1, p2)




















∣∣∣degbox(p′) = kn] .





∣∣∣degbox(p′) = kn] = (kn2
)





= O (1) k2nP (y
′),





= (1 + o (1))k2nP (y
′), for




















f(x, y)f(x′, y′) dx′ dx dy′ dy
























































Recall the result from Lemma 4.6.9, that for (p, p′) ∈ Eε(kn) and any two uniformly
bounded t, t′ ∈ Z,
ρbox(p, p
′, kn + t, kn + t′) = (1 + o (1))ρbox(p, kn)ρbox(p, kn).
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Therefore, by defining h(y) = E
[
T˜box(y)









′, kn)h(y)h(y′)f(x, y)f(x′, y′) dx′ dx dy′ dy.




is that the above integral is over Eε(kn)
instead ofR(kn, C)×R(kn, C). Since the difference between the two sets is Eε(kn)c











































the proof of (4.77).










Then, using that ρbox(p, p



















∣∣∣ degbox(p) = kn] f(x, y)f(x′, y′) dx′ dx dy′ dy















































. When 12 < α ≤ 34 we have
4α− 1 + ε
2α+ 1
< 1,









= o (1) .
When α ≥ 34 ,
n−1k2α−1n s(kn)
−1k2+ε−2αn = O (log(kn))n
−1k2+εn = o (1) ,
for ε small enough.










Now let Z0,1 denote the part of J0,1 where y1 ≤ 4 log(kn) and y2, y′2 ≤ ε log(kn).
We first analyze E [Z0,1|degbox(p),degbox(p′) = kn]. When y1 ≤ 4 log(kn) and
both y2, y
′
2 ≤ ε log(kn) we have that











whenever T˜box(p, p1, p2)T˜box(p





Hence it follows that T˜box(p, p1, p2)T˜box(p
′, p1, p′2) > 0 implies that





Next, by integrating only over x′2 and y
′
2, we get
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∣∣degbox(p),degbox(p′) = kn] = o (k4ns(kn)2) . (4.81)


























which finishes the proof of (4.78) for a = 0, b = 1.
We first consider the part with y1 > 4 log(kn). Since the integration over x1, x2
and x′2 of E
[
Z∗0,1
∣∣degbox(p),degbox(p′) = kn] is bounded by O (eye y′2 ) we get that
the contribution to E
[
Z∗0,1
∣∣degbox(p),degbox(p′) = kn] due to y > 4 log(kn) and



































−2 = k3−(4α−2)−4+2(4α−2)n = k
−5+4α
n = o (1) ,





−2) k3−(4α−2)−2n = O (log(kn)−2) = o (1) ,
and, for α > 34 ,
k3−(4α−2)−4n s(kn)
−2 = k3−(4α−2)−2n = o (1) .
Next we consider the case where y1 ≤ 4 log(kn) and at least one of y2, y′2 is
larger than ε log(kn). Due to symmetry it is enough to consider the case with
y2 > ε log(kn). Here the contribution to E
[
Z∗0,1







































The last line follows since k−1n = o (s(kn)) for
1




n = O (s(kn)) for
α ≥ 34 .









∣∣∣degbox(p) = kn] .
We then use that ρbox(p, p











































































where we have also used that k−2n = o (s(kn)).
Computing E [I1,1] Using (4.81) we get
























= o (1) ,







= o (1) .
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4.7 Equivalence for local clustering in GPo and Gbox
In this section we establish the equivalence between c∗(k;Gn) and c∗(k;Gbox) as
expressed in Proposition 4.3.4, using the coupling procedure explained in Sec-
tion 1.6.4. As in the previous section we write | · |n for the norm | · |pieR/2 .









and that B (p) denotes the image under Ψ of the ball of hyperbolic radius R
around the point Ψ−1(p). Under the coupling between the hyperbolic random
graph and the finite box model, described in Section 1.6.4, two points p = (x, y)
and p′ = (x′, y′) are connected if and only if




cosh(R− y) cosh(R− y′)− coshR
sinh(R− y) sinh(R− y′)
)
,
see (1.8). We will often use the result from Lemma 1.6.2 to approximate the




′) −Ke 32 (y+y′)−R ≤ Φ(R− y,R− y′) ≤ e 12 (y+y′) +Ke 32 (y+y′)−R,
where K is a constant determined by the lemma.
4.7.1 Some results on the hyperbolic geometric graph
We start with some basic results for the hyperbolic random geometric graph.
Recall that B∞ (p) = {p′ ∈ R×R+ : |x− x′| ≤ e(y+y′)/2} and observe that (1.10)
from Lemma 1.6.2 implies the following:
Corollary 4.7.1. For sufficiently large n and p ∈ R,
B∞ (p) ∩R([K,R]) ⊆ B (p) ∩R([K,R]),
where K is the constant from Lemma 1.6.2.
Furthermore, Lemma 1.6.2 enables us to determine the measure of a ball
around a given point p = (0, y) - this is will be fairly useful in our subsequent
analysis.
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Let p ∈ R. Then we can see that the curve x′ = e 12 (y+y′) with x′ ≥ 0 meets the
right boundary of R, that is, the line x′ = pi2 eR/2, at y′ = R − y + 2 ln pi2 . Hence,
any point p′ ∈ R([R− y + 2 ln pi2 , R]) is included in B∞ (p). In other words,
B∞ (p) ∩R([R− y + 2 ln pi
2
, R]) = R([R− y + 2 ln pi
2
, R]).
This, together with the fact that for any u′ = (r′, θ′),
r′ < y = R− r ⇒ dH(Ψ−1(p), u′) ≤ R,
implies that
(B (p)4B∞ (p)) ∩R([R− y + 2 ln pi
2
, R]) = ∅, (4.82)
where A4B denotes the symmetric difference of the sets A and B. We can now
compute the expected number of points in B (p)4 B∞ (p), i.e. those that are a
neighbour of p in only one of the two models.
Lemma 4.7.2. Let 0 ≤ yn < R be such that R−yn →∞ and write pn = (xn, yn).
Then, as n→∞,
µ(B (pn)4B∞ (pn)) = Θ(1) ·

e(1/2−α)R+αyn , if α < 3/2,
(R− yn)e3y/2−R, if α = 3/2,
e3yn/2−R, if α > 3/2.
Proof. Let rn := R − y. Lemma 1.6.2 implies that for such a pn, if a point p
belongs to B (pn)4B∞ (pn) ∩R([0, rn]), then
|xn − x| = Θ(1) · e 32 (yn+y)−R.
Now, if p ∈ [rn, rn + 2 ln pi2 )] and also p ∈ B (pn)4B∞ (pn), then
|xn − x|n = pi
2
eR/2 − e 12 (yn+y).
Finally, (4.82) implies that no point in R([rn + 2 ln pi2 , R]) belongs to B (pn) 4B∞ (pn). We first compute the expected number of points p ∈ B (pn)4 B∞ (pn)
that have R−y ≤ rn. The result depends on the value of α, yielding the following
three cases:






e(1/2−α)R+αyn , if α < 3/2,
(R− yn)e3yn/2−R, if α = 3/2,
e3yn/2−R, if α > 3/2.
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Next we compute the number of remaining points in B (pn)4B∞ (pn) as
µ(B (pn)4B∞ (pn) ∩R([rn, R])) = να
pi




eR/2 − e 12 (yn+y)
)
e−αy dy
= O(1) · eR/2
∫ rn+2 ln pi2
rn
e−αy dy
= O(1) · eR/2e−αrn = O(1) · e(1/2−α)R+αyn .
Now note that for any α > 3/2, we have
((1/2− α)R+ αyn)− (3yn/2−R) = (3/2− α)(R− yn)→ −∞,
by our assumption on yn. For α = 3/2, these two quantities are equal. From these
observations, we deduce that
µ(B (pn)4B∞ (pn)) = Θ(1) ·

e(1/2−α)R+αyn , if α < 3/2,
rne
3yn/2−R, if α = 3/2,
e3yn/2−R, if α > 3/2.
4.7.2 Equivalence clustering GPo and Gbox
Here we prove Proposition 4.3.4. We first establish a few results regarding the
number of nodes of degree kn in both the Poissonized KPKVB graph GPo and the
finite box model Gbox.






E [NPo(kn)] = Θ (1)nk−(2α+1)n , (4.83)
and











ρPo(y, kn)f(x, y) dxdy.
Then by Lemma 4.4.7
E [NPo(kn)] = (1 + o (1))
∫
R
ρ(y, kn)f(x, y) dxdy
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= (1 + o (1))n
∫ R
0




E [Nbox(kn)] = (1 + o (1))
∫
R
ρ(y, kn)f(x, y) dxdy,
from which the results follow.
Recall that Proposition 4.3.4 states that
lim
n→∞ s(kn)
−1 E [|c∗(kn;GPo)− c∗(kn;Gbox)|] = 0.
Next recall the definition of KC(kn) as
KC(kn) =
{



















where T˜box(kn, C) counts for all nodes p = (x, y) with y ∈ KC(kn) the pairs (p1, p2)
that form a triangle with p, with the exception that it considers p2 ∈ B∞ (p1)∩R
instead of Bbox (p1). Then using Corollary 4.6.2 we get
E [|c∗(kn;GPo)− c∗(kn;Gbox)|] ≤ E [|c∗(kn;GPo)− c˜box(kn)|] + o (s(kn)) ,
and hence it is enough to prove that
lim
n→∞ s(kn)
−1E [|c∗(kn;GPo)− c˜box(kn)|] = 0.
The following lemma will be frequently used in the proof of Proposition 4.3.4.
Lemma 4.7.4. Let t, r ∈ R be fixed and let ρˆ(y, k) be any of the three probability
functions ρPo(y, k), ρbox(y, k) or ρ(y, k). Then for any sequence kn of non-negative






and C > 0 large enough,∫
KC
etyρˆn(y, kn − r)e−αy dy = O (1) k−2α−1+2tn
as n→∞.




. Hence, by the second
statement of Lemma 4.4.7∫
KC










(kn − r)−(2α+1) = O (1) k−2α−1+2tn .
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Proof of Proposition 4.3.4. To keep notation concise we abbreviate E [NPo(kn)]
and E [Nbox(kn)] by nPo(kn) and nbox(kn), respectively. We will also suppress the







TPo(p, p1, p2) = 1{p1∈B(p)}1{p2∈B(p)}1{p2∈B(p1)}










































The last term can be rewritten as∣∣∣∣1− nPo(kn)nbox(kn)
∣∣∣∣E [c˜box(kn)] = ∣∣∣∣1− nPo(kn)nbox(kn)
∣∣∣∣ γ(kn)(1 + o(1)),
where we have used Proposition 4.3.6 (See Section 4.5). The first term in this
product converges to zero by Lemma 4.7.3 while the second term scales as s(kn).
Hence ∣∣∣∣1− nPo(kn)nbox(kn)
∣∣∣∣E [c˜box(kn)] = o (s(kn)) ,











































and similarly for the other term, it follows that
E
[∣∣∣∣1{degPo(y)=kn}nPo(kn) TPo(y)− 1{degbox(y)=kn}nPo(kn) T˜box(y)
∣∣∣∣]
≤ Θ (n−1k2α+3n ) (ρPo(y, kn) + ρbox(y, kn)) .
Therefore, by a concentration of heights argument (c.f. first statement of Lemma 4.4.7),





[∣∣∣1{degPo(y)=kn}TPo(y)− 1{degbox(y)=kn}T˜box(y)∣∣∣] e−αy dy, (4.86)






















[∣∣∣1{degPo(y)=kn}TPo(y)− 1{deg∞(y)=kn}T˜box(y)∣∣∣] e−αy dy = 0.
For α > 3/4, s3/4(kn) = log(kn)
−1sα(kn) = o (sα(kn)) and thus it suffices to
prove the following two cases:








[∣∣∣1{degPo(y)=kn}TPo(y)− 1{degbox(y)=kn}T˜box(y)∣∣∣] e−αy dy = 0,








[∣∣∣1{degPo(y)=kn}TPo(y)− 1{degbox(y)=kn}T˜box(y)∣∣∣] e−αy dy = 0.
We shall proceed by expanding the integrand and analyzing the individual terms.
With a slight abuse of notation we shall write y instead of (0, y) in an expression
such as B (y). In addition we write DPo(y, kn;P) for the indicator that is equal to
1 if and only if B (y) contains kn points from P \{(0, y)}. We define Dbox(y, kn;P)
analogously for the ball Bbox (y). It is important to note that for any p′ ∈ R it
holds that p′ ∈ Bbox (y) ⇐⇒ p′ ∈ B∞ (y).
We need to split the integrand over several terms and then analyze each of
these separately. Applying the Campbell-Mecke formula yields
E
[∣∣∣1{degPo(y)=kn}PPo(y)− 1{deg∞(y)=kn}T˜box(y)∣∣∣] ≤




|DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})TPo(y, p1, p2)
−Dbox(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})T˜box(y, p1, p2)
∣∣∣
 ,
where the sum ranges over all distinct pairs of points in P \ {(0, y)}. In what
follows, we will set BPo4∞ (p′) = B (p′)4(B∞ (p′)∩R) and BPo∩box (p′) = B (p′)∩
Bbox (p′) and observe that BPo∩box (y) = B (y) ∩ B∞ (y). We will now bound the
sum that is inside the expectation. We will split the sum into different parts,
depending on combinations of p1, p2 ∈ P \ {(0, y)} for which only one of the
two terms of the difference is non-zero. Clearly, for this we need that either
p1 ∈ BPo∩box (y) and p2 ∈ BPo4∞ (p1), or p1 ∈ BPo4∞ (y) and p2 ∈ BPo∩box (p1).
We will consider the following four cases:
1. p1 ∈ BPo∩box (y) and p2 ∈ BPo4∞ (p1) and
a) y1, y2 < (1− ε)R ∧ (R− y),
b) y1 ≥ (1− ε)R ∧ (R− y),
2. p1 ∈ B (y) \ B∞ (y) with y1 < K and p2 ∈ BPo∩box (y),
3. p1 ∈ BPo4∞ (y) with y1 ≥ K and p2 ∈ BPo∩box (y),
where K in the last two cases is the constant from Lemma 1.6.2.
Observe that when y1 < (1 − ε)R ∧ (R − y) and y2 ≥ (1 − ε)R ∧ (R − y) it
follows from Corollary 4.7.1 that p2 ∈ BPo∩box (p1) and thus we do not have to
consider this case when p1 ∈ BPo∩box (y) and p2 ∈ BPo4∞ (p1). Similarly, when
y1 ≥ K and p1 ∈ BPo4∞ (y) Corollary 4.7.1 implies that p1 ∈ B (y)\B∞ (y) which
explains the setting of case 2.
We can now bound the sum by the following expression:
6=∑
(p1,p2)∈P\{(0,y)}
|DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})TPo(y, p1, p2)












1{p1∈BPo∩box(y)} · 1{p2∈BPo4∞(p1)}Dbox(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})
(4.88)






























In the following paragraphs we will give upper bounds on the expected values of
each one of these partial sums.
The sums (4.87) and (4.88) We will analyze (4.87). The analysis of the other
sum (4.88) is similar. Note first that for any two points p1, p2 the following holds:
if p1 ∈ B (y) and p2 ∈ BPo4∞ (p1)∩B (y), then p2 ∈ B (y) and p1 ∈ BPo4∞ (p2)∩
B (y). Using this symmetry, it suffices to consider distinct pairs (p1, p2) ∈ P \
{(0, y)} with 0 ≤ y2 ≤ y1 ≤ R− y. Let D denote the set of these pairs.
We are going to consider several sub-cases and, thereby, split the domain D
into the corresponding sub-domains. Let ω = ω(n) → ∞ as n → ∞ be a slowly
growing function and set yω := y + ω. We let
D1 = {(p1, p2) ∈ D ∩ P : y ≤ y1 ≤ R/2, yω ≤ y2 ≤ y1},
D2 = {(p1, p2) ∈ D ∩ P : y1 ≤ R/2, y2 ≤ yω} and
D3 = {(p1, p2) ∈ D ∩ P : R/2 < y1 ≤ R− y, y2 ≤ y1}.
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1{p1∈B(y)}1{p2∈BPo4∞(p1)∩B(y)} ·DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})
 .
(4.94)









1{p1∈B(y)} · 1{p2∈B(y)}DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})










1{p1∈B(y)} · 1{p2∈BPo4∞(p1)}DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})











1{p1∈B(y)} · 1{p2∈B(y)}DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})
 := I(3)n (y).
(4.97)
We will bound each term using the Campbell-Mecke formula and show for i =







I(i)n (y)e−α dy = 0, (4.98)
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I(i)n (y)e−α dy = 0. (4.99)
For the first term (4.95), we note that
E [DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2}] = ρPo(y, kn − 2).
and hence I(1)n (y) becomes










× 1{p2∈B(y)}e−α(y1+y2) dy2 dx2 dy1 dx1.
Next, Lemma 1.6.2 implies that for y′ ≤ R− y, we have that if (x′, y′) ∈ B (y),





1{p1∈BPo∩box((0,y))} · 1{p2∈B(y)} ·DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})






















= O(1) · e(1/2−α)yω+(1/2−α)y
 e(1−2α)y,
(4.101)




1{p1∈BPo∩box((0,y))} · 1{p2∈B(y)} ·DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})

 ρPo(y, kn − 2)e(1−2α)y.
(4.102)
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We now integrate this with respect to y and determine its contribution to (4.86),∫
KC(kn)






where we have used Lemma 4.7.4 with t = 1− 2α.
Since 1 − 6α + min{6α − 3, 2α} < 0 for all α > 1/2 we deduce that, for







I(1)n (y)e−αy dy = 0,







I(1)n (y)e−αy dy = 0.
We will now bound the term in (4.96). Using similar observations as for the
previous term we get that I(2)n (y) equals










× 1{p2∈BPo4∞((0,y))}e−α(y1+y2) dy2 dx2 dy1 dx1.
Now, Lemma 1.6.2 implies that for y2 ≤ R − y1, we have that if (x2, y2) ∈
BPo4∞ ((x1, y1)), then x2 lies in an interval of length Ke3y/2+3y′/2−R, where K >
0 is again the constant in Lemma 1.6.2. Using these observations we obtain

















= O (1) e−R
({
e(1−α/2)R if 12 < α < 2
R if α ≥ 2
)({
e(3/2−α)yω if 12 < α <
3
2











2R if 32 ≤ α < 2,
(y + ω(n))Re−R if α ≥ 2.
Since yω := y + ω(n) ≤ R = O (log(n)) we conclude that on KC(kn)




2 < α <
3
2 ,
n−α log(n) if 32 ≤ α < 2,
n−2 log(n)2 if α ≥ 2,








2 < α <
3
2 ,
n−α log(n) if 32 ≤ α < 2,





2 < α <
3
2 ,
n−α log(n)k−(2α+1)n if 32 ≤ α < 2,
n−2 log(n)2k−(2α+1)n if α ≥ 2.






















= o (1) ,







I(2)n (y)e−αy dy = 0.
For α ≥ 3/4 we have that both n−α log(n)k−1n and n−2 log(n)2k−1n converge to







I(2)n (y)e−αy dy = 0.
We will now consider the term in (4.97). Recall that D3 consists of all pairs
(p1, p2) ∈ D such that R/2 < y1 ≤ (1 − ε)R ∧ (R − y) and y1 ≤ yω with the
property that p1 ∈ B (y) and p2 ∈ BPo4∞ (p1) ∩ B (y). So, in particular, p2 ∈
(B (p1) ∪ B∞ (p1)) ∩ B (y).
We will consider this intersection more closely. We use Lemma 1.6.2 to define
a ball around p1 that contains both B (p1) and B∞ (p1). For K > 0, we define, for
any point p1 = (x1, y1) ∈ R× R+,
BˇPo(p1) := {(x′, y′) : y′ < R− y1, |x1 − x′| < (1 +K)e 12 (y1+y′)}. (4.104)
It is an implication of Lemma 1.6.2 that
(B (p1) ∪ B∞ (p1)) ∩R([0, R− y1]) ⊆ BˇPo(p1).
Therefore, any point p2 = (x2, y2) ∈ BPo4∞ (p1) ∩ B (y) with y2 ≤ R − y1 must
belong to BˇPo(p1) ∩ BˇPo(y).
We will use this in order to derive a lower bound on y2 as a function of x1, y1.
Let us suppose without loss of generality that x1 < 0. The left boundary of
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BˇPo((0, y)) is given by the equation x′ = (1−K)e 12 (y+y′) whereas the right bound-
ary of BˇPo(p1) is given by the curve having equation x′ = x1 + (1 + K)e 12 (y1+y′).
The equation that determines the intersection point (xˆ, yˆ) of these curves is
x1 + (1 +K)e
(y1+yˆ)/2 = (1−K)e(y+yˆ)/2.
We can solve the above for yˆ as





But y1 > R/2 and since y ∈ KC(kn), it follows that for sufficiently large n,
y ≤ (1 + ε)R/(2α+ 1). So if ε is small enough depending on α, we have




= (1 +K + o(1))eyˆ/2+y1/2.




2 log(|x1|e−y1/2)− log cK
)
∨ 0 := yˆ(x1, y1). (4.105)
In particular, note that yˆ = 0 if and only if |x1| ≤ cKey1/2. Moreover, since
p1 ∈ B (y) and x1 ≤ R − y, we also have that |x1| ≤ e(y+y1)/2(1 + o(1)). This
upper bound on |x1| together with (4.105), implies that for n sufficiently large, we
have yˆ ≤ y. This observation will be used below, where we integrate over y2, thus
ensuring that the integrals are non-zero.
We conclude that
p′ ∈ BˇPo(y) ∩ BˇPo((x1, y1))⇒ y′ ≥ yˆ(x1, y1),
which implies
1{p2∈BPo4∞(p1)∩B(y)} ≤ 1{y2≥yˆ(x1,y1),p2∈BˇPo((0,y))}. (4.106)
















= O(1) · ey/2+(1/2−α)yˆ(x1,y1).
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Note also that
E [DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})] = ρPo(y, kn − 2),
uniformly over all (p1, p2) ∈ D3. Hence the Campbell-Mecke formula yields that
I(3)n (y) equals













Due to the symmetry of BˇPo(y), the integration over x1 is

























= O(1) · e−y1/2+αy1 · e (y+y1)2 2(1−α)
= O(1) · ey1/2+y(1−α).
The second integral trivially gives∫ cKey1/2
0





eyˆ(x1,y1)(1/2−α)dx1 = O(1) · ey1/2+y(3/2−α).
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e(1/2−α)y1dy1 = O(1)·ey(3/2−α)e(1/2−α)R/2 = O(1)·n1/2−α·ey(3/2−α),
from which we deduce
I(3)n (y) = O(1) · n1/2−αey(3/2−α) ρPo(y, kn − 2). (4.107)
We now apply Lemma 4.7.4 with t = 32 − α and get∫
KC(kn)



























−(α−1/2) = o (1)







I(3)n (y)e−αy dxdy = 0.
For α ≥ 3/4 we observe that 2α2 + 2α− 5/2 > 0. Hence,
k2αn n












= o (1) ,







I(3)n (y)e−αy dxdy = 0.
The sums (4.89) and (4.90) Again, we will only consider (4.89) since the anal-
ysis for the other term is similar. Recall that in this case, we consider pairs
(p1, p2), with p1 = (x1, y1) satisfying y1 ≥ (R − y) ∧ (1 − ε)R, and p1 ∈ B (y),
p2 ∈ BPo4∞ (p1) ∩ B (y). We split this into three sub-domains: i) y2 ≥ R − y; ii)
R − y1 ≤ y2 ≤ R − y and iii) y2 < R − y1. Similarly to the analysis above we
define
D1 := {(p1, p2) : p1, p2 ∈ P \ {(0, y)}, y1 ≥ (1− ε)R ∧ (R− y), R− y ≤ y2 ≤ R},
D2 := {(p1, p2) : p1, p2 ∈ P \ {(0, y)}, y1 ≥ (1− ε)R ∧ (R− y),
R− y1 ≤ y2 ≤ R− y},
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D3 := {(p1, p2) : p1, p2 ∈ P \ {(0, y)}, y1 ≥ (1− ε)R ∧ (R− y), y2 ≤ R− y1}.





1{p1∈B(y)} · 1{p2∈BPo4∞(p1)∩B(y)} ·DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})
 .
In the first case, note that for y ∈ KC(kn) we have, for small enough ε and
sufficiently large n, 2y ≤ 2(1 + ε) R2α+1 = o (R). Thus y1 + y2 ≥ 2(R − y) = Ω(R)
and thus p2 ∈ B (p1) for large enough n. Furthermore, y2 > R − y1 + 2 ln(pi/2),
which implies that p2 ∈ B∞ (p1) too. Hence, the contribution from these pairs is
zero.
The Campbell-Mecke formula yields that









1{p2∈BPo4∞(p1)∩B(y)}ρPo(y, kn − 2) · e−α(y2+y1) dy2 dx2 dy1 dx1.







































e−αy1dy1dx1 = O(1) · n · e−αR+((εR)∨y))α





e−αy2dy2dx2 = O(1) · n · e−αR+αy.
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= O(1) · e(1−2α)R+2αy+αεR = O(1) · n2(1−2α)+2αε · e2αy.
With these computations we obtain∫
KC(kn)
I(1)n (y)e−αy dxdy = O(1)n2(1−2α)+2αε
∫
KC(kn)
e2αyρPo(y, kn − 2)e−αy dy dx
= O(1)n2(1−2α)+2αε k2α−1n .
Thus, for 1/2 < α < 3/4, we have
k6α−3n n














I(1)n (y)e−αy dxdy = 0.
When α ≥ 3/4 we have 2(1− 2α) < 1/2(4α− 1) and we get
k2αn n
2(1−2α)+2αε · k2α−1n ≤ k4α−1n n2(1−2α)n2αε = o(1),







I(1)n (y)e−αy dxdy = 0.
We now consider the second sub-domain D2. The Campbell-Mecke formula
yields that
I(2)n (y) = E
 ∑
(p1,p2)∈D2
1{p1∈B(y)}1{p2∈BPo4∞(p1)∩B(y)}DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1})











−α(y1+y2) dy2 dx2 dy1 dx1.
























−α(y1+y2) dy2 dx2 dy1 dx1.








= O(1) · ey/2+(1/2−α)(R−y1).














= O(1) · ey/2+(1−α)R−((1−ε)R∧(R−y))/2
= O(1) · ey/2+(1/2−α)R+((εR)∨y)/2
= O(1) · ey+(1/2−α)R+εR = O(1) · n1−2α+ε · ey.
Therefore we get∫
KC(kn)






ρPo(y, kn − 2)eye−αy dx dy
= O (1)n1−2α+εk−2α+1n ,
where we have used Lemma 4.7.4 with t = 1.
For 1/2 < α < 3/4, we have













I(2)n (y)e−αy dxdy = 0.
Similarly, 2α− 1 > 1/2 for α > 3/4 and we get
kn · n1−2α+ε  n−1/2+ε · kn = o(1),
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I(2)n (y)e−αy dxdy = 0.
For the third sub-domain D3 we use (4.106) which states that if p2 = (x2, y2) ∈
BPo4∞ (p1) ∩ B (y) and y2 ≤ R − y1, then y2 ≥ yˆ(x1, y1), where yˆ(x1, y1) =(
2 log(|x1|e−y1/2)− log cK
) ∨ 0. Moreover, p2 ∈ BˇPo(p1).





1{p1∈B(y)} · 1{p2∈BPo4∞(p1)∩B(y)} ·DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})














































Due to symmetry, to bound the integral it is enough to integrate this with respect
to x1 from 0 to In. We will split this integral into two parts according to the value
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The first integral becomes∫ In
cKey1/2







O(R) · e−y1/2+αy1 · eR2 2(1−α) if α ≤ 1,
O(1) · e−y1/2+αy1+2(1−α)y1/2 if α > 1,
=
{
O(R) · e(α−1/2)y1 · n2(1−α) if α ≤ 1,
O(1) · ey1/2 if α > 1.
The second integral trivially gives∫ cKey1/2
0
dx1 = O(1) · ey1/2.




eyˆ(x1,y1)(1/2−α)dx1 = O(1) · ey1/2+y(3/2−α).




e(α−1/2)y1−αy1dy1 = O(1) · n2(1−α) · e−R/2+εR/2+y/2
= O(1) · n1−2α+ε · ey/2.
Therefore, we conclude that
I(3)n (y) = O (R)n1−2α+ε(2α−1) ey/2ρPo(y, kn − 2),
and hence, again using Lemma 4.7.4,∫
KC(kn)




ey/2ρPo(y, kn − 2)e−αy dxdy
= O (R)n1−2α+ε(2α−1)k−2α+1n .








= o (1) ,







I(3)n (y)e−αy dxdy = 0.
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I(3)n (y)e−αy dxdy = 0.
The sums (4.91) and (4.92) Again, the analysis for both terms are similar and
we shall analyze (4.91) only. Let us set p = (0, y). Recall that BPo4∞ (y) ∩
R([R − y + 2 log (pi2 ) , R]) = ∅. Thus, the summand in (4.91) is equal to 0, when
y1 > R− y + 2 log(pi/2).
Recall the definition of the extended ball BˇPo(p) around p in (4.104) that
contains both B (p) and B∞ (p), i.e.,
BˇPo(y) := {p′ : y′ < R− y, |x′| < (1 +K)e 12 (y+y′)},
and that we have E [DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})] = ρPo(y, kn − 2).
Further, observe that,
B (y) ∩R([0, R− y)) ⊆ BˇPo(y),
and
B (y) ∩R([R− y,R]) = R([R− y,R]).
We thus conclude that
B (y) ⊆ BˇPo(y) ∪R([R− y,R]). (4.108)
Hence, if we set
hy(p1) := 1{p1∈B(p)\B∞(y)} ·
(
µ






 ·DPo(y, kn − 2;P \ {p1, p2})

= O(1) · 1{p1∈B(y)\B∞(y)} · µ(B (y) ∩ B (p1))ρPo(y, kn − 2)
≤ O(1) · hy(p1)ρPo(y, kn − 2).
To calculate the expectation of the above function we need to approximate the
intersection of the two balls BˇPo(y) and BˇPo(p1), where p1 = (x1, y1). Let us
assume without loss of generality that x1 > 0. The right boundary of BˇPo(y) is
given by the equation x = x(y′) = (1 + K)e
1
2 (y+y
′) whereas the left boundary of
BˇPo(p1) is given by the curve x = x(y′) = x1 − (1 +K)e 12 (y1+y′).
The equation that determines the intersection point of the two curves is
x1 − (1 +K)e(yˆ+y1)/2 = (1 +K)e(yˆ+y)/2,
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where yˆ is the y-coordinate of the intersection point. We can solve the above for
yˆ as



























yˆ > (y ∧ y1)− 2 log(2(1 +K)) := yˆ(y1, y), (4.110)
which, in turn, implies the following
p ∈ BˇPo((0, y)) ∩ BˇPo(p1)⇒ y(p) ≥ yˆ(y1, y). (4.111)
We thus conclude that
B (p1) ∩ B (p) ⊆
(BˇPo(p) ∩R([yˆ(y1, y), R])) ∪ R([R− y,R]),
which in turn implies that
µ
(BˇPo(p1) ∩ B (p)) ≤ µ (BˇPo(p) ∩R([yˆ(y1, y), R])+ µ(R([R− y,R])).
Therefore,
hy(p1,P) ≤ 1{p1∈B(p)\B∞(p)}µ
(BˇPo(p) ∩R([yˆ(y1, y), R]))
+ 1{p1∈B(p)\B∞(p)}µ (R([R− y,R])) .





























1{p1∈B(p)\B∞(p)}µ (R([R− y,R])) e−αy1 dx1 dy1. (4.113)
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, R]) = ∅. We will first
calculate the measures µ appearing in (4.112) and (4.113). The first one is
µ

















The second term is





















Using these, we get∫
R([0,R−yn+2 ln pi2 ])
E [hy(p1,P \ {p1})] e−αy1 dx1 dy1
= O (1)
∫
R([0,R−y+2 ln pi2 ])
1{p1∈BPo4∞(p)}e
y
2−(α− 12 )(y∧y1)−αy1 dx1 dy1 (4.114)
+O (1)
∫
R([0,R−y+2 ln pi2 ])
1{p1∈B((0,y))}e
αy−(α− 12 )R−αy1 dx1 dy1. (4.115)
Now, Lemma 1.6.2 implies that for any y1 ∈ [0, R− y + 2 ln pi2 ], we have∫ In
−In









2 −(α− 12 )(y1∧y)−αy1 dy1





2 −(2α− 12 )y1 dy1 + e−(α−
1
2 )y








e(4−2α)y−R, if α < 1




2 )R+y, if α < 3/2
R · e2(2−α)y−R, if α ≥ 3/2
)
.
Similarly, for (4.115), we have∫
R([0,R−y+2 ln pi2 ])
1{p1∈BPo4∞((0,y))}e
αy−(α− 12 )R−αy1 dx1 dy1
= e
3y
2 −R+αy−(α− 12 )R ·










2 −R+αy−(α− 12 )R+( 32−α)(R−y), if α < 3/2,
R · e( 32+α)y−(α+ 12 )R, if α ≥ 3/2,
= O(1) ·
{
e−(2α−1)R+2αy, if α < 3/2,
R · e( 32+α)y−(α+ 12 )R, if α ≥ 3/2.









e(4−2α)y−R, if α < 1,





2 )R+y, if α < 3/2,
R · ey−R, if α ≥ 3/2,
I(3)n (y) =
{
e−(2α−1)R+2αy, if α < 3/2,
R · e( 32+α)y−(α+ 12 )R, if α ≥ 3/2.







 · ρPo(y, kn − 2)e−αy dy.











 ρPo(y, kn − 1)e−αy dy
= O (M1 +M2 +M3) .
Computing each of the integrals separately we obtain, using Lemma 4.7.4 and




I(1)n (y)ρPo(y, kn − 1)e−αy dy = O(1) ·
{
k7−6αn
n2 , if α < 1,
R
k3−2αn
n2 , if α ≥ 1,




I(2)n (y)ρPo(y, kn − 1)e−αydy = O(1) ·
{
k1−2αn
n2α−1 , if α < 3/2,
R
k1−2αn





I(3)n (y)ρPo(y, kn − 1)e−αydy = O(1) ·
{
k2α−1n
n4α−2 , if α < 3/2,
R · k2nn2α+1 , if α ≥ 3/2.
Now, we will consider the two cases according to the value of α. First we
note that R = O (log(n)) and since kn = O(n
1
2α+1 ) and α > 1/2 we have that
Rk2nn





n (M1 +M2 +M3) = 0. (4.117)
Using the above expression for Mi, we have












We wish to show that each one of the above three terms is o(1) for kn = O(n
1
2α+1 ).









= o (1) .









= o (1) .









= o (1) .




n · (M1 +M2 +M3) = 0. (4.118)
Firstly, we note that each Mi is as above if 3/4 < α < 1. Therefore, since for this
range 2α < 6α − 3 the result follows from the above analysis. Next we consider
the case 1 ≤ α < 3/2. Here, only the value of M1 changes and we compute that
k6α−3n M1 = O (1) log(n)n





= o (1) ,
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so that (4.118) holds for 3/4 < α < 1.
Proceeding with the case α ≥ 3/2, it is only M2 and M3 that change values.

















since kn = o(n
1/2) and hence (4.118) holds. This finished the proof for (4.91).
















−αy2e−αy1 dx2 dy2 dx1 dy1







Recall that by Lemma 3.3.4, µ (B (y)) = O(1)ey/2. We bound the integral using
Lemma 1.6.2. In particular, (1.9) implies that if p1 = (x1, y1) ∈ BPo4∞ (y), then
because y1 < K


















 = O(1) · e2y−R.
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e2y−αy dy = O(1)n−2

k4−2αn , if α < 2,
log kn, if α = 2,
1, if α > 2.
To finish the argument assume first that 1/2 < α ≤ 3/4. In this case,
k6α−3n n
−2k4−2αn = n
−2 · k4α+1n = o (1) .
For 3/4 ≤ α < 2 we use that 2α < 6α − 3, so that k2αn n−2k4−2αn = o (1). Finally,
when α ≥ 2, we have that




= o (1) .
which completes the proof for (4.93) and thus the proof of Proposition 4.3.4.
4.7.3 Coupling Gn to GPo
Now that we have established the equivalence of the clustering function between
the Poissonized KPKVB graph GPo and the finite box graph Gbox the final step is
to relate the clustering function in GPo to the KPKVB graph Gn. As mentioned
in Section 4.3.2, this is done by moving from c(kn;Gn) to the adjusted clustering
function c∗(kn;Gn) (Lemma 4.3.2) and then to c∗(kn;GPo) (Proposition 4.3.3).
We start with a technical lemma on the difference between the number of vertices
with degree kn in both models. Then we give the proof of Proposition 4.3.3 and
after that we prove Lemma 4.3.2.
Lemma 4.7.5. Let (kn)n≥1 be sequence of natural numbers with kn = o(n
1
2α+1 ).
Then, on the coupling space described in Section 1.6.4,











Proof. The second claim follows immediately from the first one and the fact that






, see Lemma 4.7.3.
Denote by Vn(kn) and VPo(kn) the set of points ui with degree kn in Gn and
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We first use a Chernoff-based large deviation result for a Poisson random vari-
able (1.12), which implies that for any C > 0 we have N ∈ [n − C√n log n, n +
C
√
n log n] with probability 1 − n−C2/2. Since we can select C > 0 arbitrarily
large it follows that we only need to prove the result conditionally on the event




Hence if we denote by A−n the event that n − C
√
n log(n) ≤ N < n and by A+n










degN (U) = kn|A+n
)
,
and likewise with A+n replaced by A
−
n .
We first consider the case where n < N ≤ n+C√n log(n), i.e. the case where
we have more vertices in GPo than in Gn. The proof for the other case is similar
and we omit it. Let W = {un+1, . . . , uN} be the set of vertices in GPo that are
not in Gn. To ease notation we let En and Pn denote the conditional expectation





















nPn (degN (U) = kn)
= o (n)Pn (degN (U) = kn) .
Hence we are left to consider the sum over all vertices in Vn.
Let ui ∈ Vn(kn). Then since N > n we have that ui ∈ VPo(kn) and hence
ui ∈ Vn(kn)∆VPo(kn) if and only if |BH(ui) ∩W | ≥ 1 and either ui ∈ Vn(kn) or
ui ∈ VPo(kn). For any u ∈ H let Qn(u) denote the event that |µH(u) − kn| ≤
C
√
kn log(kn) and denote by Qn(u)
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where we have used Lemma D.1 in the appendix, for any C2/3 > 2α+1. Similarly,























































The other term follows using almost identical arguments and is omitted. To
























= kn, Qn(U1), U2 ∈ BH(U1)
)









= kn, U2 ∈ BH(U1)
∣∣∣∣U1)]


















kn and U2 ∈ BH(U1) are independent and P (U2 ∈ BH(U1)|U1) = µH(U1)/n. In
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addition, on the event Qn(U1) we have that µH(U1) ≤ kn + C
√
kn log(kn) and














































Pn (degN (U1) = kn)
= (1 + o (1))
√
n log(n)knPn (degN (U1) = kn)
= o (nPn (degN (U1) = kn)) = o (En [NPo(kn)]) ,
where we have used again that
√
n log(n)kn = o (n).
With this result we can now prove Proposition 4.3.3, which states
lim
n→∞ s(kn)E [|c
∗(kn;Gn)− c∗(kn;GPo)|] = 0.
Proof of Proposition 4.3.3. First we note that Proposition 4.3.4, 4.3.5 and 4.3.6
together imply that
E [c∗(kn;GPo)] = (1 + o (1))s(kn)
Therefore it suffices to show that
E [|c∗(kn;Gn)− c∗(kn;GPo)|] = o (E [c∗(kn;GPo)]) .
For this we observe that we are looking at the modified clustering coefficient,
where we divide by the expected number of degree kn vertices. As the expected
numbers of degree kn vertices in GPo and Gn are asymptotically equivalent (see
Lemma 4.7.5), it is therefore sufficient to consider the sum of the clustering co-
efficients of all vertices of degree kn. Given again the standard coupling between
the binomial and Poisson process (as used in the proof of Lemma 4.7.5), we again
denote by Vn(kn) the set of degree kn vertices in Gn and by VPo(kn) the set of
degree kn vertices in GPo. If a vertex is contained in both sets, then it must have
the same degree in both the Poisson and KPKVB graph, and given the nature
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of the coupling, the neighbourhoods are therefore the same and hence also their
clustering coefficients agree.
The difference of the sum of the clustering coefficients therefore comes from
all the clustering coefficients of the symmetric difference Vn(kn)∆VPo(kn). By
Lemma 4.7.5 the expected number vertices in this set is E [|Nn(kn)−NPo(kn)|] =
o (E [NPo(kn)]). Therefore,
E [|c∗(kn;Gn)− c∗(kn;GPo)|] ≤ E [|Nn(kn)−NPo(kn)|]
(1 + o (1))E [NPo(kn)]
E [c∗(kn;GPo)]
= o (1)E [c∗(kn;GPo)] ,
which finishes the proof.
Finally we prove Lemma 4.3.2, whose statement is
|c∗(kn;Gn)− c(kn;Gn)| = oP (s(kn)) .
Proof of Lemma 4.3.2. Since Propositions 4.3.3-4.3.6 imply that
E [c∗(kn;Gn)] = O (s(kn)) ,
and since
|Nn(kn)− E [Nn(kn)] |
Nn(kn)
= oP (1) ,
we immediately infer that
|c∗(kn;Gn)− c(kn;Gn)| = c∗(kn;Gn)
∣∣∣∣E [Nn(kn)]Nn(kn) − 1
∣∣∣∣ = oP (1) .

Summary
In this thesis, we study a random graph model proposed by Krioukov et al. [36]
in 2010. In this model, vertices are chosen randomly inside a disk around the origin
in the hyperbolic plane and two vertices are adjacent if their hyperbolic distance
is at most the radius of the disk. The model is specified using three parameters:
the number of vertices n, which we think of as going to infinity, and α, ν > 0,
which we think of as constant. The parameter α determines how we distribute
the points in the disk. Roughly speaking, the larger α, the more points will be
close to the boundary of the disk. The parameter ν is used in the definition of the
radius of the disk in such a way that the average degree tends to a finite positive
constant with high probability as n→∞ for α > 12 .
Since its invention by Krioukov et al. in 2010, this model has attracted sig-
nificant attention as a promising model for real-world networks (like the Internet
or social networks). It has been shown that, for α > 12 , this model simultane-
ously satisfies many properties that were identified as common in a wide range
of real-world networks by previous research in networks science. These properties
include sparsity (constant average degree), a power-law degree distribution (up to
a certain scaling), ‘short distances’, a non-vanishing clustering coefficient and the
existence of a giant component.
The first graph-theoretical concepts considered in this thesis are perfect match-
ings and Hamilton cycles. As the model has been shown to have (a linear fraction
of) isolated vertices for α > 12 , there cannot be any perfect matchings or Hamilton
cycles for α > 12 . We show that for α <
1
2 , there is a non-trivial phase transition
in ν for both of these properties, i.e. for every α < 1/2 and ν = ν(α) sufficiently
small, the model does not contain a perfect matching or Hamilton cycle with
high probability, whereas for every α < 1/2 and ν = ν(α) sufficiently large, the
model contains a Hamilton cycle (and hence also a perfect matching) with high
probability.
Secondly, it has previously been shown that the model has a power-law with
exponent 2α + 1 for α > 12 , more precisely, that the fraction of vertices of degree
kn is proportional to k
−(2α+1)
n with high probability as n → ∞ for sequences kn
which are bounded above by a certain asymptotic scaling. We improve upon this
by showing that the degree distribution follows a power-law with exponent 2α+ 1
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, establishing a Poisson limit law in
the boundary case that kn = (1 + o(1))cn
1
2α+1 for some fixed c and showing that
there are indeed no vertices of degree exactly kn with high probability if kn grows
asymptotically faster than n
1
2α+1 .
Thirdly, we show that for α > 12 , the clustering coefficient tends in probability
to a constant γ that we give explicitly as a closed-form expression in terms of α, ν
and certain special functions. This improves earlier work by Gugelmann et al. [30],
who proved that the clustering coefficient remains bounded away from zero with
high probability, but left open the issue of convergence to a limiting constant.
Similarly, we are able to show that c(k), the average clustering coefficient over all
vertices of degree exactly k, tends in probability to a limit γ(k) which we can give
explicitly as a closed-form expression in terms of α, ν and certain special functions.
We are able to extend this last result also to sequences (kn)n where kn grows as a
function of n. Our results show that γ(k) scales differently, as k grows, for different
ranges of α. More precisely, γ(k) = Θ(k2−4α) if 12 < α <
3
4 , γ(k) = Θ(log(k)/k)




if α > 34 . In each case, we also determine the leading
constant. These results (partially) contradict a claim of Krioukov et al., which
stated that the limiting values γ(k) should always scale with k−1 as we let k grow
(irregardless of the value of α). We perform simulations which confirm the limiting
values γ and γ(k).
Samenvatting
In dit proefschrift bestuderen we een model van stochastische grafen en complexe
netwerken voorgesteld door Krioukov et al. [36] in 2010. In dit model worden
knopen willekeurig gekozen binnen een schijf in het hyperbolische vlak en twee
knopen zijn aangrenzend als ze maximaal een bepaalde hyperbolische afstand van
elkaar verwijderd zijn. Het model wordt gespecificeerd met behulp van drie pa-
rameters: het aantal knopen n, waarvan we aannemen dat die naar oneindig gaan,
en twee positieve ree¨le getallen α, ν > 0, die we constant nemen. Grof gezegd,
hoe groter α, hoe meer punten dichtbij de grens van de schijf zullen zitten. De
parameter ν wordt gebruikt in de definitie van de straal van de schijf zodanig
dat de gemiddelde graad met een hoge waarschijnlijkheid neigt naar een positieve
constante als n→∞ voor α > 12 .
Sinds zijn uitvinding door Krioukov et al. in 2010 heeft dit model veel aan-
dacht gekregen als een veelbelovend model voor netwerken (zoals het internet of
sociale netwerken). Het is aangetoond dat dit model voor α > 12 aan veel eigen-
schappen voldoet die werden ge¨ıdentificeerd als gebruikelijk in een breed scala
van netwerken door eerder onderzoek in netwerkwetenschap. Deze eigenschap-
pen zijn onder meer een constante gemiddelde graad, een machtsverdeling van de
graden (tot een bepaalde schaal), ‘korte afstanden’, een niet-verdwijnende cluster-
ingcoe¨fficie¨nt en het bestaan van een groot verbonden component.
De eerste grafentheoretische concepten die beschouwd worden in dit proef-
schrift, zijn perfecte koppelingen en Hamiltoncykel. Omdat het is aangetoond
dat het model (een lineaire fractie van) ge¨ısoleerde knopen heeft, kunnen er geen
perfecte koppelingen of Hamiltoncykel zijn voor α > 12 . Wij laten zien dat er
voor α < 12 een niet-triviale faseovergang voor beide eigenschappen is. Dat wil
zeggen dat voor elke α < 12 en ν = ν(α) voldoende klein, het model met hoge
waarschijnlijkheid geen perfecte koppeling of Hamiltoncykel bevat, terwijl voor
elke α < 12 en ν = ν(α) voldoende groot, het model met grote waarschijnlijkheid
een Hamiltoncykel (en dus ook een perfecte koppeling) bevat.
Ten tweede is eerder aangetoond dat de verdeling van de graden in dit model
een machtswet heeft met exponent 2α+1 voor α > 12 . Dit betekend dat de fractie
van knopen van graad kn evenredig is met k
−(2α+1)
n met grote waarschijnlijkheid
als n → ∞ voor alle rijen kn die naar boven worden begrensd door een bepaalde
asymptotische schaling. We verbeteren dit resultaat door aan te tonen dat deze
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geldt. Ook laten we zien dat er een Poisson limietwet bestaat in het grensgeval
dat kn = (1 + o(1))cn
1
2α+1 voor een vaste c en dat er inderdaad geen knopen




Ten derde laten we zien dat de clusteringcoe¨fficie¨nt voor α > 12 in waarschijn-
lijkheid neigt naar een constante γ die we expliciet geven als een gesloten vorm in
termen van α, ν en bepaalde speciale functies. Dit is een verbetering ten opzichte
van eerder werk van Gugelmann et al. [30], die bewezen dat de clusteringcoe¨fficie¨nt
met grote waarschijnlijkheid groter dan nul blijft, maar de kwestie van convergentie
open lieten. Ook kunnen we aantonen dat c(k), de gemiddelde clusteringcoe¨fficie¨nt
over alle knopen van graad exact k, convergeert naar een functie γ(k). Voor deze
limiet geven we ook een expliciete expressie in gesloten vorm in termen van α, ν en
bepaalde speciale functies. We kunnen dit laatste resultaat ook uitbreiden naar
rijen (kn)n waar kn groeit als functie van n. Onze resultaten laten zien dat γ(k)
anders schaalt, naarmate k groeit, voor verschillende bereiken van α. Om pre-
cies te zijn, γ(k) = Θ(k2−4α) als 12 < α <
3







als α > 34 . Deze resultaten zijn in tegenspraak met een bewering
van Krioukov et al., waarin werd gesteld dat de grenswaarden γ(k) altijd moeten
worden geschaald met k−1 als we k laten groeien. We voeren simulaties uit die de
grenswaarden γ en γ(k) bevestigen.
Zusammenfassung
In der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit untersuchen wir ein von Krioukov et al. [36] im
Jahr 2010 vorgeschlagenes Zufallsgraphenmodell. In diesem Modell werden inner-
halb einer Scheibe um den Ursprung der hyperbolischen Ebene Knoten zufa¨llig
verteilt; zwei Knoten heißen benachbart, wenn ihr hyperbolischer Abstand ho¨ch-
stens dem Radius der Scheibe entspricht. Das Modell wird mit drei Parametern
spezifiziert: der Anzahl der Knoten n, die wir gegen Unendlich streben lassen,
und zwei reelle Zahlen α, ν > 0, die wir als konstant betrachten. Der Parameter
α bestimmt, wie die Knoten innerhalb der Scheibe verteilt werden. Vereinfacht
gesagt: je gro¨ßer α, desto mehr Punkte befinden sich nahe der Grenze der Scheibe.
Der Parameter ν fließt bei der Definition des Radius der Scheibe derart ein, dass
der durchschnittliche Grad fu¨r α > 12 in Wahrscheinlichkeit gegen eine endliche
positive Konstante konvergiert, wenn n→∞.
Seit seiner Erfindung durch Krioukov et al. 2010 hat dieses Modell erheb-
liche Aufmerksamkeit auf sich gezogen und wird als vielversprechendes Modell fu¨r
reale Netzwerke (wie das Internet oder soziale Netzwerke) gehandelt. Es wurde
gezeigt, dass dieses Modell fu¨r α > 12 gleichzeitig mehrere Eigenschaften erfu¨llt,
die in fru¨heren Untersuchungen der Netzwerkwissenschaft als Kennzeichen vieler
realer Netzwerke identifiziert wurden. Diese Eigenschaften umfassen Sparsity
(konstanter Durchschnittsgrad), eine Potenzgesetz-Gradverteilung (bis zu einer
bestimmten Skalierung der Grade), ”kurze Entfernungen”, einen nicht verschwin-
denden Clustering-Koeffizienten und die Existenz einer riesigen Komponente (engl.
giant component).
Die ersten graphentheoretischen Konzepte, die in dieser Arbeit betrachtet wer-
den, sind perfekte Matchings (gelegentlich auch perfekte Paarungen genannt) und
Hamilton-Zyklen. Da gezeigt wurde, dass das Modell fu¨r α > 12 (einen linearen
Anteil) isolierter Knoten aufweist, kann es fu¨r α > 12 keine perfekten Matchings
oder Hamilton-Zyklen geben. Wir zeigen, dass es fu¨r α < 12 fu¨r beide Eigen-
schaften einen nicht-trivialen Phasenu¨bergang in ν gibt, d.h. fu¨r jedes α < 12
und ν = ν(α) ausreichend klein, entha¨lt das Modell mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit
keine perfekten Matchings- oder Hamilton-Zyklen, wa¨hrend fu¨r jedes α < 12 und
ν = ν(α) ausreichend groß, mit hoher Wahrscheinlichkeit ein Hamilton-Zyklus
(und damit auch ein perfektes Matching) im Modell enthalten ist.
Zweitens wurde es bereits gezeigt, dass das Modell fu¨r α > 12 einem Potenz-
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gesetz mit Exponent 2α + 1 folgt, genauer gesagt, dass mit hoher Wahrschein-
lichkeit der Anteil der Knoten des Grades kn proportional zu k
−(2α+1)
n ist, wenn
n → ∞ fu¨r alle Folgen kn, die nach oben durch eine bestimmte asymptotische
Skalierung begrenzt sind. Wir verbessern dies, indem wir zeigen, dass das Potenz-
gesetz mit Exponent 2α+ 1 fu¨r die Gradverteilung bis zur maximalen Skalierung






gilt. Wir beweisen ein Poisson-Grenzgesetz fu¨r den Fall, dass
kn = (1+o(1))cn
1
2α+1 fu¨r ein festes c und wir zeigen, dass es mit hoher Wahrschein-
lichkeit tatsa¨chlich keine Knoten mit Grad genau kn gibt, wenn kn asymptotisch
schneller wa¨chst als n
1
2α+1 .
Drittens zeigen wir, dass fu¨r α > 12 der Clustering-Koeffizient in Wahrschein-
lichkeit gegen eine Konstante γ konvergiert, die wir explizit als geschlossenen Aus-
druck in α, ν und speziellen Funktionen angeben. Dies verbessert fru¨here Arbeiten
von Gugelmann et al. [30], die bewiesen, dass der Clustering-Koeffizient mit hoher
Wahrscheinlichkeit echt gro¨ßer Null ist, aber das Problem der Konvergenz offen
ließen. In a¨hnlicher Weise ko¨nnen wir zeigen, dass c(k), der durchschnittliche
Clustering-Koeffizient u¨ber alle Knoten mit Grad genau k, in Wahrscheinlichkeit
gegen eine Konstante γ(k) konvergiert, die wir explizit als geschlossenen Ausdruck
in α, ν und speziellen Funktionen angeben. Wir ko¨nnen dieses letzte Ergebnis auch
auf Folgen (kn)n ausdehnen, fu¨r die kn als Funktion von n wa¨chst. Unsere Ergeb-
nisse zeigen, dass γ(k) fu¨r verschiedene Werte von α unterschiedlich skaliert, wenn
k gegen Unendlich tendiert. Genauer gesagt ist γ(k) = Θ(k2−4α), fu¨r 12 < α <
3
4 ,




fu¨r α > 34 . Fu¨r jeden Fall be-
stimmen wir auch die Leitkonstante. Diese Ergebnisse widersprechen (teilweise)
einer Behauptung von Krioukov et al., die besagte, dass die Grenzwerte γ(k) im-
mer mit k−1 skalieren, wenn k → ∞ (unabha¨ngig vom Wert von α). Wir fu¨hren
Simulationen durch, die die Grenzwerte γ und γ(k) besta¨tigen.
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List of notation
Gn = G(n;α, ν) KPKVB model
GPo = GPo(n;α, ν) poissonized KPKVB model
GPo poissonized KPKVB model in coordinates of box model
Gbox = Gbox(n;α, ν) box model
Gbox,H box model truncated at height H
G∞ = G∞(α, ν) infinite (limit) model
R = Rn 2 ln
n
ν radius of hyperbolic disk and adjacency threshold
H hyperbolic plane with curvature −1






R box of the box model, i.e. = (−In, In]× (0, R] ⊂ R2
R(I) (−In, In]× I for I ⊂ [0, R]
RH = R([0, H]) box truncated at height H
Ψ coordinate transformation given by




2 , R− r
)
ϑ(r, r′) maximal angle between two adjacent vertices with radial





cosh r cosh r′−coshR
sinh r sinh r′
)
, if r + r′ ≥ R,
pi, if r + r′ < R.
Φ(y, y′) Φ(y, y′) = 12e
R/2ϑ(R− y,R− y′).
B∞ (p) neighbourhood ball of p ∈ R× (0,∞) in infinite model, i.e.
{p′ ∈ R× (0,∞) : |x− x′| ≤ e y+y
′
2 }
Bbox (p) neighbourhood ball of p ∈ R in finite box model, i.e.
{p′ ∈ R : |x− x′| ≤ e y+y
′
2 }
B (p) neighbourhood ball of p = (x, y) ∈ R which is induced by
hyperbolic metric, i.e.
Ψ({u ∈ D : dH(Ψ−1(p), u) ≤ R})




≤ Φ(y, y′)} ⊂ R
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−αy · 1{−pin2ν <x≤pin2ν ,0<y<2 ln nν }
g(r, θ) = gα,R(r, θ)
α sinh(αr)
2pi(cosh(αR)−1)1{0≤r≤R,−pi<θ≤pi}
µ = µα,ν measure with density function f i.e. for every Borel-
measurable subset S ⊂ R2 we have µ(S) = ∫
S
f(x, y) dx dy
µn measure with density function fn
µg measure with density function g
P = Pα,ν vertex set of infinite limit model, i.e. Poisson point process
on R2 with intensity function f , resp. intensity measure µ
Vn or Vbox vertex set of box model, i.e. Poisson point process with
intensity function fn, resp. intensity measure µn, equiva-
lently it is given by P ∩R
VPo vertex set of Poissonized KPKVB model, i.e. Poisson pro-
cess with intensity function g, resp. intensity measure µg
cG clustering coefficient of the graph G
cG(k) or c(k;G) local clustering function for k ∈ N and graph G
cH,n(k) local clustering function in KPKVB
c∞(k) or γ(k) analytic expression for limit of clustering function of KP-
KVB; note that the clustering function of the infinite limit
model (as an infinite graph) is undefined
c∞ or γ analytic expression for limit of clustering coefficient of KP-
KVB
DG(v) or deg(v) or
degG(v)
degree of vertex v in graph G
NG(k) or N(k;G) number of degree k vertices in graph G
Nn(k) number of degree k vertices in KPKVB
NPo(k) number of degree k vertices in poissonized KPKVB
index H, n refers to KPKVP graph with n vertices
upper index ∗ modified version of clustering where we divide by the ex-






2 µ(y) = µ(p) = µ(B∞ (p))
µPo,n(y) expected degree in poissonized KPKVB model of vertex
with height y (in the transformed box coordinates)
ρ(y, k) = ρ(p, k) P(Po(µ(y)) = k)
ρˆn(y, k) = ρˆn(p, k) P(Po(µn(y)) = k)
D degree of the typical point (0, y)




P (y) probability that two neighbours of the typical point
(0, y) are adjacent, i.e. P (y) := E1{u1∈B∞(u2)} where
u1, u2 are i.i.d. points in B∞ ((0, y)) with the density
f · 1B∞((0,y0))/µ(y0).
P (y0, y1, y2) probability that two neighbours of the typical point (0, y0)
with heights y1 and y2 are themselves adjacent, i.e. prob-
ability that (0, y0), (x1, y1), (x2, y2) satisfy |x1 − x2| ≤
e(y1+y2)/2, where x1 and x2 are independent uniform ran-
dom variables in, respectively, [−e 12 (y0+y1), e 12 (y0+y1)] and
[−e 12 (y0+y2), e 12 (y0+y2)].
a.a.s. asymptotically almost surely.
P−−−−→
n→∞ convergence in probability
log or ln natural logarithm with base e
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Recall that Γ(z) denotes the Gamma function. Let p, q,m, ` be four integers
satisfying 0 ≤ m ≤ q and 0 ≤ ` ≤ p and consider two sequences ap = {a1, . . . , ap}
and bq = {b1, . . . , bq} of reals such that ai − bj is not a positive integer for all
1 ≤ i ≤ p and 1 ≤ j ≤ q and ai − aj is not an integer for all distinct indices













j=1 Γ(bj − t)
∏`
j=1 Γ(1− aj + t)∏q
j=m+1 Γ(1− bj + t)
∏p
j=`+1 Γ(aj − t)
zt dt, (119)
where the path L is an upward oriented loop contour which separates the poles of
the function
∏m
j=1 Γ(bj − t) from those of
∏n
j=1 Γ(1− aj + t) and begins and ends
at +∞ or −∞.
The Meijer’s G-Function is of very general nature and has relation to many
known special functions such as the Gamma function and the generalized hyper-






For our purpose we need the following identity which follows from an Mellin
transform operation.
Lemma A.1. For any a ∈ R and ξ, s > 0,




∣∣∣∣ 1−a− 1, 0
)
Proof. Let x > 0 and q ∈ R and note that as the Γ-function is the Mellin transform




for c > 0 (see [20, p.196]). Applying the change of variable p(r) = q − r yields
e−x = 12piι
∫ c+q+ι∞
c+q−ι∞ Γ(q − r)xr−qdr, then multiplying both sides with −xq−1 gives
−xq−1e−x = − 12piι
∫ c+q+ι∞







rdr. On the left-hand side is the incomplete
1
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gamma function and on the right-hand side with using −r = Γ(1−r)Γ(−r) is the Mei-





. The claim follows by plugging in
q = −a− 1 and x = ξs .
B Incomplete beta function
Here we derive the asymptotic behavior for the function B−(1− z; 2α, 3− 4α) as
z → 0, which is used to analyze the asymptotic behavior of P (y), see Section 4.1.3.
Lemma B.1. We have the following asymptotic results for B−(1− z; 2α, 3− 4α)
1. For 1/2 < α < 3/4
lim
z→0
B−(1− z, 2α, 3− 4α) = B(2α, 3− 4α).
2. When α = 3/4,
lim
z→0
B−(1− z, 2α, 3− 4α)
log(z)
= −1.
3. For α > 3/4,
lim
z→0
z4α−3B−(1− z, 2α, 3− 4α) = 1
4α− 3 .
Proof. We use the hypergeometric representation of the incomplete Beta function,
B−(x, a, b) =
xa
2a
F (a, 1− b, a+ 1, x),
where F denote the hypergeometric function [49] (or see [1, Section 8.17 (ii)]). In
particular we have that
B−(1− z; 2α, 3− 4α) = (1− z)
2α
2α
F (2α, 4α− 2, 2α+ 1, 1− z).
The behavior of F (a, b, c, 1 − z) as z → 0 depend on the real part of the sum
of c − a − b and whether c = a + b [7] (or see [1, Section 15.4(ii)]). Since in our




F (a, b, c, 1− z) = Γ(c)Γ(c− a− b)
Γ(c− a)Γ(c− b) , (120)
if c = a+ b then
lim
z→0
F (a, b, c, 1− z)
log(z)
= − Γ(a+ b)
Γ(a)Γ(b)
, (121)
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and finally, when c− a− b < 0
lim
z→0






In our case we have,
B−(1− z; 2α, 3− 4α) = (1− z)
2α
2α
F (a, b, c, 1− z),
with a := 2α, b := 4α− 2 and c := 2α+ 1. Therefore,
c− a− b = 2α+ 1− 2α− (4α− 2) = 3− 4α.
Now if α < 3/4 then c− a− b > 0 and hence
lim
z→0






Γ(3− 2α) = B(2α, 3− 4α),
where we used that Γ(2α+ 1) = 2αΓ(2α).
When α = 3/4 then c − a − b = 0 and therefore (121), together with the fact
that (1− z)3/2 ∼ 1 as z → 0, implies that
lim
z→0










Finally, when α > 3/4, c− a− b = 3− 4α < 0 and using (122) we get
lim
z→0








C Auxiliary approximation of a function




arccos(1− x) ≤ x√
1− (1− x)2 ≤
1
2
arccos(1− x) (1 + x) .
In particular, as x→ 0,
x√


































It then follows that for all 0 < x ≤ (1− λ)2,
x√




















































which finishes the proof.
D Some results for random variables
Let Bin(n, p) denote a Binomial random variable with n trials and success proba-
bility p, and 0 < δ < 1. Then we have the following well-known Chernoff bound.
P (|Bin(n, p)− np| > δnp) ≤ e− δ
2np
3 . (123)
The following technical lemma establishes two results that are important in
Section 4.7.
Lemma D.1. Let Bin(m, p) denote a Binomial random variable with m trials and
success probability p, let kn → ∞ be a sequence of integers such that kn = o (n)
and fix some C > 0. Then the following holds for any s, t > 0:
1. for any 0 < pn < 1 such that |npn − kn| > C
√
kn log(kn),
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2. for any 0 < pn < 1 such that |npn − kn| ≤ C
√
kn log(kn) and any sequence
of integers mn such that |mn − n| ≤ C
√
n log(n)
P (Bin(n− t, pn) = kn) = (1 + o (1))P (Bin(mn − s, pn) = kn) .
Proof. First we observe that
∂
∂x





kxk−1(1− x)m−k − (m− k)xk(1− x)m−k−1) .
Hence, the function x 7→ P (Bin(m,x) = k) attains it maximum at x = k/m and
is strictly increasing on (0, k/m] and strictly decreasing on [k/m, 1).









and set Yn = Bin(n− t, qn). Then, since qn < kn/(n− t) we get
P (Bin(n− t, pn) = kn) ≤ P (Yn = kn) ≤ P (Yn > kn − 1) = P (Yn > (1 + δn)(n− t)qn) ,
with
δn =









By a Chernoff bound we get
P (Bin(n− t, pn) = kn) ≤ P (Yn > (1 + δn)nqn) ≤ e−
δ2nnqn









For the case npn > kn − C
√





















. Thus by another Chernoff
bound
P (Bin(n− t, pn) = kn) ≤ P (Yn = kn) ≤ P (Yn < kn + 1)
















































P (Bin(n− t, pn) = kn)
P (Bin(mn − s, pn) = kn)




)kn−(n−t)(mn − s− kn
mn − s− pn
)kn−(mn−s)
























mn − s− kn






mn − s− pn .
We first show that
lim
n→∞ e
−(kn−(n−t))xne−(mn−s−kn)yn = 1. (124)
With some algebra we get
− (kn − (n− t))xn − (mn − s− kn)yn
=
(





1− kn − pn
mn − s− pn
)
(kn − pn)
= (kn − pn)2
(
1
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= (kn − pn)2 n−mn − t+ s
(mn − s− pn)(n− t− pn) .
Now by our assumptions
(kn − pn)2 = Θ (kn log(kn)) ,
while




n log(n) ≤ n−mn ≤ C
√
n log(n).
Therefore we conclude that
(kn − pn)2 n−mn − t+ s







from which (124) follows.









P (Bin(n− t, pn) = kn)
P (Bin(mn − s, pn) = kn) = 1,
as thus finishes the proof.
E Code for the simulations
The simulations of the clustering coefficient and function in the KPKVB model
were done using Wolfram Mathematica 11.1. The simulation dots for the clustering
coefficient in Figure 1.5 were generated by the following code (where in the second
line, the entire script was also run for the values nu=1 and nu=0.5):
1 n=10000;
2 nu=2;
3 R=2*Log [ n/nu ] ;
4 p l o t p o i n t s =20;
5 reps =100;
6 Plot ingdataa lpha = ConstantArray [ 0 ,{ p lo tpo in t s , 2 } ] ;
7 SeedRandom [ 1 ] ;
8 For [ z=1,z<=plo tpo in t s , z++,a=0.4+z (4 . 6 / p l o t p o i n t s ) ; sum=0;
9 For [ r =1,r<=reps , r++,V = ConstantArray [ 0 ,{n , 2 } ] ;
10 For [ i =1, i<=n , i ++,
8 APPENDIX
11 V [ [ i , 1 ] ] = RandomReal[{−Pi , Pi } ] ;
12 V [ [ i , 2 ] ] = ArcCosh [ RandomReal [ { 0 , 1 } ] ( Cosh [ a*R]−1)
+1]/a ] ;
13 A= ConstantArray [ 0 ,{n , n } ] ;
14 For [ i =1, i<=n , i ++,
15 For [ j =1, j<=n , j ++,
16 I f [ Cosh [V [ [ i , 2 ] ] ] Cosh [V [ [ j , 2 ] ] ] − Sinh [V [ [ i
, 2 ] ] ] Sinh [V [ [ j , 2 ] ] ] Cos [ Abs [V [ [ i , 1 ] ] −V [ [
j , 1 ] ] ] ] <= Cosh [R] && i != j ,A [ [ i , j
] ]=1 ,A [ [ i , j ] ] = 0 ] ] ] ;
17 g = AdjacencyGraph [A ] ;
18 sum=sum+MeanClus t e r ingCoe f f i c i en t [ g ] ] ;
19 Plot ingdataa lpha [ [ z , 1 ] ] = a ;
20 Plot ingdataa lpha [ [ z , 2 ] ] = 1 . 0 * sum/ reps ; ]
21 Pr int [ P lot ingdataa lpha ]
The simulation dots for the clustering function in Figure 1.8 were generated by
the following code (where in the third line, the entire script was also run for the
values nu=1 and nu=0.5):
1 n=10000;
2 a =0.8 ;
3 nu=2;
4 R=2*Log [ n/nu ] ;
5 p l o t p o i n t s =24;
6 reps =100;
7 Plot ingdatak = ConstantArray [ 0 ,{ reps , p l o tpo in t s , 2 } ] ;
8 SeedRandom [ 1 ] ;
9 For [ r =1,r<=reps , r++,V = ConstantArray [ 0 ,{n , 2 } ] ;
10 For [ i =1, i<=n , i ++,
11 V [ [ i , 1 ] ] = RandomReal[{−Pi , Pi } ] ;
12 V [ [ i , 2 ] ] = ArcCosh [ RandomReal [ { 0 , 1 } ] ( Cosh [ a*R]−1) +1]/
a ] ;
13 A= ConstantArray [ 0 ,{n , n } ] ;
14 For [ i =1, i<=n , i ++,
15 For [ j =1, j<=n , j ++,
16 I f [ Cosh [V [ [ i , 2 ] ] ] Cosh [V [ [ j , 2 ] ] ] − Sinh [V [ [ i , 2 ] ] ]
Sinh [V [ [ j , 2 ] ] ] Cos [ Abs [V [ [ i , 1 ] ] −V [ [ j , 1 ] ] ] ]
<= Cosh [R] && i != j ,A [ [ i , j ] ]=1 ,A [ [ i , j
] ] = 0 ] ] ] ;
17 g = AdjacencyGraph [A ] ;
18 For [ k=1,k<=plo tpo in t s , k++,
19 sum=0;
20 r e s u l t =0;
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21 nrdegk =0;
22 For [ v =1,v<=n , v++;
23 I f [ VertexDegree [ g , v]==k+1,
24 r e s u l t=r e s u l t+L o c a l C l u s t e r i n g C o e f f i c i e n t [ g ,
v ] ; nrdegk ++]] ;
25 Plot ingdatak [ [ r , k , 1 ] ] = k+1;
26 I f [ nrdegk>0, Plot ingdatak [ [ r , k , 2 ] ] = 1 . 0 * r e s u l t / nrdegk
] ] ; ]
27 Pr int [ Mean [ Plot ingdatak ] ] ;
